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Abstract: This paper presents a new hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm based on the Phasor Particle Swarm Optimization (PPSO) and Gravita-
tional Search Algorithm (GSA) for optimal allocation of distributed generation (DG) in distribution systems with non-linear loads. Performance 
of the algorithm is evaluated on the IEEE 69-bus system with the aim of reducing power losses, as well as improving voltage profile and power 
quality. Results, obtained using the proposed algorithm, are compared with those obtained using the original PSO, PPSO, GSA and PSOGSA 
algorithms. It is found that the proposed algorithm has better performance in terms of convergence speed and finding the best solutions.
 
Keywords: distributed generation, gravitational search algorithm, hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm, optimal allocation, phasor particle 
swarm optimization

Sažetak: U ovom radu je za rješavanje problema optimalne alokacije distribuiranih izvora električne energije, u distributivnim sistemima s 
nelinearnim potrošačima, predložen novi hibridni algoritam fazorske optimizacije rojem čestica (PPSO) i gravitacionog pretraživačkog algo-
ritma (GSA). Performanse predloženog algoritma su procjenjene standardnim IEEE test sistemom sa 69 čvorova, s ciljem smanjenja gubitaka 
energije, poboljšanja naponskog profila i kvaliteta električne energije. Dobijeni rezultati su upoređeni s rezultatima dobijenim primjenom 
originalnih PSO, PPSO, GSA i PSOGSA algoritama. Utvrđeno je da predloženi algoritam ima bolje performanse u pogledu brzine konvergencije 
i pronalaženja najboljih rešenja.

Ključne riječi: distribuirana proizvodnja, gravitacioni pretraživački algoritam, hibridni metaheuristički algoritam, optimalna alokacija, 
fazorska optimizacija rojem čestica

OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 
ALLOCATION IN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS WITH 

NON-LINEAR LOADS USING A NEW HYBRID 
META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

OPTIMALNA ALOKACIJA DISTRIBUIRANE 
PROIZVODNJE U DISTRIBUTIVNIM SISTEMIMA S 

NELINEARNIM POTROŠAČIMA PRIMJENOM NOVOG 
HIBRIDNOG METAHEURISTIČKOG ALGORITMA

Miloš Milovanović1, Jordan Radosavljević1, Bojan Perović1

1Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Priština in Kosovska 
Mitrovica, Serbia
milos.milovanovic@pr.ac.rs
Paper submitted: August 2019 Paper accepted: September 2019

INTRODUCTION

Distributed generation (DG) is the term used for small 
generating units connected to the medium or low voltage 
distribution systems. Over the past two decades, the in-
tegration of DG resources into distribution systems led 
to a change in the basic characteristics of the systems, 
providing many technical, economic and environmental 
benefits [1]. The impacts of DG on the system opera-
tional performance depend on many factors, including 
type, size and location of DG, as well as its intended 
mode of operation. The problem of finding the optimal 

Original scientific paper/Izvorni naučni rad

location and size of DG units, namely the “DG allocation 
problem” is one of the major issues facing the distribu-
tion utilities. Experience has shown that the integration 
of DG units at non-optimal locations with non-optimal 
sizes can lead to higher power losses, degradation of 
power quality, instability of the system and increase in 
operational costs [2].

Depending on the type of DG, different effects on the 
power quality are possible. One of the most important 
aspects of the power quality is the presence of harmonics 
in the system. Harmonics are caused mainly by non-lin-
ear loads, such as adjustable speed drives (ASDs), pow-
er electronic loads, switch-mode power supplies and 
electronic power conversion devices. Depending on in-
dividual circumstances, the DG power plant may reduce 
or increase the power quality problems related to the 
harmonic distortion of the voltage waveform. The use of 
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renewable DG sources with power electronic converters, 
such as wind turbine generators, solar photovoltaic cells, 
fuel cells and microturbines, leads to a higher harmonic 
distortion in the system. In addition, it should be noted 
that the direct connection of the generator (synchronous 
or induction) to the distribution system leads to a reduc-
tion in the harmonic impedance of the system and can 
create dangerous resonance conditions. 

In the past few years, many meta-heuristic optimization 
techniques have been applied for optimal allocation of 
DG, such as Tabu Search (TS) [3], Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) [4], [5], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [6]-[8], 
Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [9], Evolutionary 
Programming (EP) [10], Cuckoo Search (CS) [11], Ant 
Colony Optimization (ACO) [12], Biogeography-based 
Optimization (BBO) [13], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [14], 
Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) [15], etc. In ad-
dition to those, several hybrid algorithms, such as GA-
TS [16], ACO-ABC [17], GA-PSO [18], PSO-GSA [19], 
EP-PSO [20], have also been suggested for finding the 
optimal size and location of DG units. 

In the formulation of the DG allocation problem, the 
objective function may have a variety of forms. The 
most commonly used objective functions are as fol-
lows: reduction or minimization of power losses in a 
distribution system [3], [5], [16], [18], reduction of the 
economic cost of the system [6], improvement of the 
voltage profile [11] and voltage stability margins [14], 
or any combination of two or more functions, such as 
the simultaneous minimization of power losses and to-
tal harmonic voltage distortion (THDV) [2], [10], simulta-
neous minimization of losses and maximization of the 
voltage deviation [4], [15], simultaneous voltage profile 
improvement, losses and THDV reduction [7], [9], simul-
taneous minimization of DG investment cost and total 
operation cost of the system [12], simultaneous reduc-
tion of active and reactive power losses, reduction of 
purchased energy from transmission line and improve-
ment of voltage profile [13], etc.

This paper presents a novel hybrid meta-heuristic algo-
rithm based on the Phasor Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PPSO) [21] and Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) 
[22], called the hybrid PPSOGSA algorithm, for opti-
mal allocation of DG in radial distribution systems with 
non-linear loads, which is the main contribution of the 
paper. The proposed algorithm is tested and evaluated 
on a standard IEEE 69-bus system with an objective of 
reducing power losses, as well as improving voltage pro-
file and power quality. The calculation of the fitness func-
tion value is based on the power flow calculation at the 
fundamental frequency, as well as the harmonic power 
flow analysis. The standard backward/forward sweep 
power flow method and decoupled harmonic power flow 

(DHPF) method were integrated with the PPSOGSA al-
gorithm in order to find the best solution of the formu-
lated problem. The algorithm is compared to the other 
meta-heuristic algorithms, such as PSO, PPSO, GSA 
and PSOGSA by investigating the results of three vari-
ous cases. These comparisons represent an additional 
contribution to the field of research.

1. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem of optimal allocation of DG is considered as 
a non-linear optimization planning problem with the ob-
jective of minimizing total active power losses in the sys-
tem, and improving voltage profile and power quality. The 
control variables of the problem are locations and sizes 
of DG units, while the dependent variables are RMS bus 
voltages and THDV levels.

1.1. Objective function

The objective function is given by the following equation:

{ }1 2 3min min loss dev avr V avrF w P w V w THD− −= + + (1)

where F is the objective function that will be minimized, 
Ploss is the total active power losses in the system, Vdev-avr 
is the average voltage deviation in the system, THDV-avr is 
the average voltage total harmonic distortion in the sys-
tem, and wi is the corresponding weight factor.

The total active power losses are given by

( )
1

( 1)
1 1

max bush N
h

loss loss i ,i
h i

P P
−

+
= =

 
=  

 
∑ ∑ (2)

where          is the power losses in the line section be-
tween bus i and bus i+1 at the h-th harmonic, Nbus is 
the total number of buses in the system and hmax is the 
maximum harmonic order under consideration.

The average voltage deviation in the system can be ob-
tained as follows:

bus

RMS ,i rated

dev avr
bus

V V∑
(3)

where VRMS,i is the voltage RMS magnitude at bus i, and 
Vrated is the rated operating voltage considered to be 1 p.u. 

The average THDV is defined by

(4)

where THDV,i denotes the total harmonic voltage distortion 
at bus i.

( )
( , 1)

h
loss i iP +

1

busN

V,i
i

V avr
bus

THD
THD

N
=

− =
∑
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1.2. Constraints

Power balance constraint:

1 1

DG LN N

grid DG,i loss L ,i
i i

P P P P
= =

+ = +∑ ∑ (5)

where Pgrid is the substation active power injection, PDG,i 
is the active power generation of the i-th DG, PL,i is the 
active power of the load at bus i, while NDG and NL are the 
number of DG units and number of loads, respectively.

Bus voltage constraints:

max 2( )min max

1

h
h

RMS i RMS
h

V V V
=

≤ ≤∑ (6)

where V(h) is the h-th harmonic component of the volt-
age at bus i, while V min = 0.95 p.u. and V max= 1.05 p.u. 
are the minimum and maximum RMS bus voltage lim-
its, respectively. The harmonic voltage components are 
estimated using the Decoupled Harmonic Power Flow 
(DHPF) algorithm.

Total harmonic voltage distortion constraint:

i

RMS RMS

(7)

where THDmax=5% is the maximum acceptable level of 
the THDV, according to the limit specified by the IEEE-
519 standard [24].

DG capacity constraints:

i

(8)

(9)

where Pmin and Pmax are the minimum and maximum ac-
tive power limits of the DG at bus i, and PL is the DG 
penetration level. This paper considers the maximum DG 
penetration level to be 100% of the total active power 
demand.

DG location constraints:

DG,i DG,i

2 i busL N≤ ≤ (10)

where Li presents the location of the i-th DG.

It is important to note that the control variables are 
self-constrained, but dependent variables (i.e. RMS bus 
voltages and THDV levels) are not. The inequality con-
straints of dependent variables are incorporated in the 
objective function as quadratic penalty factors [25]. 

1.3. Decoupled harmonic power flow

The harmonic power flow calculation begins with the cal-
culation of the power flow at the fundamental frequency, 
which is carried out by the standard backward/forward 
sweep power flow method. In this step, the fundamen-

tal frequency voltage magnitudes and phase angles are 
determined. This is followed by modeling of distribution 
system elements at frequencies above the fundamental 
one. For this purpose, distribution system is modeled as a 
combination of passive elements and current sources that 
inject harmonic currents into the system.

If the skin and proximity effects are neglected, the admit-
tance of the linear load at bus i (     ), shunt capacitor at 
bus i (     ), generator at bus i (     ), and line between buses 
i and i+1 (    ) are respectively defined by the following 
equations [23]:

where Pl,i and Ql,i are the fundamental active and reactive 
linear load powers at bus i,     is the fundamental admit-
tance of the shunt capacitor at bus i, Rdg,i and       are 
the resistance and sub-transient reactance of generator 
i, while Ri,i+1 and Xi,i+1 are the resistance and reactance of 
the line between busses i and i+1, respectively.

The fundamental and h-th harmonic currents of the 
non-linear load at bus i with fundamental active power Pnl,i 
and fundamental reactive power Qnl,i are [23]:

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

, ,( )
, 2 2(1) (1)

( ) (1)
, ,

( )
, ''

, ,

( )
, 1

, 1 , 1

1

1

l i l ih
l i

i i

h
c i c i

h
dg i

dg i dg i

h
i i

i i i i

P Q
y j

V h V

y hy

y
hR jhX

y
R jhX+

+ +

= −

=

=
+

=
+

(15)

(16)

where     and    are the magnitude of fundamental and 
harmonic currents of the non-linear load at bus i, respec-
tively, and C(h) is the ratio of the h-th harmonic current to 
its fundamental value.

The phase angle of the harmonic current injected by the 
non-linear load at bus i (    ) can be expressed by the fol-
lowing formula:

(1)
,nl iI ( )

,
h

nl iI

( )
,

h
nl iθ

( ) ( ) (1)
, , , ( 1)

2
h h spectrum

nl i nl i nl ih h πθ θ θ−= + + + (17)

where      is the phase angle obtained from the power flow 
solution for the fundamental frequency current component, 
and              is the typical phase angle of the harmonic source 
current spectrum.

In order to determine the harmonic components in the 
system, DHPF algorithm is used in this paper. In this 
method, the interaction among the harmonic frequen-
cies is assumed to be negligible and hence the admit-

(1)
,nl iθ

( )
,

h spectrum
nl iθ −

( )
,
h

l iy
( )
,
h

c iy ( )
,

h
dg iy

( )
, 1
h

i iy +

(1)
,c iy

min max
DG,i DG,i DG,iP P P≤ ≤

1 1

DG LN N

DG,i L,i
i i

P PL P
= =

≤∑ ∑

max
V ,i VTHD (%) THD≤

*
, .(1)

, (1)

( ) (1)
, ,( )

nl i nl i
nl i

i

h
nl i nl i

P jQ
I

V

I C h I

 +
=  
 

=

"
dg,iX
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tance matrix is formulated individually for all harmon-
ics of interest [23].

After the formation of the bus admittance matrix and 
calculation of the current vector, the harmonic power 
flow problem can be calculated directly using the fol-
lowing matrix equation:

(18)

where        is the system bus admittance matrix at the h-th 
harmonic;     is the system bus injected current vector at 
the h-th harmonic and        is the system bus voltage vec-
tor at the h-th harmonic.

Once the harmonic voltages have been determined, the 
RMS bus voltages and THDV levels can be calculated. At 
any bus i, the RMS value of the voltage is given by

( )hV

( ) 1
( ) ( )hh h

BUS

−
 =  V Y I

( )hI

( )h

BUSY

(19)

The THDV level at bus i is expressed by the following 
formula:

( )
( ) ( )

max 2

1
1

1 100 %
h

h
V ,i i

hi

THD V
V ≠

= ⋅ ×∑

max 2( )
,

1

h
h

iRMS i
h

V V
=

= ∑

(20)

At the end of the calculation, the total power losses of 
the system for all harmonics are determined by Eq. (2).

2. HYBRID PPSOGSA ALGORITHM

2.1. Overview of PSO

PSO is a population-based stochastic search optimization 
technique developed by Kennedy and Elberhart [26]. PSO 
is inspired by movement of bird flocking or of fish school-
ing in two-dimensional search space. It conducts search 
using a number of particles (search agents) that constitute 
a swarm and fly around in the search space to find the 
optimal position (i.e. solution). Each particle represents a 
potential solution of the problem. At time (iteration) t, the 
i-th particle can be described by a vector in n-dimensional 
space to describe its position (          ) and another vector 
to describe its velocity (         ):

( )d
i tx

( )d
i tv

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

1

,..., , ,
  for   1 , 2, ,

,..., , ,

d d n
i i i i

d d n
i i i i

t v t v t v t
i N

t x t x t x t

 = …  = …
 = … 

v

x
(21)

where          and          are the position and velocity com-
ponents of the i-th particle with respect to the d-th dimen-
sion, respectively, and N is the total number of agents (i.e. 
size of the population). 

PSO begins with a randomly generated population as 
initial solutions of an optimization problem. During flight, 
each particle adjusts its position according to its own ex-
perience (its the best solution, personal best – pbest), and 

( )d
i tx ( )d

i tv

the experience of neighbouring particles (the best value of 
any particle, global best – gbest). In each of iteration, every 
particle calculates its velocity and position according to 
the following equations [25]:

( )
( )

1 1

2 2

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

               + ( ) ( )

d d d d
i i i i

d d
i

t w t t c r t t

c r t t

+ = + −

−

v v pbest x

gbest x
(22)

( 1) ( ) ( 1)d d d
i i it t t+ = + +x x v (23)

where          and         are the velocity and position of the 
i-th particle with respect to the d-th dimension at iteration 
t, respectively; w(t) is the inertia weight factor at iteration 
t that controls the dynamic of flying; c1 and c2 are the ac-
celeration control coefficients that are traditionally set as 
the fixed values 2.0; r1 and r2 are the random numbers 
in the range [0, 1];  pbesti

d(t) is the best position of the 
i-th particle at the d-th dimension in the t-th iteration, and 
gbestd(t) is the best position of all particles in the group at 
the d-th dimension in the t-th iteration. Equation (22) con-
tains three members: the first member provides explora-
tion ability for PSO, while the second and third members 
represent private thinking and collaboration of particles, 
respectively.

Suitable selection of the inertia weight w provides a 
balance between global and local explorations. During 
the optimization process, w is linearly reduced from wmax 
(initial or maximum value) to wmin (final or minimum value) 
according to the equation [25]:

( )d
i tv ( )d

i tx

( )max max min
max

( ) tw t w w w
t

= − − (24)

where tmax is the total number of iterations, t is the current 
iteration, wmax and wmin are the upper and lower limits of 
the inertia weight. The typical values of wmax and wmin are 
0.9 and 0.4, respectively.

2.2. Overview of PPSO

In the attempt to solve the fast convergence problem of 
PSO algorithm and its dependency on control parame-
ters, Ghasemi et al. have proposed a new variant of PSO, 
named Phasor Particle Swarm Optimization (PPSO), in 
which the control variables are incorporated in the phase 
angle (θ). By doing this, the velocity and position of the i-th 
particle in each of iteration are updated using the following 
expressions [21]:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

2sin ( )

2cos ( )

( 1) cos ( ) ( ) ( )

                + sin ( ) ( ) ( )

i

i

td d d
i i i i

t d d
i i

t t t t

t t t

+ = −

−

θ

θ

θ

θ

v pbest x

gbest x

( 1) ( ) ( 1)d d d
i i it t t+ = + +x x v

(25)

(26)

where the phase angle of particle i is calculated for the 
next iterations through the following formula:

( ) ( )( 1) ( ) cos ( ) sin ( ) 2i i i it t t tθ θ θ θ π+ = + + (27)
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The values of pbest and gbest in (25) are obtained as in 
the original PSO algorithm. The phase angle θ converts 
the PSO algorithm to a self-adaptive, trigonometric, bal-
anced, and non-parametric meta-heuristic algorithm. In 
almost all of the unimodal and multimodal traditional and 
real-parameter test functions analysed in [21], simula-
tions are demonstrated that PPSO has the best perfor-
mance in comparison to the basic PSO and other im-
proved PSO algorithms from the literature.

2.3. Overview of GSA

GSA was introduced by Rashedi et al. in 2009 [22] and 
is based on the Newton’s laws of gravitation and motion. 
The search agents in GSA are considered as objects and 
their performance is measured by their masses. This ap-
proach provides an iterative method that simulates mass 
interactions. Objects with heavier mass, which corre-
spond to the good solutions, have higher attraction forces 
and move more slowly than the objects with lighter mass. 
The mass of each agent is calculated after computing the 
current population’s fitness as follows [22]:

1

( )
( )

( )
A

i
i N

j
i

m t
M t

m t
=

=

∑

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
i

i
fit t worst t

m t
best t worst t

−
=

−

(28)

(29)

where Mi(t) and fiti(t) are the mass and fitness value 
of the i-th agent at time (iteration) t, respectively, while 
worst(t) and best(t) are the worst and the best fitness in 
the swarm of objects at time t. 

In order to compute the acceleration of an agent, total 
forces applied on the object from a set of heavier objects 
are taken into account based on the combination of the 
law of gravity and Newton’s second law of motion as 
presented in (30). Afterwards, the next velocity and the 
next position of an agent can be calculated by using (31) 
and (32), respectively. 

( 1) ( ) ( )d d d
i i i it r t t+ = +v v a

( 1) ( ) ( 1)d d d
i i it t t+ = + +x x v (32)

(31)

(30)

In (30) – (32), variables have the following meaning: Fi
d(t)        

is the total force that acts on the i-th agent in the d-th 
dimensional at time t; ai

d, vi
d(t) and xi

d(t) are the accel-
eration, the velocity and the position of the i-th agent in 
the d-th dimensional at time t, respectively; ri and rj are 
two uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval 
[0, 1]; G(t) is the gravitational constant at time t; ε is a 
small constant; Kbest is the set of the first K agents with 
the best fitness value and biggest mass and Ri,j(t) is the 
Euclidian distance between two agents i and j, defined 
as Ri,j(t) = ||xi(t), xj(t))||2.

The gravitational constant in (30) is updated according to 
the effect of decreasing gravity as given below:

( )max
0( ) t tG t G e α−= (33)

where G0 is the initial value of the gravitational constant 
and α is a constant specified by user.

2.4. Overview of PSOGSA

The hybrid PSOGSA algorithm associates the functionality 
of PSO and GSA algorithms, integrating the ability for social 
thinking (gbest) in PSO with the local search capability of 
GSA [27]. In order to combine these algorithms, the veloci-
ty and position of agents are updated as follows [28]:

( )1 1 2 2 3( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i it r t c r t c r t t+ = + + −V V ac gbest X

( 1) ( ) ( 1)i i it t t+ = + +X X V

(34)

(35)

where i = 1, 2, …, N is the agent number; Vi(t) and Xi(t) 
are the velocity and the position of agent i at iteration t, 
respectively; c1 and c2 are positive constants; r1, r2 and 
r3 are random numbers between 0 and 1; aci(t) is the 
acceleration of agent i at iteration t and gbest(t) is the 
best solution so far at iteration t.

2.5. Hybrid PPSOGSA algorithm

The proposed PPSOGSA approach, which is similar to 
PSOGSA, hybridizes PPSO with GSA in order to com-
bine their strengths and overcome their shortcomings. 
The control parameters of PSOGSA c1 and c2 are fixed 
during iteration process and different combination values 
of these parameters provide good solutions for different 
problems. Instead of using fixed value of c1 and c2, in this 
new hybrid PPSOGSA algorithm the periodic nature of 
trigonometric sine and cosine functions is utilized to rep-
resent the control parameters through phase angles θ. In 
addition to this, the first member of (34), that represents 
the particle’s previous velocity, for the proposed PPSOG-
SA algorithm is set to zero (r1Vi(t) = 0). In each iteration, 
the velocity and position of agents are calculated accord-
ing to the following equations:

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2sin ( ) '
1

2cos ( ) '
2

( 1) cos ( ) ( )

              sin ( ) ( ) ( )

i

i

t
i i i

t
i i

t t r t

t r t t

+ =

+ −

θ

θ

θ

θ

V ac

gbest X

( 1) ( ) ( 1)i i it t t+ = + +X X V

where r1’ and  r2’ are random numbers between 0 and 1.

2.6. PPSOGSA implementation

The control variables of the problem of optimal allocation 
of DG constitute the individual position of several agents 
that represent a complete solution set. In a system with N 
agents, the position of agent i is defined by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,..., , ,  for   1, 2,...,d n
i i i it x t x t x t i N = … = X

(36)

(37)

(38)

where the number of control variables is: n=2NDG.

( ) ( )( )
,

( )( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )

d
jd d di

i j j i
j Kbesti i j

j i

M ttt r G t t t
M t R t ε∈

≠

= = −
+∑Fa x x
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The elements of Xi are locations and sizes of DG units. 
The different steps of the PPSOGSA algorithm for the 
considered optimization problem are the following:
1. Search space identification. Initialize PPSOGSA 

parameters: N, tmax, G0 and α.
2. Initialization: Randomly generate an initial popula-

tion of N agents with their own phase angle through 
uniform distribution θi(0) = U(0,2π), and with initial 
velocity within the velocity bound. The initial posi-
tions of each agent are randomly selected between 
the minimum and maximum values of the control 
variables.

3. Set the index of iteration t = 1.
4. For each particle in the population, run DHPF to 

obtain the power losses, bus RMS voltages and 
THDV values.

5. Calculate the fitness value for each agent.
6. Update G(t), best(t), worst(t) and Mi(t) for each parti-

cle in the population.
7. Calculate total forces and accelerations for all 

agents.
8. Update the velocity and position of all agents by 

(36) and (37), respectively.
9. If the stop criteria is satisfied (i.e. the maximum 

number of iterations is reached), go to step 10; 
otherwise, set iteration index t = t + 1, and return 
to step 4.

10. Return the best solution found. Print out the opti-
mal solution to the considered problem. Stop.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed hybrid PPSOGSA algorithm has been test-
ed on the standard IEEE 69-bus test system with total 
active and reactive loads of 3791.9 kW and 2694.1 kVAr, 
respectively. The base voltage of this system is 12.66 kV. 
A single-line diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1 
and the data of loads and lines can be found in [29].

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50

53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

68 6951 52

66 67

1

Figure 1: Single-line diagram of the IEEE 69-bus system

For the purpose of investigating the impact of non-lin-
ear loads on the power quality, it is assumed that the 
loads at buses 11, 21, 46, 50 and 64 are the non-linear 
pulse width modulation (PWM) adjustable speed drives 
(ASDs), while the rest ones are linear. The harmonic 
spectrum of the non-linear loads is presented in Table 
I. At the fundamental frequency, all loads are modelled 
as constant powers and DG units are modelled as neg-
ative loads with unity power factor.

At harmonic frequencies, the parallel RL impedance 
model from [30] is used to model linear loads and DG 
units are treated as linear elements which produce no 
harmonics. In addition, DG units are represented by 
short-circuit impedance. For this study, the impedance 
of a DG unit is the sub-transient reactance of 15%, 
while the resistance is negligible.

Harmonic order Magnitude (%)
Phase angle 

(degree)

1 100 0

5 82.8 -135

7 77.5 69

11 46.3 -62

13 41.2 139

17 14.2 9

19 9.7 -155

23 1.5 -158

25 2.5 98

Table I: The harmonic spectrum of non-linear loads [31]

In order to verify the performance of PPSOGSA, the 
same problem was solved using PSO, PPSO, GSA 
and PSOGSA algorithms. Different algorithms’ param-
eters used for the simulation are adopted as follows: 
for PSO, c1 and c2 are set to 2 and the inertia weight 
(w) decreases linearly from 1 to 0.1 during the iteration 
process; for GSA, α is set to 10 and G0 is set to 100; 
for the hybrid PSOGSA, c1 and c2 are set to 2, α is set 
to 20, and G0 is set to 200; for the hybrid PPSOGSA, 
the parameters α and G0 are set up as well as for the 
PSOGSA. For all algorithms, the population size (N) 
and the maximum number of iterations (tmax) are set to 
50 and 100, respectively. In addition to the basic case 
(i.e. the case without any DG), the following cases are 
analysed herein:

Case 1: with one DG
Case 2: with two DGs
Case 3: with three DGs

All simulations were performed using a PC with Intel 
Core i7 processor with 2.7 GHz speed and 8 GB of 
RAM. For each algorithm, 20 consecutive test runs 
have been performed and the best results obtained 
over these runs are presented in Table II. In this study, 
it is assumed that the weighting factors w1, w2 and w3 
are equal to 1, 8000 and 40, respectively. These val-
ues are carefully selected after a number of simulation 
experiments.

As can be seen from Table II, in the basic case, to-
tal active power losses, average voltage deviation 
and average harmonic distortion in the system are 
236.559 kW, 0.0261 p.u. and 2.463%, respectively. In 
addition, the minimum RMS bus voltage and the max-
imum THDV level violate the allowable limits of 0.95 
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p.u. and 5%, respectively. In Case 1, total power loss-
es can be reduced to 101.629 kW if one DG with the 
active power output of 2.4141 MW is placed at bus 
61. This means, the total active power losses are re-
duced by 57.04%. By comparison with Case 1, it can 
be seen that the power losses are less in Cases 2 and 
3. The reduction of power losses is pronounced with 
increasing the number DG units at different locations 
in the system. Besides that, the results from Table II 
show that the optimal DG allocation not only reduces 
the total power losses, but also improves the voltage 
profile and power quality in the system. In relation to 
the basic case, the average voltage deviation obtained 
by PPSOGSA algorithm for Cases 1, 2 and 3 is re-

Case Algorithm

DG size 

(MW) and 

location

Total 

DG size 

(MW)

Max. VRMS 

(p.u.)

Min. VRMS 

(p.u.)

Vdev-avr 

(p.u.)

Max. THDV 
(%)

THDV-avr

(%)

Ploss 

(kW)

Basic - - - 1 0.9114 0.0261 6.945 2.463 236.559

1

PSO

2.4141 (61) 2.4141 1.0009 0.9723 0.0086 4.983 2.068 101.629

PPSO

GSA

PSOGSA

PPSOGSA

2

PSO
1.1168 (13)

2.2173 (61)
3.3341 1.0052 0.9948 0.0014 5 1.975 94.461

PPSO
1.1813 (13)

2.2068 (61)
3.3881 1.0066 0.9948 0.0012 5 1.969 95.739

GSA
0.6327 (22)

2.2874 (61)
2.9201 1.0011 0.993 0.0021 5 1.965 90.401

PSOGSA
0.7709 (14)

2.2603 (61)
3.0312 1.0024 0.9948 0.0017 4.988 1.968 90.695

PPSOGSA
0.9351 (14)

2.2389 (61)
3.174 1.0046 0.9948 0.0014 5 1.969 92.782

3

PSO

0.6182 (15)

0.9261 (54)

2.0622 (63)

3.6065 1.0026 0.9948 0.001 4.922 1.96 94.549

PPSO

0.7721 (11)

0.4852 (18)

2.1466 (62)

3.4039 1.0013 0.9948 0.0009 4.986 1.962 89.194

GSA

0.3244 (6)

0.6579 (19)

2.2613 (61)

3.2436 1.0012 0.9941 0.0017 5 1.967 89.712

PSOGSA

0.6281 (16)

0.8713 (53)

2.1425 (61) 

3.6418 1.0019 0.9949 0.0009 5 1.965 90.576

PPSOGSA

0.8143 (10)

0.4858 (18)

2.1898 (61)

3.4899 1.0011 0.9948 0.0008 5 1.961 89.027

Table II: Optimal solutions obtained by different algorithms 

duced by, respectively, 67.05%, 94.64% and 96.93%, 
while the average harmonic distortion level is reduced 
by, respectively, 16.04%, 20.06% and 20.38%. Com-
parisons between the corresponding voltage profiles 
and between the THDV levels, when the parameters 
of DG units are obtained by the PPSOGSA algorithm, 
are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

From Figures 2 and 3, it is clear that the voltage de-
viations and harmonic distortions are significantly re-
duced with optimal allocation of DG units, where the 
voltage magnitudes, as well as the maximum THDV 
levels, meet the limits defined in the IEEE-519 stan-
dard.
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Case Algorithm Min. F Max. F Mean F
Std. 

dev.

1

PSO 253.38 256.38 253.98 0.75

PPSO 253.38 255.54 253.57 0.53

GSA 253.38 258.41 254.19 1.16

PSOGSA 253.38 253.38 253.38 0

PPSOGSA 253.38 253.38 253.38 0

2

PSO 184.26 208.65 190.94 7.65

PPSO 183.02 198.51 187.57 6.76

GSA 185.83 211.51 197.86 8.44

PSOGSA 182.87 189.46 183.75 2.11

PPSOGSA 182.72 185.34 183.68 0.65

3

PSO 181.01 210.06 195.63 11.23

PPSO 175.12 205.38 192.04 8.54

GSA 182.16 213.57 196.42 13.74

PSOGSA 176.26 188.49 181.39 4.03

PPSOGSA 173.85 178.86 177.16 1.71

Table III: Comparison between different algorithms

Figure 2: Comparison between voltage profiles of the IEEE 69-bus 
test system with and without DGs

Figure 3: Comparison between THDV levels of the IEEE 69-bus 
test system with and without DGs

The obtained results for 20 trial runs consisting of the 
minimum, maximum and mean values of the objective 
function F, as well as the standard deviation of the 
results are presented in Table III.

The results from the third column of the Table III, related 
to Cases 2 and 3, indicate that the proposed algorithm 
outperforms other algorithms because the results ob-
tained using PPSOGSA are better than those obtained 
using other techniques. In Case 1, it is established that all 
algorithms used by the authors can find the same optimal 
solution. In addition, based on the results from the fourth, 
fifth and sixth columns of Table III, it could be observed 
that the proposed PPSOGSA algorithm provides more 
stable solutions compared to the original PSO, PPSO, 
GSA and PSOGSA algorithms.

The convergence profiles of one run of the algorithms for 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 are illustrated in Figures 4, 5 and 6, re-
spectively. From these figures it may be observed that the 
proposed PPSOGSA algorithm tends to find the optimal 
solution faster than the other algorithms.

From the aspect of processing time, the CPU time of the 
proposed PPSOGSA algorithm is little longer than the 
CPU time of any other algorithm used for comparison. 
The average CPU times for the proposed algorithm in 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 were about 3.5 min, 4.3 min and 4.8 
min, respectively.

Figure 4: Convergence of algorithms for Case 1

Figure 5: Convergence of algorithms for Case 2
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Figure 6: Convergence of algorithms for Case 3

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel PPSOGSA optimization algorithm 
has been proposed and successfully applied to solve 
the optimal DG allocation problem in radial distribution 
systems with non-linear loads. The proposed approach 
has been tested and investigated on the standard IEEE 
69-bus test system. Results showed that the PPSOGSA 
algorithm is efficient for reduction of power losses and 
improvement of the voltage profile and power quality. In 
addition to this, it is found that the proposed algorithm 
has better performance than the original PSO, PPSO, 
GSA and PSOGSA in terms of solution quality and con-
vergence speed. For practical applications in large-scale 
distribution systems, there is need to improve the com-
putational speed; this is the main disadvantage of the 
PPSOGSA algorithm. Other issues that are involved in 
the operation of the distribution systems, such as the 
multiphase operation with unbalanced and non-linear 
loads, passive power filters and capacitors, will be dis-
cussed in the future work.
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Abstract: In order to improve performance of closed loop control and achieve highly accurate reference trajectory tracking, motion 
controllers have to utilize the advanced control and system state estimation algorithms. Classical PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) 
controller includes calculation of derivation of a process value in order to achieve system desired performance of a system. This paper 
presents Kalman filter as an optimal estimation algorithm on the model of a hydraulic actuator which is equally applicable to any other 
application that involves calculating derivations of noisy measurements. Alternative form of Kalman filter, suitable for implementation on 
a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) or any other embedded system is also presented.
 
Keywords: Optimal estimator, Kalman filter, numerical differentiation, state feedback 

Sažetak: Da bi se poboljšale performanse regulacije i postiglo praćenje referentne trajektorije s visokom tačnošću, kontroleri kretanja moraju 
koristiti napredne algoritme upravljanja i estimacije stanja sistema. Klasični PID (Proporcionalno-Integralno-Derivativni) regulator uključuje 
računanje izvoda procesne veličine u cilju postizanja željene perfomanse sistema. Ovaj rad predstavlja Kalmanov filter kao optimalni algori-
tam estimacije na modelu hidrauličkog aktuatora koji je jednako primjenjiv u bilo kojoj drugoj aplikaciji, u kojoj postoji potreba za računanjem 
izvoda mjerenja s prisutnim šumom. Predstavljena je alternativna forma Kalmanovog filtera, pogodna za implementaciju na PLC (programa-
bilni logički kontroler) ili nekom drugom ugrađenom uređaju.

Ključne riječi: Optimalni estimator, Kalmanov filter, numeričko diferenciranje, povratna veza po stanju
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INTRODUCTION

Actuators use electrical or fluid power to create useful 
mechanical motion. Accurate and precise control of 
actuator position is, therefore, of crucial significance. 
Hydraulic actuators generate high forces or move large 
masses and can be challenging to control. In their na-
ture, hydraulic actuators are nonlinear control elements, 
but in a wide operational range, they can provide a linear 
response to an input control signal. In general case, a 
hydraulic actuator can be modelled as a mass between 
springs, which means that hydraulic systems are prone 
to oscillations [1]. Working principle of a simple hydraulic 
actuator is presented in Figure 1. Position of the load 
is controlled by acting on a servo or proportional valve. 

Original scientific paper/Izvorni naučni rad

Valve’s spool position is proportional to electrical signal 
generated by the control system and determines the di-
rection of cylinder’s travel. 

Figure 1: Working principle of a simple hydraulic actuator
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Velocity of the cylinder’s piston is a nonlinear function that 
depends on fluid’s pressure, effective areas of the piston, 
friction forces and valve’s flow constant. For this particular 
example, it can be shown that the velocity can be calcu-
lated according to the VCCM equation [2]:
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where: Aa  and Ab are cross-sectional areas of A and B 
side of the cylinder, Ps is the supply pressure and Kv is the 
spool valve flow constant. The hydraulic actuator can be 
modelled with the following transfer function [3]:

where: K is the system gain, ωn is the natural angular fre-
quency and ξ is a damping ratio coefficient. 

Hydraulic actuator’s characteristics are determined by 
mechanical design in which important parameters are 
natural frequency and damping ratio. Natural frequency is 
also a nonlinear function of the hydraulic cylinder geom-
etry, fluid’s bulk modules and mass of the attached load 
and is given in Figure 2. Equation for calculation of the 
natural frequency for specific hydraulic cylinder is usually 
provided by the manufacturer. When a hydraulic system 
is designed, it should have a natural frequency as high as 
possible, because it is easier to control.

Figure 2: Change of natural frequency with position

On the other hand, damping coefficient is much harder to 
calculate, since it depends on many other friction factors 
that cannot be measured. It can be estimated by making 
step input changes on the control signal of the cylinder 
and measuring the amplitude of oscillations. However, 
in most practical cases, this damping ratio is between 
0.2 and 0.4 and control system designer should assume 
damping’s value in this range i.e. controls is designed for 
an underdamped system [4]. 

For continuous measurement of actuator position, mag-
netostrictive displacement transducer (MDT) should be 
used, because this type of sensor provides linear position 
sensing with high accuracy, stability, repeatability and very 
high reliability. This is due to the fact that these transduc-
ers don’t have wearable moving parts. MDT transducer 
can provide very high resolution of a measurement, up to 
10 μm. Very high accuracy of final actuator positioning de-
mands very fast cycle time i.e. very small sampling period, 
typically order of 1 ms. To fulfil this requirement in industri-
al applications dedicated motion controllers are used for 
positioning and synchronizing motion of different axes [5]. 
Motion controllers handle hydraulic actuator control tasks 
(position, pressure or force control) and communicate 
with the PLCs via fieldbus or industrial Ethernet protocols.
In order to achieve actuator positioning with high accu-
racy as smooth as possible, it’s not nearly enough to use 
only the position signal in a feedback control loop. Typical-
ly, high performance motion controller operates by gener-
ating desired position, velocity and acceleration, so these 
variables must be included in the control algorithm, wheth-
er to calculate them or to measure them. Assembling new 
measurement equipment such as accelerometers can be 
expensive and, in many cases, not even feasible.

1. CONTROLLER DESIGN WITH NUMERICAL   
 CALCULATION OF VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

Standard PID controller generates its output as a sum of 
three parts: proportional (P), integral (I) and derivative (D) 
part. The P part is proportional to the error between target 
position and actual position, the I part represents the sum 
of position errors over time and is necessary to eliminate 
the offset and constant disturbance in the steady state 
output of a control system. The D part of the PID rep-
resents derivation of position error and is actually the er-
ror between target and actual velocity multiplied by some 
gain. The derivative gain’s contribution to the controller 
output is proportional to the rate of convergence or di-
vergence between target and actual position. However, 
this part of the PID controller can limit and even reduce 
the performance of the control loop by generating noisy 
controller output.

1.1. Calculation of velocity and acceleration by   
 numerical differentiation

Assume that the actuator is moving with constant veloc-
ity. This means that position is increasing linearly. These 
values are measured each cycle time Ts. Position change 
is given in Figure 3. Since motion controller is a digital 
device, position measurement is a set of discrete quan-
tized values. Measurement noise is simulated as additive 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation 
0.05.
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Figure 3: Ideal and actual measured position

Because of the sample time jitter, sampling period will not 
always be Ts, but in reality Ts+ Δt. For the set of the position 
measurements p(0),..., p(k),..., p(n) measured at discrete 
time instants kTs, k ϵ (0,...n) , velocity can be calculated in 
the following way:

where: Δt is the sample time jitter and this will be simu-
lated as additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean 
and standard deviation of 0.1% of the sample time 
period. Matlab code for simulating sample time jitter 
would be: Tsr = Ts + 0.001*randn; Effect of measure-
ment noise with sample time jitter for constant velocity of 
v=2.1 mm/s, Ts = 10 ms with 0.001 Gaussian standard 
deviation is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Numerically calculated velocity

If acceleration is calculated in the same way as velocity, 
the results are given in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Numerically calculated acceleration

From plots shown in Figures 4 and 5, it can be concluded 
that if the controller output signal is formed from the nu-
merical differentiations, then it would be unusable. If mo-
tion controller target reference generator calculates the 
desired position, velocity and acceleration, for example 
for use in feedforward control, then the actual velocity and 
acceleration must be used in the control loop. Obviously, 
some kind of filtering must be applied.

1.2. Filtering calculated controller output

Measurement noise and sample time jitter are not the 
only cause of difficulties when using calculated velocity 
and acceleration. There is also a so-called “quantization 
noise” which is the result of a finite resolution of input ac-
quisition card of a controller. 

In order to reduce the negative effects of a measurement 
noise and variable cycle time, there are a few things con-
trol engineer can do, such as use of high quality position 
sensing transducer, higher resolution acquisition mod-
ule (for example 16 bit vs. 12 bit), implementing control 
algorithms in software blocks with exact cyclic interrupt 
frequency of execution and using some form of filtering 
calculated controller output.

Most PLC software libraries contain simple first order filter, 
described with the following transfer function:

where: K is the filter gain and T is the smoothing time 
constant.

Bode plot of this type of filter is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Frequency response of a first order filter

First order filter is a simple low pass filter that attenuates 
signals with frequencies above cut-off frequency with a 
slope of -20 dB per decade. This is not sufficient to at-
tenuate high peaks introduced by numerical differentia-
tion.  Using higher order filters, for example by connecting 
two low pass filters in series, will double the attenuation, 
but this solution doesn’t produce the desired effect since 
it introduces additional phase delay. The phase delay in 
high performance motion control applications reduces the 
quality of tracking by increasing a lag of output response.

Further improvements can be made by using more ad-
vanced filters such as 2-pole Butterworth filter [6], which 
has a sharper corner and doesn’t affect signal with fre-
quencies below the cut-off frequency as much as a sim-
ple low pass filter. 

The transfer function of Butterworth filter is the following:

The phase characteristics of Butterworth filter is signifi-
cantly better than two cascade single pole low pass fil-
ters, which means that this filter introduces less phase lag 
for frequencies below the cut-off.

Frequency responses of these types of filters are given in 
Figure 7 side by side. 

However, the Butterworth filter usually is not included in 
standard software libraries for most PLCs or embedded 
systems, so additional programming effort is needed to 
implement this filter on a digital controller.  The design of 
high-performance motion control system should avoid 
numerical differentiation that creates noisy control signal, 
which must be filtered before it can be used.  The solution 
is to estimate state variables that can be later used in a 
control algorithm.

Figure 7: Frequency responses of different low pass filters

2. ESTIMATION OF POSITION, VELOCITY AND   
 ACCELERATION AS STATE VARIABLES

Instead of calculating velocity and acceleration using nu-
merical differentiation, these variables can be estimated 
based on known system dynamics and real time position 
measurements.  In general, states of a system are those 
variables that provide a complete representation of the 
dynamics of the system at a given instant of time. Math-
ematical algorithm that calculates state variables is called 
an observer or an estimator.

2.1. Kalman filter as an optimal estimator

State estimation became very attractive research field 
after the publication of Rudolph Kalman’s work in early 
1960s. This algorithm was, at first, extensively used in 
aerospace industry and NASA’s space program, but later 
gained popularity in virtually every industry. 

For the particular case of the hydraulic actuator, position, 
velocity and acceleration can be chosen as state variables.

State space representation of the hydraulic actuator de-
scribed with transfer function (2) is given with the following 
state space equations:
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where: A, B and C are system matrices defined as:

If a system is presented in continuous state space form, 
it must be converted to the discrete form in order to be 
simulated or implemented on a digital controller.

Discrete time state matrices Ad and Bd can be calculated 
by the following equations:
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where: I is identity matrix and  Ts is the sample time.

The hydraulic actuator state space model is given in form 
of discrete state space equations:
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where: u is the controller output signal which represents 
input to the system, w is the white Gaussian process 
noise with zero mean and covariance Q, and v is the white 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance R.

There are many alternate Kalman filter formulations 
that are mathematically equivalent, although it is not 
immediately obvious. 

The algorithm that is used in this paper has the following 
mathematical formulation [7]:

where:          is a-priori estimation of state vector at kTs,  
P(k) is a covariance of the estimation error,         is a-pos-
teriori estimation of the state vector with processed mea-
surement y(k) and Kf is the Kalman gain. 

The optimal criterion that is minimized by Kalman filtering 
algorithm is sum of the variances of estimation errors at 
each time step:

{ } { }22
11 )ˆ()ˆ()( nn xxExxEkJ −++−= 

It can be proved [7] that if {w} and {v} represent Gauss-
ian, zero mean, uncorrelated and white noise, then Kal-
man filter is the optimal estimator that minimizes vari-
ances. If the noise is not Gaussian, then Kalman filter 
is the optimal linear estimator, which means that it is 
the best linear solution that minimizes optimal criterion 
defined in (11).

Even if the process and measurement noise are cor-
related, Kalman filter is the optimal estimator if the 
cross covariance between these stochastic processes 
is known. From the equations given in (10) it is obvious 
that system model matrices must be known in order to 
obtain optimal solution. This is rarely the case, but in 
most practical applications, approximate models work 
very well.

2.2. Modelling and simulation in Matlab

For the purpose of simulation the following parameters 
of the hydraulic actuator will be used: K = 10(mm/s)/%, 
ξ = 0.33, ωn = 2π .10 rad/s and Ts=1ms . Applying equa-
tions (7) and (8), the following discrete time model can 
be obtained: 

In order to simulate as real practical condition as possible, 
let’s assume that model of the system is not perfect, i.e. 
the actual parameters are close but differ from the param-
eters that will be used in the Kalman algorithm.

Actual system parameters are simulated in Matlab with 
the following code:

This means that assumed parameters can differ from 
the actual ones with normal (Gaussian) distribution with 
standard deviation of about 10%.    

The input reference position is given in Figure 8. The 
desired position changes according to the predefined 
trajectory to reach 500 mm in 2 seconds. 

Figure 8: Input reference trajectory

Simulink model of the hydraulic system with unit feedback 
is given in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Matlab/Simulink model 

Measurement noise is simulated as additive Gaussian 
noise with zero mean and variance 0.1.

Velocity calculated from the noise measurement using real 
(causal) differentiator is given in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Calculated velocity from position 

The calculated velocity is very noisy, and calculated accel-
eration is even noisier. Therefore, these values cannot be 
used in the controller design.

Kalman filter algorithm given by equations in (10) can be 
straightforwardly implemented in Matlab/Simulink. Kal-
man filter implementation in Simulink is given in Figure 11. 
For each mathematical operation, appropriate block from 
the Simulink library is used. The key part is to properly im-
plement update logic for covariance matrix of estimation 
error. 

Figure 11: Simulink model of the Kalman filter

In each step, the Kalman gain is updated and used to 
multiply the term y(k)-Cd x(k)-, which is called the innova-
tion. The Kalman filter implementation in Matlab/Simulink 
has four inputs and three outputs. Inputs are: control 
signal u, measured output position y and inputs w and v 
which represent process noise and measurement noise 
standard deviations. 

The process noise covariance matrix Q is calculated in the 
following way [7]:
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where: σ2
w is the assumed variance of the process noise 

and Ts  is the sample time. 

Three output variables are estimated state variables: 
position, velocity and acceleration. 

Process noise covariance matrix is chosen to be sym-
metric which can later be changed in order to improve the 
filtering results and even convergence of the algorithm.
 
In the Simulink model there is a separate part that calcu-
lates and updates estimation error covariance. This matrix 
P is used to calculate the Kalman gain and it should be 
symmetric. In order to calculate the Kalman gain, a num-
ber of matrix manipulations are needed.

Executing the Kalman filter model in Simulink will produce 
the result given in Figure 12. 

The Kalman filter produces smooth estimated velocity 
that is noise free and can be used in the control algorithm.

Figure 12: Calculated and estimated velocity

Kalman filter estimates acceleration as a smoothly 
changing variable too. Estimated acceleration is given 
in Figure 13.

(13) 
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Figure 13: Calculated and estimated acceleration

It can be seen that acceleration signal calculated by nu-
merical differentiation is so noisy that even the trend of the 
change cannot be observed anymore.

The simulation showed that the Kalman filter produces 
noise-free position, velocity and acceleration. Estimated 
position can also be useful and even used as a feedback 
in closed loop control, since the measurement noise is 
suppressed as well.

2.3. Practical considerations for Kalman filter design 

The previous analysis and simulation clearly demonstrate 
the superior performance of the Kalman filter in compari-
son to the approach to calculate state variables for further 
use in a control algorithm. In order to properly implement 
Kalman filter in practice, it is assumed that the system 
model is known and it is assumed that process and mea-
surement noise {w} and {v} are white, Gaussian and un-
correlated. If any of these assumptions are violated, then 
theory may not always work and in practice it is possible 
to experience algorithm’s divergence issues. First of all, 
it is not mandatory to have an exact system model. As 
demonstrated in the previous simulation, actual model 
parameters may differ from the real ones and still have 
the Kalman algorithm to converge. It can be very hard 
to estimate process and measurement noise statistics, 
since they can depend on many unforeseen factors and 
be correlated. However, the measurement and the com-
plete measurement loop noise statistics can be estimated 
based on the sensor’s datasheet provided by the manu-
facturer and relatively simple experimental tests. Engineer 
can connect constant input signal simulators (mA or V) 
and record data samples for various levels. Then, mean 
values are removed from the data samples and variances 
of the pre-processed data are calculated. This data com-
bined with the information from sensor and transducer 
datasheet can provide very good initial estimate for the 
measurement noise variance.

On the other hand, process noise statistics is much hard-
er to estimate exactly, but in practice, it is not even nec-
essary. Process noise covariance matrix Q can be con-

sidered as a tuning parameter. This can be very useful if 
a control engineer doesn’t have much confidence in the 
system model that is used to calculate Kalman gain, if 
system’s dynamics cannot be estimated with high accu-
racy. This way, a fictitious noise is introduced to the Kal-
man filter algorithm that can improve its results. Adding 
fictitious noise causes the filter to place more emphasis 
on the measurements, and less emphasis on the process 
model. Indeed, by inspecting equations (10), it can be 
seen that if matrix Q is larger, covariance estimate matrix P 
will converge to a larger value. This will make the Kalman 
gain converge to a larger value too. Larger value of the 
Kalman gain in the measurement update equation for the 
estimate x(k)+ multiplies the innovation, thus the algorithm 
will put more emphasis on the measurement values.

Therefore, the exact noise statistics is usually not the lim-
iting problem in practical implementation of the Kalman 
algorithm. In general, the Kalman algorithm may fail in 
practice because of the finite arithmetic precision and 
modelling errors. The finite arithmetic precision can be a 
limiting factor in application of a Kalman filter on embed-
ded devices. 

Increasing arithmetic precision by changing all the vari-
ables to double precision is a small effort on PC-based 
Kalman filter implementation. If this is not possible, then 
a so-called “square root filtering form” is used [7]. Square 
root filtering increases mathematically precision of the 
computation when hardware precision is not available. 

The basic approach is to find matrix S, such that P=SST. 
The matrix S is called a square root of P. The square root 
of the matrix P may not be unique and matrix S is in many 
practical implementations calculated using Cholesky fac-
torization. The idea is to propagate matrix S instead of co-
variance matrix P in the Kalman filter equations because 
twice the precision of the standard Kalman filter is achieved.

Rounding errors can also cause covariance estimate ma-
trix to lose its symmetry, so it is recommended to force 
symmetry after every few steps. A very simple way of forc-
ing the symmetry of the matrix P is to add to it its trans-
pose matrix in the following way:  P = 0.5(P+PT).

The big practical problem of implementing a Kalman filter 
algorithm on a PLC or other digital controller is matrix ma-
nipulation. For this particular case, the Kalman algorithm 
requires matrices multiplication and calculation of an in-
verse matrix. Most standard PLC software libraries don’t 
support functions for matrix manipulation. Especially, the 
problem is that in each step matrix inversion must be per-
formed, which can in combination with all other calcula-
tions represent a significant computational effort on an em-
bedded device. One possible solution to this problem is 
to use sequential (recursive) form of the Kalman filter or to 
avoid calculations of the Kalman gain in each step. In order 
to shorten sampling time and increase the sensing band-
width, Kalman filtering and control algorithms implementa-
tions on FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) are being 
researched [8]. Control algorithms that require high order 

̂
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estimations of Kalman filter are not suitable for implemen-
tations on FPGA, because calculations are based on fixed 
point numbers for reduction of resources and lower power 
consumption. If the system is highly nonlinear, then nonlin-
ear extensions of the Kalman filter, unscented filtering, and 
particle filtering algorithms are used [9]. 

If the actual system is time-invariant, and the process and 
measurement noise co-variances are time invariant, then 
time-varying Kalman filter can be replaced with a steady 
state Kalman filter. Using a steady state Kalman filter 
means that estimation error covariance and the Kalman 
gain are not calculated in the real time at each step. The 
term steady state Kalman filter means that the Kalman 
gain in the steady state is used in calculation. For a sys-
tem with many states, saving in computational effort is 
significant. Simulink model of a full state estimator with 
steady-state Kalman gain is given in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Simulink model of steady-state Kalman filter 

Figure 15: Estimated velocities comparison

The best approach is to perform the simulation and deter-
mine the steady-state Kalman gain offline, and then use 
this value in actual implementation on a PLC or embed-
ded digital controller.

Velocities estimated by these two filter implementations 
are shown in Figure 15.

By comparing the Simulink implementation given in Figure 
14 with the implementation given in Figure 11, one can 
see that complete part for calculating and updating error 
covariance and Kalman gain at each step is omitted and 

only the final (steady state) results are used. The steady 
state filter is not optimal, but in many practical cases, its 
performance is indistinguishable from the time-varying 
optimal Kalman filter. To be on the safe side, it is always 
recommended to verify performance of the steady state 
Kalman filter by simulation first.

For the particular example of the hydraulic actuator, clas-
sical full Luenberger estimator can be implemented with 
the steady state Kalman gain vector obtained for the pre-
vious simulation. Estimated accelerations obtained with 
time-varying and steady-state Kalman filtering are shown 
side by side in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Estimated accelerations comparison

As shown in Figures 15 and 16, the differences in perfor-
mances of time-varying and steady state Kalman filters in 
estimation of velocity and acceleration are negligible, es-
pecially from a position closed loop control point of view, 
since these state variables are used to improve motion 
control performance.  

3. DESIGN OF ESTIMATED STATE FEEDBACK   
 CONTROLLER USING POLE PLACEMENT

Kalman filter is used to optimally estimate state variables: 
position, velocity and acceleration. These variables are now 
suitable to be used in a control algorithm that will achieve 
desired performance of motion control application. In high 
performance motion applications, motion controller gener-
ates target positions, velocity and acceleration that must 
be precisely followed by the actuator. So, it is expected that 
control algorithm implements three feedback loops: posi-
tion, velocity and acceleration. The acceleration information 
is used by a motion control algorithm to compensate for 
the compressibility of the oil in the system. In order to op-
timally follow the input trajectory, a model of the hydraulic 
system is used to calculate the necessary gains. In order 
to eliminate the offset error and constant disturbance in 
the steady state, integral action must exist in the control 
algorithm. So, there will be four gains in total: integral gain, 
position, velocity and acceleration feedback gain.

To solve the tracking problem, augmented system matri-
ces are formed in the following way:
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It is necessary to increase the order of system matrices, 
because new pole is added in the control system.

In order to design a controller to obtain fast response 
and to avoid overshoot, controller gains can be calculat-
ed by one of the pole placement techniques or by using 
Ackermann’s formula [10]. Choosing all desired closed 
loop system’s poles at s = -ωn in order to achieve critical-
ly damped response. Matlab command:
[-Ki,Kpc,Kvc,Kac] = acker (Aa,Ba,[-wn,-wn,-wn,-wn]); 
yields to the following gains: Ki = 394.784, Kpc = 25.13, 
Kvc = 0.5 and Kac = 0.0053. 

The complete Simulink model of the hydraulic motion 
control system with steady state Kalman filter is given in 
Figure 17. It is very important to note that all estimated 
state variables used in the feedback are multiplied with 
calculated controller gains. The system response to the 
input reference position is given in Figure 18.

It can be seen in Figure 18, that actual, output position 
almost perfectly follows input reference position.

Figure 18: Hydraulic control system response

Figure 17: Simulink model of the hydraulic motion system with state feedback controller

Figure 19: Velocity tracking

In order to achieve such performance, velocity and ac-
celeration information must have been used in the control 
algorithm. 

Velocity tracking is shown in Figure 19. In this case, actual 
velocity very precisely follows the target velocity, which is 
a clear indication that the controller is properly tuned. If 
velocities and acceleration calculated by numerical differ-
entiation had been used, it would have been impossible to 
tune the controller and achieve such accuracy in trajecto-
ry following. To move actuators at a given velocity requires 
a proportional amount of oil to keep the net forces on the 
piston balanced to the load and frictional forces.

In addition to position and velocity feedback, accelera-
tion feedback enables the controller to increase con-
trol output while accelerating, so the valve can make 
up for the energy absorbed by the compressing oil. 

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents how even moderate measurement 
noise in combination with sample time jitter and finite 
resolution of the measurement values can have negative 
impact on the control system performance. This is due 

(14) ,
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to the numerical differentiation of the discrete time mea-
surement data samples. Different types of filter and their 
frequency responses are presented. In order to achieve 
high performance control, it is better to estimate system 
state variables than to calculate derivatives. The model of 
hydraulic actuators system is used as an example since 
its states are position, velocity and acceleration and they 
all have clear physical meanings. Kalman filter as an opti-
mal variance minimiser is presented and its superior per-
formances in noise suppression are clearly demonstrated 
by simulation in Matlab. A complete model of the Kalman 
filter is made in Simulink and many practical aspects of 
the implementation on a real-world PLC or embedded 
digital system are discussed. It is shown that steady-state 
Kalman filter is the solution that overcomes the problem 
with matrix inversion and significantly reduces computa-
tional effort.

The Kalman filter is the optimal filter if the noise is white 
Gaussian; otherwise it is the optimal linear filter that works 
very well even when the exact model or noise statistics is 
not precisely known. The Kalman filter optimally estimates 
the system state variables that are later used to design 
state feedback controller for high performance motion 
control system.    
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Abstract: This paper analyses and compares the conventional lightning protection systems proposed in IEC 62305 to the lightning protec-
tion systems based on the application of early streamer emission lightning rods proposed in NF C 17-102. Comparison between the two 
approaches to the lightning protection of structures was presented, both from a technical and economic point of view. Some inconsistencies 
in the conventional air termination system design methods are pointed out. The critical attitude of the scientific community regarding the 
declared protection characteristics of the early streamer emission lightning rods is discussed.
 
Keywords: lightning protection, lightning air termination system, early streamer emission lightning rod, lightning protection system 
design

Sažetak: U ovome radu analizirani su i upoređeni konvencionalni sistemi gromobranske zaštite objekata koji su predloženi u standardu IEC 
62305, sa sistemima zaštite koji se baziraju na primjeni gromobranskih hvataljki s ranim startovanjem, predložene u standardu NF C 17-102. 
Na jednostavnim primjerima je s tehničkog i ekonomskog aspekta izvršeno poređenje ovih dvaju pristupa gromobranskoj zaštiti objekata. 
Ukazano je na određene nedosljednosti kod konvencionalnih metoda za projektovanje prihvatnog sistema gromobranske zaštite objekata. 
Također je ukazano i na kritički stav naučne zajednice koji se odnosi na deklarisane zaštite karakteristike gromobranskih hvataljki s ranim 
startovanjem.

Ključne riječi: gromobranska zaštita, gromobranska hvataljka, hvataljka sa ranim startovanjem, projektovanje gromobrana
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INTRODUCTION

Efficient lightning protection of structures is very import-
ant for their reliable exploitation over a long period of 
time. Lightning protection systems of structures consist 
of external and internal lightning protection systems. An 
external lightning protection system has the role to ac-
cept the lightning discharge and to conduct its current 
into the ground. An internal lightning protection installa-
tion has the role to limit surges that occur in the facility 
and to protect persons and devices from injuries and 
malfunctions respectively.
The external lightning protection installation of each ob-
ject consists of three components [1]:
- Air termination system, which has the role to accept 

the lightning discharge.

Original scientific paper/Izvorni naučni rad

- Down-conductors, which have the role to conduct 
lightning current from the air termination system to 
the grounding system.

- Grounding system, which has the role to conduct 
lightning current into the ground.

To ensure adequate efficiency and reliability of the ex-
ternal lightning protection system, all three components 
must be properly designed. In order to reduce the in-
vestment costs, but also to simplify realization of protec-
tion, these protection systems can be implemented by 
using natural components [2]. For example, in the case 
of structures with a glass facade it is not possible to use 
standard down-conductors, so the solution is to use re-
inforcement of concrete pillars as down-conductors, or 
to put down-conductors in the concrete of pillars. Me-
tallic roof of the building can serve as the air termination 
system if it has the minimum thickness defined in [2]. 
Reinforced concrete foundations of a building can serve 
as the natural grounding system. In this way, the design 
and implementation of the lightning protection system 
can be significantly simplified.
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An internal lightning protection system is implement-
ed by equalizing the potential (equipotential bonding) 
of all metallic installations within the facility in order to 
prevent sparking between the metallic components at 
different potentials [2]. Sparks could cause a fire, mal-
functions of the electric and electronic equipment or 
injury of the people operating devices during the oc-
currence of atmospheric discharges. In addition to the 
potential equalization, a very important aspect of the 
internal lightning protection is application of the surge 
protection devices (SPD) [3].

This paper deals with the air termination systems and 
particularly down-conductors system design and different 
possibilities for their implementation. Two concepts of the 
air termination system and corresponding down-conduc-
tors system design are analysed:
- Conventional air termination systems (CATS), which 

are based on the application of standard Franklin 
rods, catenary wires or meshes [2].

- Early streamer emission air termination systems 
(ESEATS) [4].

Comparisons of these two lightning protection philoso-
phies from the aspect of economy, engineering and sci-
ence are presented in this paper.

1. LIGHTNING PROTECTION OF STRUCTURES

This paper analyses the lightning protection of structures 
lower than 60 m. According to [2], lightning strikes to 
the side of such structures are not possible. Because of 
that, only the air termination system of the roofing roofing 
structure is analysed.

1.1. Risk management

When dealing with the structure lightning protection the 
first step is to calculate risks. Risk is defined as value 
of probable average annual loss (humans and goods) 
due to lightning, relative to the total value (humans and 
goods) of the object to be protected [5]. This means that 
it is not possible to achieve 100% efficient protection 
against direct lightning strikes and lightning surges, but it 
is possible to achieve acceptable low risk values of such 
scenarios. The risk assessment calculation procedure is 
presented in [5].

The procedure to evaluate the need for lightning pro-
tection of a structure is given in Figure 1 [5]. It is im-
portant to note that the engineering practice, as well 
as many professional papers and books in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, frequently use old or hybrid procedures to 
evaluate the need for lightning protection of the struc-
tures. Those procedures were suggested in some with-
drawn standards (for example IEC 1024-1-1:1993). It 
is very important to update such procedures in accor-
dance with [5].

According to [1], the following risks must be considered to 
evaluate the need for lightning protection of the structures 
or services:
- risks R1, R2, R3 for structures,
- risks R1 and R2 for services.

Risks R1, R2, R3 are defined as follows:
- R1 - risk of loss of human life,
- R2 - risk of loss of service to the public,
- R3 - risk of loss of cultural heritage.

For each risk (R1, R2, R3) of interest the following steps 
shall be taken:
- identification of the components RX which make up 

the particular risk (R1, R2, R3),
- calculation of the identified risk components RX,
- calculation of the total risk R (R1, R2, R3),
- identification of the tolerable risk value RT (RT1, RT2, RT3),
- comparison of the calculated risk value R (R1, R2, R3) 

with the tolerable value RT (RT1, RT2, RT3). In the case 
of R≤RT, lightning protection is not necessary, but in 
the case of R>RT lightning protection measures must 
be applied in order to satisfy the condition R≤RT for 
all risks of interest.

Figure 1: The procedure to evaluate the need for lightning pro-
tection of the structure

Suggested values of the tolerable risks RT (RT1, RT2, RT3) are 
given in Table I [5].

Types of loss RT (1/year)

Loss of human life or permanent injuries 10-5

Loss of service to the public 10-3

Loss of cultural heritage 10-4

Table I: Typical values of the tolerable risks RT [5]
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Procedures for calculation of risks R1, R2, R3 can be 
found in [5]. However, suggested procedures can be 
complicated for the engineering application. Because of 
that, there are many software solutions that can be used 
to perform risk assessment calculations as Furse Strik-
eRisk v6.0, DEHNsupport Toolbox, or some freeware 
online programs as [6].

1.2. Conventional air termination systems (CATS)  
 design as per IEC 62305

After the risk calculations are performed it is possible to 
decide if the structure needs to have lightning protection 
system or not. In the case that lighting protection system 
is needed, the following three methods, or a combination 
of those, can be used to design CATS [2]:
1) Mesh method,
2) Protective angle method,
3) The rolling sphere method.

These methods are well known and widely used in engi-
neering practice. Application examples of all three methods 
are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Application of the: a) mesh method, 
b) protective angle method and c) the rolling sphere method for 

CATS design

Table II: The values of mesh size and rolling sphere radius corre-
sponding to the selected LPL [2]

Mesh method is the simplest to use. In accordance with 
the required lightning protection level (LPL) of the struc-
ture, the mesh dimensions can be determined from the 
Table II [2]. This method is extremely suitable for the flat, 
horizontal or inclined roofs. If the roof has chimneys or 
other prominent parts, the mesh method can be used in 
combination with other methods, which must be empha-

Parameter
LPL

I II III IV

Minimum peak current  Imin 3 kA 5 kA 10 kA 16 kA

Probability that I > Imin 99% 97% 91% 84%

Mesh size [m] 5×5 10×10 15×15 20×20

Rolling sphere radius 20 m 30 m 45 m 60 m

sized. The mesh method defines the protection area of 
the conductors’ grid placed on or above the protected 
surface, as in Figure 2 a). According to this method, the 
mesh of the conductors placed on or above the protect-
ed surface, can assure its required LPL.

Protection angle method is also easy to use. It can be 
applied for estimation of the lightning protection zone of 
vertical rods or catenary wires, as in Figure 2 b). The pro-
tection angle values as a function of the required LPL are 
defined in Figure 3 [2]. More precise values of the protec-
tion angle can be found in [7]. Protection angle method 
can be applied only for values defined in Figure 3, while 
in other cases mesh method or the rolling sphere method 
must be used.

Figure 3: The protection angle (α) values [2]

When applying the protection angle method, it is very 
important to use the protection angle corresponding to 
the height of the rod tip above the protected surface, as 
illustrated in Figure 4. The protected object has roofs at 
two heights above the ground. Therefore, two protection 
angles must be used in calculations. The first protection 
angle α corresponds to the height H of the rod tip above 
the protected surface, while the second protection an-
gle β corresponds to the height h of the rod tip above 
the protected surface. Advantage of the protection angle 
method is that the equivalent protection zone of many 
lightning rods can be estimated by superposing the pro-
tection zones of individual rods. The protection angle 
method is applied in the way that equivalent protection 
zone of all rods must fully cover protected object.

Figure 4: Determination of the protection angle value

The rolling sphere method is the most difficult to apply 
in comparison to the other two analysed methods, but it 
is an universal method, which can be applied to design 
almost every lightning air termination system. When us-
ing this method, the equivalent protection zone of many 
lightning rods cannot be estimated by superposing the 
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protection zones of individual rods. Due to that, this 
method is more complicated for application compared 
to the mesh method or the protection angle method. The 
rolling sphere method is based on the electro-geometric 
model. The rolling sphere radius values corresponding to 
the required LPL are defined in Table II [2]. When using 
the rolling sphere method, the ball with radius R is roll-
ing around the object to be protected and its air termi-
nation system, Figure 2.c) and Figure 5. Air termination 
system is properly designed if the ball cannot touch the 
protected object, but only its air termination system and 
surrounding ground.

Figure 5: Application of the rolling sphere method

In engineering practice, the air termination systems can 
be designed by using specialized software [8]. In this 
paper, the numerical calculation of the air termination 
system protection zone is performed by using MATLAB 
and protection angle method. Input data preparation is 
performed in MS Excel software.

Analysed configuration is presented in Figure 6. The air 
termination system in Figure 6 is implemented by using 
6 vertical Franklin rods of 5 m in width. Protected ob-
ject has dimensions of 60×30 m. The equivalent light-
ning protection zones of this air termination system for 
LPL I and LPL IV are presented in Figure 7 and Figure 
8 respectively. Protection angles corresponding to the 
LPL I and LPL IV in this example are 59o and 72o re-
spectively [7]. The air termination system presented in 
Figure 6 cannot ensure LPL I for the protected structure 
because some parts of the roofing structure are unpro-
tected against direct lightning strikes, Figure 7. However, 
the same air termination system can ensure LPL IV for 
the protected structure, Figure 8.

Figure 6: Configuration of the protected roof and Franklin rods

Figure 7: Inefficient air termination system for the LPL I 
implemented by using 6 Franklin rods

Figure 8: Efficient air termination system for the LPL IV 
implemented by using 6 Franklin rods

In the previous example, the lightning protection of the 
structure is implemented by using 6 vertical Franklin 
rods. However, protection angle method can also be 
applied to calculate lightning protection zones of the 
catenary wires. The catenary wires are used to design 
lightning air termination system for the equipment placed 
on the roofing structureroofing structure in cases when 
visual effects are not important.

Analysed configuration and corresponding lightning pro-
tection zone are presented in Figure 9. In this case air 
termination system is implemented by using two catena-
ry wires of 60 m of length. It is assumed that air termina-
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tion systems have LPL I with a corresponding protection 
angle of 590. The air termination system presented in 
Figure 9 cannot ensure LPL I for the protected structure. 
In Figure 10 the air termination system configuration is 
modified with the aim to ensure LPL I for the protected 
structure. In this case all parts of the protected roofing 
structure are in the protection zone of the air termination 
system.

Figure 9: Inefficient air termination system for LPL I 
implemented by using 2 catenary wires

1.3. Early streamer emission air termination system  
 (ESEATS) design as per NF C 17-102

French national standard NF C 17-102 [9] describes and 
suggests application of the early streamer emission light-
ning rods for the implementation of the air termination sys-
tem. This kind of lightning protection is accepted in some 
other national standards as UNE 21186 (Spain), SRPS 
N.B4.810 (Serbia), I 20 (Romania), STN 3-1391 (Slovakia), 
IRAM 2426 (Argentina), MKS N.B4.810 (Macedonia), NP 
4426 (Portugal) etc [10]. The ESEATS are not support-
ed, but also not prohibited in the IEC 62305 standards 
(radioactive air terminals are prohibited). Today, ESEATS 
are increasingly used worldwide, including Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Some of the examples of their application 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina include hospitals (Serbia in 
East Sarajevo), hotels (Termag on the Jahorina Mountain), 
Administrative Centres of the Government of Republika 
Srpska in Banja Luka and in East Sarajevo, many residen-
tial buildings, stone quarries etc. Up to now, inefficiency of 
ESEATS on these structures has not been reported, while 
one lightning strike to the ESEATS at the Hotel Termag 
appeared few years ago.

First types of ESEATS were based on the radioactive iso-
topes as a source of ionization and they were used up 
to 1980s. After they were banned, modern ESEATS have 
been introduced.

ESEATS are devices capable to generate upward stream-
ers and leaders earlier than a classic Franklin rod when 
used under the same conditions. The time difference 
between moments when ESEATS and classic Franklin 
rod generate upward streamers is marked as ΔT. Typi-
cal values of ΔT are 25 µs, 30 µs, 40 µs, 50 µs and 60 
µs. According to [9] the maximum value for ΔT is 60 μs, 
no matter what the laboratory test results are. Suggested 
speed of the upward leader is 1 m/µs [9]. It is easy to 
calculate that ESEATS will generate upward leader with 
length equal to L=ΔT×106 [m] up to the moment when 
upward streamers and leaders appear from the tip of the 
classic Franklin rod. Because of that ESEATS manufactur-
ers declare much larger protection zone of this devices in 
comparison to the classic Franklin rods.

Figure 10: Efficient air termination system for LPL I 
implemented by using 2 catenary wires
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The protection radius of the ESEATS can be calculated by 
using equation (1) [9]:

where: h is the height of the ESEATS tip relative to the 
surface to be protected [m], R is the striking distance 
from the classic Franklin rod, 20 m for LPL I, 30 m for 
LPL II, 45 m for LPL III and 60 m for LPL IV, L is equal 
to ΔT×106 [m], where ΔT is characteristic of the applied 
ESEATS.

Minimum height of the ESEATS tip relative to the sur-
face to be protected is 2 m [9]. In Figure 11 graphical 
explanation of the ESEATS protection radius estimation 
is given.

Another important advantage of the ESEATS based light-
ning protection systems is reduced required number of 
down-conductors. According to [9] required number of 
down-conductors is two for non-isolated down-conduc-
tors, or even only one in the case of the special isolated 
down-conductor.

Figure 11: Protection radius of the ESEATS related to its height 
above the surface to be protected

1.4. Comparison of CATS and ESEATS solutions

Lightning protection of the structure with the dimensions 
50×50 m is presented in Figure 12. The structure height 
is 20 m. CATS is implemented by using the mesh meth-
od, being a common solution for the structures with flat 
roof. Calculations are performed for the LPL I, LPL II, 
LPL III and LPL IV. Mesh sizes are applied as defined 
in Table II. Suggested values of the distance between 
down-conductors as a function of the required LPL are 
defined in Table III [2].

Figure 12: CATS and corresponding down-conductors systems 
for the structure with dimensions 50×50 m designed by using 

mesh method

Table III: Typical values of the distance between down-conduc-
tors as a function of the required LPL [2]

LPL Typical distance

I 10 m

II 10 m

III 15 m

IV 20 m

Based on the presented results from Figure 12 it can be 
concluded that implementation of the CATS with high LPL 
(LPL I or LPL II) at the structures with large dimensions 
can be difficult task. For example, mesh air termination 
system with LPL I from Figure 12 is implemented by us-
ing 22 conductors with length of 50 m (in total 1100 m 
of wires), while down-conductors system is implemented 
by using 20 wires. In many cases implementation of the 
large number of down-conductors is extremely difficult, 
despite the application of the natural down-conductors. 
For example, if the structure has glass facade it is not 
possible to apply standard down-conductors at the walls, 
while their integration in pillars of the building in most cas-
es cannot assure required distance of 10 m. Also, instal-
lation of the large number of down-conductors can be 
very difficult in the underground garages or some other 
specific structures.

Implementation of the air termination system with LPL I on 
large structures can easily be done by using early streamer 
emission lightning rods. In Figure 13 lightning protection 
of the same structure as in Figure 12 (dimensions 50×50 
m) is designed by using ESEATS. For all four LPLs air ter-
mination system can be implemented by using only one 
early streamer emission rod, but with different time ΔT. 
When applying ESEATS, rod height above the protect-
ed surface is assumed to be 5 m, which is an optimum 
solution. In the case that height of the rod tip over the 
protected surface is lower than 5 m, protection radius of 
the rod is linearly reduced, equation (1). In the case where 
the height of the rod tip over the protected surface is 
more than 5 m, protection efficiency remains the same or 
slightly increases. In the case when ESEATS are applied, 

(1)
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required number of down-conductors is two for non-iso-
lated systems, or even only one for the special isolated 
systems [9]. In Figure 13 down-conductors are designed 
with the aim to achieve their minimum length.

Figure 13: ESEATS and corresponding down-conductors 
systems for the structure with dimensions 50×50 m designed 

by using a) non-isolated and b) isolated down-conductors

LPL

Technical analysis Total cost

(air termination + down-conductors)Air termination system Down-conductors system

CATS
ESEATS

ΔT

CATS ESEATS

CATS price ESEATS price
Fe-Zn

wire

length

Number of roof holders 

and conductors’ joints

Number of down - 

conductors

and wall holders

I 1100 m 1001 and 121

25 µs

20 and 280

2 and 28

3244 €

(2608 €+636 €)

1519 €

(1400 €

+119 €)

II 600 m 576 and 36 20 and 280
2074 €

(1438 €+636 €)

III 434 m 424 and 19 14 and 187
1481 €

(1042 €+439 €)

I V 350 m 345 and 13 10 and 140
1161 €

(843 €+318 €)

Table IV: Technical and economic analysis of CATS and ESEATS and corresponding down-conductors systems for the structure 
with dimensions 50×50 m for different required LPLs

It is important to note that lightning protection of the 
structure from Figure 12 and Figure 13 can be imple-
mented by using catenary wires only if visual effects are 
not of interest and if some sensitive equipment placed 
on the roofing structure need to be protected with this 
isolated lightning protection systems. This solution is not 
common in engineering practice. Application of the stan-
dard Franklin rods for protection of large buildings is also 
rarely used because of the huge number of the required 
rods.

By comparing designs of the lightning protection sys-
tems from Figure 12 and Figure 13 it is clear that ESEATS 
based solution is much simpler to implement in compari-
son to CATS solution, especially for higher required LPLs. 
However, when searching for the optimum solution, it is 
necessary to perform economic analysis.

In Table IV the technical and economic analyses of the 
CATS and ESEATS with corresponding down-conductor 
systems for the structure analysed in Figure 12 and Figure 
13 are presented. Following prices are assumed in the 
calculations:

- Mesh conductors in the CATS and down-conductors 
in CATS and ESEATS are implemented by using Fe-
Zn conductors with dimensions 20×3 mm2 which 
price is 1.1 €/m.

- Holder of roof conductors’ price is 1.3 €/piece.
- Roof conductors’ joints price is 0.8 €/piece.
- Wall holders of down-conductors price is 0.7 €/piece.

Distance between the roof holders is assumed to be 1 m, 
while the distance between the down-conductors holders is 
assumed to be 1.5 m. These values are frequently applied in 
engineering practice. Roof conductors’ joints are applied at 
the intersection points of two conductors. Protection radius 
of the early streamer emission rods is calculated by using 
equation (1). In the case of ESEATS non-isolated down-con-
ductors are applied and, in that case, at least two conduc-
tors must be used [9]. In economic analysis only the price of 
material is analysed, while labour cost is not included.

In the case of the LPL III and LPL IV CATS solution is slightly 
cheaper than ESEATS. However, in the case of LPL I and 
LPL II ESEATS solution is cheaper than CATS. Important fact 
in the case of CATS is very difficult implementation procedure 
of the system with LPL I. This fact is of primary importance in 
many situations. To implement CATS with LPL I for the struc-
ture with dimensions 50×50 m, 1100 m of Fe-Zn wire must 
be placed at the roofing structure and 121 roof conductors’ 
holders must be installed. Also, 20 down-conductors must 
be used to implement LPL I or LPL II for this structure. In the 
case of ESEATS, only one early streamer emission lightning 
rod and two down-conductors can be used.

Previous analyses present that ESEATS solutions are much 
more cost effective than CATS in the case when high LPL 
must be achieved at the structures with large dimensions. In 
Table V technical and economic analyses of the CATS and 
ESEATS and corresponding down-conductors systems are 
presented for the LPL I of the structures with different di-
mensions. All calculation parameters are the same as in the 
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previous calculation. The aim is to present influence of the 
structure dimensions to the selection of the optimum light-
ning protection solution.

According to the Table V CATS solutions are more cost ef-
fective at the structures with small dimensions. In the anal-
ysed examples, prices of the two solutions are nearly equal 
for the structure with dimensions 30×30 m, while for the larg-
er structures ESEATS based solution become much more 
cost effective. For the structure with dimensions 100×100 
m. ESEATS based solution for the LPL I is almost 6 times 
cheaper in comparison to CATS. Also, on structures of big 
dimensions it is very difficult to implement CATS and corre-
sponding down-conductors, especially for LPL I or LPL II. 
For example, at the structure with dimensions 100×100 m 
length of roof conductors necessary for mesh implementa-
tion in CATS system is 4200 m, while required number of 
roof conductors’ holders is 3801. Required number of roof 
conductors’ joints is 441. Also, 40 down-conductors must 
be used to implement LPL I or LPL II for this structure. 

Even though natural components can be used as down-con-
ductors, the large number of down-conductors is still nec-
essary to implement CATS with LPL I or LPL II at large 
structures. In the case of ESEATS, only one early streamer 
emission lightning rod and two down-conductors can be 
used. This is the main reasons for the frequent ESEATS ap-
plication at large and important buildings.

2. SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY CRITICISM OF THE AIR  
 TERMINATION SYSTEM DESIGN METHODS

2.1. Criticism of the CATS design methods

The CATS design methods suggested in IEC 62305 are 
used for decades and even centuries and their efficien-
cy has been proven over a long period of exploitation. 
However, those methods have some uncertainties, as 

Table V: Technical and economic analysis of CATS and ESEATS and corresponding down-conductors systems with LPL I for 
structures with different dimensions

Structure

size [m]

Technical analysis Total cost 

(air termination + down-conductors)Air termination system Down-conductors system

CATS

ESEATS

ΔT

CATS ESEATS

CATS price ESEATS price
Fe-Zn

wire

length

Number of roof holders 

and conductors’ joints

Number of 

down - conductors

and wall holders

10×10 60 m 57 and 9 25 4 and 56

2 and 28

247 € 
(147 €+127 €)

1475 €
(1400 €+75 €)

30×30 420 m 385 and 49 25 12 and 168 1382 €
(1001 €+381 €)

1497 €
(1400 €+97 €)

50×50 1100 m 1001 and 121 25 20 and 280 3244 €
(2608 €+636 €)

1519 €
(1400 €+119 €)

80×80 2720 m 2465 and 289 40 32 and 448 7444 €
(6427 €+1017€)

1852 €
(1700 €+152€)

100×100 4200 m 3801 and 441 60 40 and 560 11186 €
(9914 €+1272 €)

2174 €
(2000 €+174 €)

discussed in [11]. As per [2] mesh of conductors can be 
placed at the roofing structure and in that way efficient 
air termination system can be implemented. However, the 
rolling sphere method predicts that direct lightning strikes 
can attach the protected structure between the mesh 
conductors unless the mesh is elevated above the top of 
the structure [11]. This situation is illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The rolling sphere method predicts possibility of direct 
lightning strikes to the protected structure if the mesh is placed 

directly on the protected surface

In [11] it is noticed that the relations between the striking 
distances and the return stroke peak currents given in Ta-
ble II [2] are very rough. Next important issue defined in 
[11] is that the specified relations between mesh sizes and 
striking distance values from Table II [2] are based on the 
practical experience rather than on the theory.
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It is important to note that the rolling sphere method pre-
dicts lightning strikes to the side of the structures lower 
than 60 m, but in [2] such lightning strikes are neglected, 
Figure 15.

Figure 15: The rolling sphere method predicts lightning strikes to 
the side of the structures lower than 60 m, while probability of 

such lightning strikes per [2] is negligible

2.2. Criticism of the ESEATS

When dealing with the ESEATS it is important to keep in 
mind that scientific community has a very critical attitude 
towards these devices, although manufacturers claim that 
their efficiency is proven both in the laboratories and in the 
exploitation. 

ESEATS manufacturers test their devices in high voltage 
laboratories with the switching impulses 250/2500 µs 
in accordance with NF C 17-102 [9], or with composite 
voltages consisting of high DC voltage and superimposed 
switching impulse voltage as in [12]. Such a test has proven 
better protection efficiency of the ESEATS over the stan-
dard Franklin rods [12], [13]. However, many leading physi-
cists stated that laboratory tests of the ESEATS suggested 
in [9] cannot be used to prove their efficiency in natural con-
ditions [11], [13], [14]. Main reasons are listed as follows:
- In natural conditions the lightning electric fields chang-

es from slow to fast, while the switching electric field 
produced in laboratory changes from fast to slow. Be-
cause of that the development of leaders from the air 
terminals under these conditions is different [13], [14].

- The length of individual steps in the natural stepped 
leader is tens of meters and that is considerably larg-
er than the length of laboratory sparks used to test 
and certify ESEATS [11].

- A high voltage pulses that are being generated at 
the tip of the ESE lightning rods will be produced by 
a stepped leader at any standard Franklin rod. Be-
cause of that ESE rods have the same protection ra-
dius as the standard Franklin rods [15].

Physicists also do not support upward leader speed equal 
to 1 m/µs which is suggested in [9]. According to [11] this 
value of the upward positive leader speed is arbitrary. The 
results of the experimental measurements of the upward 
leader speed are as follows: 
- Between 4×104 m/s and about 106 m/s for seven 

detected upward positive leaders, while for four of 
the seven leader speeds ranging from 4×104 m/s to 
7,5×104 m/s [16],

- Between 0,8×105 m/s and 2,7×105 m/s for three de-
tected upward leaders [17],

- Typically, about 104 m/s for positive upward-connect-
ing leaders in laboratory experiments [11].

Two triggered lightning events are described in [18] which 
are frequently used to prove ESEATS efficiency. However, 
critical review of this experiment is given in [11] where it 
is stated that experiment is not properly utilized to prove 
ESEATS efficiency.

In [19], a seven-year experimental test of lightning rods 
is described. The experiment was performed in natural 
conditions in Magdalena Mountains in New Mexico, USA. 
It is stated that Franklin rods with diameter of 9.5 mm 
and 51 mm. as well as the radioactive ESEATS did not 
receive any lightning strike during the seven-year experi-
ment, while the most strikes hit the 19 mm diameter rods. 
It must be emphasized that in these experiments old ra-
dioactive rods were tested.

In [20]-[23] some examples of the ESEATS inefficiency in 
exploitations in high lightning activity region of Malaysia 
(keraunic level >200 days per year) are reported. Cases 
of lightning striking parts of the structures, which fall in 
the protection zone of the ESEATS, were reported. These 
results are frequently mentioned by the engineers and 
scientist who are opponents of the ESEATS. However, 
in these papers some important facts are not adequately 
discussed, including: exact configuration of the protected 
structure, characteristics and manufacturers of the ap-
plied ESE rods, date of rods manufacture and installation, 
comments about the initial and periodic inspections of the 
rods functionality and correctness of the installation, num-
ber of the collected lightning strikes by ESEATS and num-
ber of lightning strikes penetrating to the protected struc-
tures etc. Also, detection of the direct lightning strikes to 
the protected structure are not performed using real time 
lightning localization systems or cameras, but through the 
minor damages at the surface of the protected structures!

3. CONCLUSION

In this paper CATS and ESEATS and corresponding 
down-conductors systems are analysed. It is presented 
that an ESEATS can be several times cheaper and much 
simpler for implementation at large structures with high 
required LPL (for example LPL I) than CATS based solu-
tions. The same applies to the down-conductors system. 
This is why the use of ESEATS is on the increase.  Howev-
er, it is noticed that physicist dealing with the lightning dis-
charge process do not support declared characteristics 
and protection efficiency of the ESEATS. Because of that 
standard IEC 62305 suggest only CATS which prove their 
efficiency in the decades and centuries of exploitation. In 
the scientific literature there are a lot of papers in which 
ESEATS are analysed. Some of the papers present their 
good protection characteristics, which are in accordance 
with the manufacturers’ declarations, while some other 
papers present their inefficiencies, both from the theoret-
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ical aspect and exploitation experience. It seems that ad-
ditional experimental analysis with the natural lightning are 
necessary to prove or disprove efficiency of the ESEATS.
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Abstract: This paper presents the design and development of a distributed measurement system for measuring pressure in high voltage 
circuit breakers (HV CB) and other switching apparatuses, during no-load operations. Instead of using traditional pressure transducers 
which require significant installation space, additional data acquisition cards and often demand for complex wiring, an in-house solution 
of pressure measurement is proposed. The system consists of miniature sensors, accompanied with a suitable amplifier, microcontroller 
unit and communication module, which may be distributed inside the interrupter unit in convenient locations. Due to the fact that the 
measurement values are transmitted digitally, measurement noise is significantly reduced while the wiring of the system is additionally 
simplified. The proposed measurement system is tested using two different interrupters (HV CB and a load break switch). The experimen-
tal results have demonstrated that the developed system is applicable, accurate, cost-effective, flexible and simple to use.

Keywords: distributed measurement system, pressure measurement, microcontroller, communication, high voltage circuit breaker

Sažetak: U ovome radu predstavljen je dizajn i razvoj distribuiranog mjernog sistema za mjerenje pritiska u visokonaponskim prekidačima i 
drugim sklopnim aparatima tokom no-load operacija. Umjesto korištenja tradicionalnih pretvarača pritiska koji zahtijevaju značajan prostor za 
instalaciju, dodatne akviziciono-mjerne kartice i često zahtijevaju kompleksnija ožičenja, predloženo je korištenje vlastitog sistema za mjeren-
je pritiska. Sistem se sastoji od minijaturnih senzora, odgovarajućeg pojačala, mikrokontrolerske jedinice i komunikacijskih modula koji mogu 
obiti raspoređeni na pogodan način unutar komora sklopnog elementa. Sobzirom da se mjerene vrijednosti prenose u digitalnoj formi, mjerni 
šum je značajno umanjen, a ožičavanje kompletnog sistema je značajno pojednostavljeno. Mjerni sistem je testiran na dva različita sklopna 
elementa (visokonaponski prekidač i srednjenaponska sklopka). Eksperimentalni rezultati su pokazali da je razvijeni sistem primjenjiv, tačan, 
jeftin, fleksibilan i jednostavan za korištenje.

Ključne riječi: distribuirani mjerni sistem, mjerenje pritiska, mikrokontroler, komunikacija, visokonaponski prekidač
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, the design process of high-volt-
age (HV) circuit breakers (CB) has become unthink-
able without computer simulations [1]. The simulations 
are based on different mathematical models, which 
describe physical processes inside CB interrupter 

Original scientific paper /Izvorni naučni rad

chambers. Although the models can be of different 
complexity, most of them provide flexibility in terms of 
design parameter changes and analysis of influence 
on different physical quantities. This leads to fewer 
necessary development tests and therefore significant 
cost reduction. In order to simulate opening/closing 
operations of a CB, many physical input parameters 
are required. Some of them can only be determined 
in an empirical way, by combining simulations, experi-
ments and measurements on real CB. Such measure-
ments are also used in the design and optimization 
process of HV CB [2].

Experiments based on no-load operations often suffice for 
specific HV CB analysis. Thus, for experimental analysis, 
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Figure 1: Pressure measurement in the HV CB model - previous measurements [9] were conducted inside Compression and Heating 
Chamber (CC and HC), marked with red dots. Current measurements require installing pressure sensors within a limited space (along 

the nozzle), marked with green dots.

real prototypes can be replaced with more cost-effective 
models of CB, which still adequately represent the actual 
HV CB [2]-[4]. In addition, measuring physical quantities, 
such as pressure, during no-load operations is much sim-
pler than during on-load. By using a custom designed 
measurement system [4], simultaneous measurements of 
contacts travel, coil current, oscillations of elements in the 
kinematic chain and pressure measurements in chambers 
of the interrupter unit can be conducted.

Currently, there is an increased interest in development 
of SF6-free high voltage substations with CO2 and CO2 
based mixtures [5]-[7], as per Kyoto Protocol of 1997 in 
order to reduce SF6 emissions. The analysis of the gas 
flow and pressure changes inside specific volumes of the 
interrupter unit (HV CB or load break switch) during and 
after the arc quenching process is of upmost importance 
for the constructors of these devices, both for SF6 and 
SF6 alternatives.

Dynamical changes of pressure are of special importance 
at some typical locations inside the interrupter unit of HV 
CB, such as [8]: inside the compression chamber (CC), 
inside the heating chamber (HC), the chambers used for 
cooling the gas and along the nozzle, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. In one of the previous papers [9], the authors 
have introduced a pressure transducer for pressure mea-
surement inside HV circuit breaker model, developed ex-
clusively for no-load operation. The pressure transducers 
were designed and manufactured in collaboration with 
EnergoBos ILJIN d.o.o., Faculty of Mechanical Engineer-
ing and Faculty of Electrical Engineering Sarajevo. The 
transducers were embedded in the existing measurement 
system [4] for the HV CB model installed in “EnergoBos 
laboratory for experimental testing on models and proto-
types of high-voltage SF6 circuit breakers”. The carried 
out tests have confirmed that the developed transducers, 

in spite of their cost-efficiency and simplicity, still satisfy 
the technical requirements.

Some of the drawbacks of the implemented system were 
identified as part of the future work [9], namely:
- the existing dead-zone of the sensor measurement 

should be reduced, in order to measure pressure un-
der 1.4 [bar] absolute,

- measurement noise should be reduced,
- investigate the possibility to embed the in HV CB 

model components e.g. in a HV CB nozzle, which 
would require additional reduction of transducer di-
mension,

- reduce a number of wires inside the HV CB model. 

In this paper, the aforementioned issues have been ad-
dressed. Firstly, the dimensions of the sensors have been 
reduced so that they may be installed in the HV CB noz-
zle. According to the authors’ best knowledge, there are 
not many papers [8]-[10] dealing with the pressure mea-
surement along the nozzle. Secondly, a unique distributed 
measurement system has been proposed and developed. 
In the current setup, the transducers do not require a data 
acquisition card (DAQ), but each sensor has its own small 
DAQ system as part of the accompanying microcontroller 
unit. Therefore, the number of wires is reduced due to the 
fact that now each sensor system is connected to the 
2-wire communication bus. Lastly, the amplifier design is 
modified in a way that both the dead zone and of the am-
plifier measurement noise are reduced.

The paper is structured as follows. The first section pres-
ents the proposed distributed design system. The exper-
imental results and the introduced improvements are dis-
cussed in the second section. Conclusion and guidelines 
for future work are given in the last section.
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1. PROPOSED SOLUTION

1.1. Analog pressure transducer

In one of our previous paper [9] we have proposed the 
analog transducer for pressure measurement in HV CB. 
This transducer had the following properties:
- pressure range 0-20 [bar] range (absolute),
- ability to operate in vacuum (with sustained load),
- short response time ( <4 [bar/ms]),
- accuracy better than 0.05-0.1 [bar],
- medium: air/SF6 gas,
- working temperature up to 50 °C,
- cost-effective solution,
- ability of installation and operation of the transducer 

inside the HV CB model with permanent operating 
pressure of 7 [bar]. 

The response time and cost-effectiveness were stressed 
out as the most important factors by the investor. The 
measurement range 0-20 [bar] was not mandatory since 
the expected measurements were inside the 5-12 [bar] 
range. However, it was important for the transducer to be 
capable to withstand vacuum as well as higher pressures, 
which occur either during the filling of the model with SF6 
gas or in normal operation. In addition, unlike most com-
mercial solutions, the transducer should be able to mea-
sure pressure even in scenarios when its housing is inside 
the HV CB model (or other switching apparatus), which 
means it is under measuring pressure as well. 

The miniature resistive bridge based pressure sensor 
Smartec SPD300ABto05 [11] was chosen as the main 
element of the developed pressure transducer. This sen-
sor property (measurement relative to an inside vacuum 
chamber) allows to design a pressure transducer which 
may withstand non-atmospheric pressure and vacuum. 

Integrated industrial voltage amplifier Analog Microelec-
tronics AM401 [12] was used for amplifying small voltage 
signals from the bridge. Figure 2 provides the designed 
electronic schematic. The whole sensor and printed cir-
cuit board (PCB) are enclosed into M16 and M20 screws. 
The corresponding technical drawings and 3D models are 
shown in Figure 3.

The sensors were calibrated, tested, installed and used for 
pressure measurement inside HV CB model in EnerogoBos 
laboratory. More details about the implementation and ex-
perimental results can be found in our previous paper [9].

One of the challenges of the implemented system [9] was 
how to transfer electrical signals and lay the wires inside 
the pressurized HV CB model. Each transducer required at 
least three wires (GND, VCC and VOUT), thus, for example 
5 transducers require 15 wires, or at least 7 wires if VCC 
and GND signals are common for all sensors. Another chal-
lenge was that the designed transducer (although rather 
small) is too large to install along the HV CB nozzle. To this 
end, we proposed a novel distributed measurement sys-
tem, which will be explained within the next section.

Figure 2: Schematic of the previously proposed analog pressure 
transducer. [9]

Figure 3: Cross-section and 3D model of the previously  proposed 
pressure transducer. [9]

1.2. Distributed measurement system 

Due to the fact that the chosen sensor SPD300AB-
to05 [11] is relatively small (around 10mm in diameter) 
it can be easily installed into HV CB nozzle. Unfor-
tunately, the voltage generated on the powered re-
sistance bridge is only a few millvolts, therefore it is 
impossible to transfer these electrical signals by more 
than a few centimeters without inducing a significant 
amount of measurement noise. This means that the 
amplifier needs to be as close to the sensor as pos-
sible. The standard filtering methods (either hardware 
or software) are challenging to implement because the 
dynamic response of the transducer is equally import-
ant. Common software-based or hardware-based fil-
tering, for example using digital or analog low-pass 
filters, is unacceptable due to the fact that the actual 
pressure measurement dynamics has to be preserved 
and should not be affected by filtering methods.
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The best way to acquire and transmit the pressure mea-
surement signal without noise is to convert the analog sig-
nal to a digital value. This means that the sensor should 
be close to the amplifier and the analog-to-digital (AD) 
converter at the same time. Having this in mind, as well 
as the dimensional constraints of the interrupter unit, we 
proposed and designed a device named DSP-Box. A 
DSP-Box is a small interface between the sensor on one 
side and a personal computer (PC) on the other side of 
the communication channel. The DSP-Box architecture is 
presented in Figure 4.a). It is essentially based on a micro-
controller (MCU) and a communication module. The MCU 
acts like a miniature data acquisition (DAQ) device, which 
samples and converts the analog data into digital, com-
municates with the PC and transfers the acquired data.

The fact that the sensors should  be able to measure the 
pressure using 10 kHz sampling frequency, would imply 
significant communication bandwidth to transfer all the 
samples in real time. For example, 10.000 16-bit sam-
ples per second (ksps), for 5 sensors connected on the 
same communication bus, would require a bandwidth of 
at least 800 kb/s. Additional sensors require bandwidth 
of a few Mb/s. However, for applications such as mea-
suring pressure during opening/closing operation of the 
HV CB model or load break switch, the operations never 
last more than one second. Therefore the acquired data 
does not need to be transmitted immediately, but could 
be saved locally in MCU RAM memory, and transmitted 
to the PC when needed. This implies that a slower and 
more robust communication protocol could be used, but 
the MCU should be able to locally save the temporary 
measurement data.

As for the MCU, NXP ARM Cortex-M0+ based MKL17Z-
256VLH4 was chosen [13]. It has 32KB of RAM memory, 
which allows storing 16.000 of 16-bit analog samples. 
Since one part of RAM should be free for normal operation 
of the MCU, only 20KB of RAM is reserved for immediate 
storage of 10.000 two-byte samples. The MCU has an 
embedded 16-bit AD converter (max sampling frequency 
818 ksps), 12-bit DA converter, and a (low power) UART 
communication module.

RS485 was chosen as the communication interface. It is 
widely used in industrial applications for its robustness 
in presence of noise, and it is simple to implement on a 
number of platforms, ranging from small MCUs to PC. [14]

In order to unify the power supply rails, and reduce the 
power supply noise, each of the DSP-Boxes is equipped 
with voltage regulators, providing 3.3V for the MCU and 
communication module, and 8.3V for pressure transducer 
amplifier. The architecture of the DSP-Box is illustrated in 
Figure 4.a), the complete schematic is shown in Figure 
4.b), while the actual physical implementation is given in 
Figure 4.c).

Figure 4: DSP-Box: a) architecture, b) schematic, c) physical 
implementation

c)

b)

a)
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1.3. Control module

One of the most important challenges in the design of 
such distributed measurement system was to synchro-
nize all the DSP-Boxes. The first obstacle was that the 
quartz crystal which is commonly used for providing 
system ticks for the MCUs cannot be used in pressur-
ized chambers (such as HV CB). Moreover, due to im-
perfections of the crystals and relatively high operating 
frequency of the MCU (48 MHz), multiple systems could 
operate in slightly different time and the measurements 
would not be perfectly synchronized, even under atmo-
spheric pressure.

One of the options was to use the internal RC clock of 
the MCU, but this clock source is not reliable for accu-
rate operation [13]. Accurate sampling time is important 
for acquiring the analog measurements using the desired 
10 kHz sampling rate. If an external reference clock was 
used, it would have been required to increase the number 
of wires for connecting the system. 

Figure 5: Control module: a) architecture, b) physical 
implementation

b)

a)

Figure 6: Complete distributed measurement system 
architecture

To this end, we propose the use of RS485 communica-
tion lines both for generating the ticks for the AD con-
version, as well as for the communication and transfer of 
the measurement data. Unfortunately, the measurement 
system is planned to be used mostly on Windows oper-
ating machines, therefore accurate real-time acquisition 

with PC generated ticks could not be used. The solution 
was to reconfigure one of the DSP-Boxes to be a mas-
ter, crystal-driven tick generator, called Control Module 
(CM). The CM is used to generate synchronization ticks 
to the DSP-Boxes on the communication lines, and actu-
ally represents a differently configured and programmed 
DSP-Box. The simplified structure of the Control Module 
is depicted in Figure 5.a). In addition to the DSP-Box, 
with dedicated inputs/outputs for external components, 
it contains an AC/DC converter and an USB to TTL serial 
converter.  The actual physical implementation of the CM 
is shown in Figure 5.b).

The complete architecture of the distributed measurement 
system is presented in Figure 6. It consists of the PC, a 
Control Module, and multiple DSP-Boxes distributed on a 
communication and power supply bus. 

As all the other DSP-Boxes, the Control Module can be 
conveniently used for the configuration of the acquisition 
parameters of the system, and for interacting with exter-
nal signals (trigger inputs, encoders etc.).

The software structure of the DSP-Boxes and Control 
Module will be explained in the next section.

1.4. Software implementation

The operation of the system consists of three parts:
- application on the DSP-Boxes,
- application on the Control Module,
- application on the PC.

Each of aforementioned applications will be briefly explained. 
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Figure 7: PC application GUI

The application on the DSP-Boxes consists of the follow-
ing core parts: configuration of the input/output pins, com-
munication interface, AD and DA converters. A single char 
unique address is assigned to each of the DSP-Boxes (from 
A to H). Each of the DSP-Boxes listens the communication 
bus and, if it is addressed, it interprets the command and 
provide a suitable reaction. There are few commands that a 
DSP-Box understands: unlock, prepare for acquisition, ac-
quire, send the data from the buffer. Each of the DSP-Box-
es after power-up waits for its configuration, namely how 
many samples it is supposed to acquire. Then, it waits for 
the signal to prepare for the acquisition, after which it waits 
for character-ticks on the communication bus. Each tick 
starts an AD conversion and the result is stored in internal 
RAM memory of the MCU. After a desired number of sam-
ples is acquired, the DSP-Box stops acquiring new sam-
ples, and waits for the master to query for the acquired 
data. To prevent accidental reaction of other DSP-Boxes 
during measurement data transfer, each of the DSP-Boxes 
need to be “unlocked” by a unique sequence of 10 char-
acters before it starts interpreting the command. Address 
Z represents a broadcast address, and all DSP-Boxes will 
react to it. This address, however, should be only used to 
start the acquisition on all DSP-Boxes simultaneously.

The Control Module is programmed mostly using timer inter-
rupt routines to guarantee accurate real-time performance. It 
receives the input commands from the PC regarding the op-
erating mode (number of samples ranging from 1 to 10.000, 
and sampling frequency ranging from 1 Hz to 10.000 Hz). 
Then it waits for the “prepare” signal from the PC. After the 
“prepare” signal is received, everything is ready for acqui-
sition. Acquisition starts after an external interrupt signal is 
set - it could be the trip coil voltage signal, or pressing a 
pushbutton, depending if the measurements needs to be 
synchronized with another process or not. During the ac-
quisition, the Control Module sends a character on the com-
munication bus each T=1⁄fs =100 μs (in case of fs=10 kHz 
sampling), which is used to synchronize the acquisition on all 
DSP-Boxes. In addition, the Control Module may be used to 
acquire other measurement signals simultaneously, such as 
encoder measurements.

The PC application is used to coordinate the measurements 
between the operator, Control Module, and DSP-Boxes. Its 
graphical user interface is shown in Figure 7. It is used for 
configuring the communication with the CM and DSP-Box-
es, using RS485 (baud rate 500ksps), configures the CM 
and DSP-Boxes (sample rate and number of samples), 
triggers the acquisition, and retrieves measurement results. 
Each measurement result is stored in a file with date and 
time stamp, and it is convenient for additional visualization 
and processing. Moreover, the measurement files are com-
patible with HV CB Simulation software [15].

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Experimental setup nr.1

All the sensors were calibrated and tested using similar 
procedure as shown in [9]. Afterwards, six sensors were 
embedded within the HV CB model nozzle in EnergoBos 
Laboratory (Figure 8.a)). They were distributed alongside 
the nozzle as shown in Figure 8.b). 

Unfortunately, due to a bad mechanical connections, three 
of the sensors were damaged during first operation of HV 
CB model, thus Figure 8.c) shows only the captured pres-
sure measurements of sensors E, D and G during opening 
operation in no-load condition. Taking into the consider-
ation that the main topic of this paper is the distributed 
measurement system, and is not the analysis of pressure 
measurement, all the pressure measurements will not be 
presented. After repairing and reinstalling the sensors, a 
more elaborate discussion on the actual measurement re-
sult on pressure measurement alongside the HV CB noz-
zle will be provided, as part of our future papers.

Figure 8.c) shows that the distributed measurement sys-
tem operated as expected. Although the measurements 
are clearly readable due to the fact that pressure fluctu-
ations are large (a quarter of the measurement range), a 
close inspection of the diagram reveals that the noise level 
is not insignificant (±20 [mbar]). 

2.2. Experimental setup nr.2

EnergoBos Laboratory required pressure measurements 
inside chambers of a different switching apparatus. The 
analysis and modelling of pressure variation of air, instead 
of normally used SF6, inside the load break switch was 
needed. The load break switch and the measurement 
configuration are illustrated in Figure 9.
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It is important to notice that in this setup, the DSP-Boxes 
are mounted at the exterior of the mechanical system and 
do not endure higher pressure. However, a few modifica-
tions were required for DSP-Boxes:
- the dead-zone should be minimized because in this 

setup sensors need to measure pressures lower than 
1 [bar] absolute,

- the measuring pressure range should be reduced to 
0-4 [bar] absolute,

- the noise should be reduced as much as possible.

The dead zone is eliminated by adding a voltage drift to 
the operational amplifier, as shown in Figure 4.b). A small, 
low-impedance reference voltage (approx. 300mV) need-
ed to be introduced to the pin ZA (zero-adjustment) of 
the AM401. The best approach was to use the existing 
digital to analog converter (DA) on the MCU to generate 
the required voltage.

Figure 8: Sensor installation along HV CB nozzle a) mounting,
 b) pressure sensor positions, c) measurement results

c)

b)

a)

Figure 10: Pressure measurement a) before, b) after reducing 
measurement noise

a)

b)

The pressure range was easily modified by changing the 
values of the resistors R1 and R2 (Figure 4.b)), which deter-
mine the amplification of the signal at the second amplifier 
stage. 

Due to the fact that the amplification is increased, the noise 
was amplified as well. In order to reduce the noise, several 
approaches were tested, implemented and analyzed. The 
effects are discussed in Table I. After addressing all the 
improvements given in Table I, the noise is significantly 
reduced, as it can be seen comparing Figure 10.a) and 
Figure 10.b). The SNR is significantly increased so the 
noise is within the ±5 [mbar] range, which is satisfactory 
for this type of measurement.

Figure 9: Distributed measurement system installed on load 
break switch (courtesy of G&W Electric)
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The results in Figure 10 illustrate the pressure changes in-
side the chambers of the load break switch shown in Fig-
ure 9 during the closing operation. Due to the fact that the 
actual pressure measurements for the load break switch (in 
Figure 9) are confidential, pressure and encoder measure-
ment are presented in normalized values. 

The simulation conducted in HV CB Simulation [15] for the 
load break switch shows very good concurrence of simulation 
and measurement. Small disparity noticeable in Figure 10 can 
be attributed to small error in travel measurement. Namely, the 
travel/velocity measurements are not perfectly accurate, thus 
the pressure computations have induced errors. 

3. CONCLUSION AND GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE WORK

The paper presented the procedure of the design, de-
velopment, testing and implementation of a distributed 
measurement system for pressure measurement, specifi-
cally developed for pressure measurements inside HV CB 
model chambers and alongside nozzle in no-load oper-
ations. We have improved one of our previous designs 
[9] by reducing the number of wires, dimensions of the 
sensors, the induced noise, removing the dead-zone. In 
addition, the proposed measurement system can be con-
sidered standalone, because it does not require additional 
DAQ cards.

The experimental results have demonstrated that the de-
veloped system is cost-effective, miniature, flexible and 
simple to use. Nevertheless, due to the fact that every 
sensor and amplifier has different characteristics each 
transducer must be treated separately, which could pose 
a problem when there is a need for production of large 

Action Effect

Using 12V battery supply instead of 

switching power supply
Extremely significant

Shortening up wires from sensors to 

amplifiers
Low

Shielding wires from sensors to 

amplifiers
Moderate

Separately twisting up signal and pow-

er supply wires from sensors to ampli-

fiers

Moderate

Adding additional capacitors to power 

supply lines (MCU and amplifier)
Significant

Replacing a ferrite bead  between Vcc 

and Vref lines
Low

Lowering resistance at output of first 

amplifier stage
Extremely significant

Table I: Effects of different actions to measurement noise 
reduction

number of transducers. In addition, the research labora-
tory must provide at least the minimum requirements for 
production, calibration and testing of such sensors. 

As a part of the future work, we plan to develop a semiau-
tomatic calibration system which would enable automat-
ic sensor calibration using existing pressure references, 
and further investigate temperature effects. Although the 
transducers operate mostly on room temperature, it is not 
yet clear whether the temperature variation will significant-
ly affect transducer measurements. Moreover, we plan to 
use the distributed system to analyze the pressure fluctu-
ation along the nozzle during no-load operation of an HV 
CB model, using different gases (SF6, CO2 etc.). 

Due to the fact that the DSP-Boxes are a versatile solu-
tion, they can be easily configured to measure other phys-
ical quantities using different sensors. Thus, as part of our 
future research, we plan to measure mechanical strains of 
HV CB model parts using strain gauges, as well as try to 
use pressure sensors with higher sensitivity.
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Abstract: The paper presents modelling and control of very common actuator, DC motor. The control of the DC motor was implemented 
with the Model predictive control (MPC) controller based on Legendre orthonormal functions. As PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) 
controller is simple and effective controller, mainly used in industrial applications, above mentioned MPC controller’s performance was 
compared to the PID controller performance. A criterion used is the fastest response with the maximum of 2% overshoots with step input 
and step disturbance treated. 

Keywords: DC motor, MPC Controller, Orthonormal functions, Legendre functions, PID controller

Sažetak: Rad predstavlja modeliranje i upravljanje veoma uobičajenog aktuatora, istosmjernog motora (DC motor). Upravljanje  istosm-
jernim motorom je implementirano korištenjem model prediktivnog kontrolera (MPC) baziranog na Legendre ortonormalnim funkcijama. 
Kako je PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) kontroler jednostavan i efikasan kontroler, uglavnom korišten u industrijskim primjenama, 
performanse gore navedenog MPC kontrolera su uspoređene s performansama PID kontrolera. Kriterij koji je korišten je najbrže vrijeme 
odziva s maksimalno 2% preskoka. Korišteni su step ulazni i step signal smetnje.

Ključne riječi: istosmjerni motor, MPC kontroler, ortonormalne funkcije, Legendre funkcije, PID kontroler 
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INTRODUCTION

Motors are very common actuators in today’s engineer-
ing applications. This paper presents DC motor modelling 
and control using model predictive control (MPC) controller 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions compared with 
the commonly used PID controller.

PID controller is often used because of its simplicity and 
effectiveness. Industrial controllers are mainly PIDs. Many 
methods are used for tuning PID controllers; they can be 
analytical and numerical. The difference is in their com-
plexity and flexibility, and there is not one general design 
rule for this type of controller. [1]

Model predictive control (MPC) has been introduced in 
1970s with many approaches proposed. They are based 
on orthonormal functions [2]-[5], predictive functional con-
trol approaches [5], [6], fuzzy decision functions [7], predic-
tive control based on genetic algorithms [8], neural-network 
implementation of MPC [9] and many other approaches.

Original scientific paper /Izvorni naučni rad

In this paper, DC motor system, a commonly used ac-
tuator, is being controlled by MPC controller based on 
Legendre orthonormal functions and PID controller. Other 
researchers used MPC for control of DC motor, some of 
them comparing results with PI(D) controller [9]-[12] and 
various other methods for the control of DC motor  sys-
tem. When discrete orthonormal functions are used to 
represent the control trajectory as stated in [2], number 
of parameters used for description is in this way reduced, 
compared to the classical MPC approach. Further, by 
choosing different pole locations present in Legendre 
functions, which act as a scaling factor, one can change 
control signal. Recently introduced MPC based on ortho-
normal functions is shown in the following sections.

1. DC MOTOR SYSTEM

DC motor is a very common actuator in control systems. 
It directly provides rotary motion and, can with adequate 
transmission systems, provide translational motion.
Figure 1 shows DC motor equivalent circuit.

DC motor generates the torque that is proportional to the 
armature current and the strength of the magnetic field. 
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Here, it is assumed that the magnetic field is constant 
and, that the motor torque is proportional to only the ar-
mature current by a constant factor:

tT K i= (1)

This is termed an armature-controlled motor. 

Figure 1: DC motor equivalent circuit

The back EMF is proportional to the angular velocity of the 
shaft by a constant factor: 

be K θ=  (2)

The motor torque and back EMF constants are equal, 
so one constant K is used to represent both the motor 
torque constant and the back emf constant. 

According to the Figure 1, following equations based 
on Newton’s 2nd law and Kirchhoff’s voltage law can be 
derived:

J b Kiθ θ+ = 

diL Ri V K
dt

θ+ = − 

(4)

(3)

Using Laplace transform, following transfer functions, 
concerning speed and position as output, are obtained:

(6)

(5)

The following parameters describe the DC motor system 
model used for testing the above mentioned controllers:

J = 3.2284E-6,
b = 3.5077E-6,
K= 0.0274,
R = 4,
L = 2.75E-6.

2. LEGENDRE ORTHONORMAL FUNCTIONS BASED MPC

Design of discrete model predictive controller is based on 
modelling the control trajectory, control signal u(k) or the 

difference of control signal Δu(k) by forward shift opera-
tors [2]. The problem that arises when using aforemen-
tioned technique is possible large number of forward shift 
operators used for the description of control trajectory, if 
complicated dynamics of the process, fast sampling or 
high demands on closed-loop performance are present 
[2]. There is no structural constraint on the future control 
signal, so fast changes of control signal are also possible.
Compared to the classical approach, if one uses discrete 
orthonormal functions to represent the control trajectory 
as in [2], number of parameters used for the description 
is reduced. Control signal can be changed by choosing 
different scaling factor present in the orthonormal func-
tion. This paper will present use of Legendre orthonormal 
functions in description of the difference of control signal 
Δu(k) in discrete model predictive control of a DC motor 
as in [4].

Following introduction has been made based on [2].
Current plant information is given with the state variable 
vector x(ki), where ki is ith sampling instant and ki > 0. The 
future control trajectory in MPC is denoted by

( )
( )

2 2 1
2 2 1k

k
k

α
ξ

α
− +

=
+ +

(7)

where Nc is the control horizon that dictates the num-
ber of parameters used for capturing the future control 
trajectory. The future state variables are predicted for Np 
number of samples, Np being the prediction horizon and 
the length of the optimization window. The future state 
variables are

The control horizon Nc is chosen to be less than or equal 
to the prediction horizon Np. 

As known, receding horizon control principle, takes only 
the first sample of the sequence of vector ΔU that con-
tains the controls, as is written in (7), and implements it, 
while the rest of the sequence is ignored. In the next sam-
ple period, one uses new measurement to form the state 
vector, necessary to calculate new sequence of control 
signal. 

The z-transforms of the discrete-time Legendre networks 
with poles ξi are written as

li(k) marks the inverse z-transform of Li(z, ξ1, ..., ξi) [13].

Legendre network is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Legendre network

The Legendre basis as stated in [13] can be simply ob-
tained from the Generalized Orthonormal Basis Functions 
(GOBF) construction

with the substitution for ξk given by (10).

As stated in [13], there is no reference to Legendre func-
tions being used for system identification even they intui-
tively have more potential than the more commonly used 
Laguerre basis functions. The reason for this is that they 
have a progression of the poles and would be a better 
choice at high frequencies. From the perspective of mod-
elling the control sequence in model predictive control 
with Legendre functions the same can be concluded. 

Vector form of the set of discrete-time Legendre functions 
are

At time ki, the control trajectory Δu(ki), Δu(ki+1), Δu(ki+2), 
..., Δu(ki+k), ..., is taken as the impulse response of a sta-
ble dynamic system. Dynamic response is captured with 
the set of Legendre functions, l1(k), l2(k), ... , lN(k) along with 
a set of Legendre coefficients that need to be determined 
in the design process. It follows, 

where ki is the initial time of the moving horizon window 
and k is the future sampling instant, N is the number of 
terms used in the expansion, cj, j = 1, 2,..., N, are the co-
efficients being functions of the initial time of the moving 
horizon window, ki. It can be noted that there is no control 
horizon Nc as in the classical approach. Lastly, the trajec-

1

( ) ( ) ( )
N

i j i j
j

u k k c k l k
=

∆ + =∑

tory is captured by using the number of terms N along 
with the parameters ξi. 

Equation (13) expressed in a vector form is:

1 2
T

Nc c cη =   

Where η has N Legendre coefficients:

The coefficient vector η  is being optimized and computed 
in the design.

The cost function is formulated with a link to discrete-time 
linear quadratic regulators (DLQR) as in [2]. The goal is to 
find the coefficient vector η to minimize the cost function:

Q ≥ 0 and RL > 0 are weighting matrices.
Using optimal parameter vector η, the receding horizon 
control law is:

3. SIMULATION

Simulation has been conducted in Matlab/Simulink. Parame-
ters of the DC motor are given in the previous sections.

Criterion is the fastest possible response with maximum 
overshoot of 2%.

Step input and step disturbance were treated.

Parameters were tuned empirically. For the MPC case, 
starting with a greater value of control parameter ξi, clos-
er to 0.8. By varying this parameter one gets slower re-
sponse with no overshoot when raising ξi, closer to 1, 
and by lowering it towards 0, one gets oscillatory output 
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with bigger overshoot. Moreover when setting all ξi equal 
to 0, one gets classical (FIR) approach with oscillatory 
output, large settling time and large overshoot that needs 
to be addressed with constraints. This adds to numerical 
complexity. Simulation of the system when plant to model 
mismatch of 30% in the constants of DC motor transfer 
function denumerator is present yields output with 3% of 
overshoot. In the case when there is no mismatch pres-
ent, one gets no overshoot. Weighting matrices are 

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

Q
 
 =  
  

and RL=0.1, sampling time Ts=0.0002 s.

White noise blocks variance was kept low, in the range 

of 10-8, so graphs could be interpreted easily. By raising 
variance, one gets noisier output, with variance of 0.0001 
the output overshoot is still under 2%.

PID controller was tuned using Matlab PID Tuner tool for 
the criteria stated.

Figure 3 shows block scheme used for simulation of DC 
motor as a process controlled with MPC controller based 
on Legendre orthonormal functions.

Figures 4 through 9 show responses for the set of simula-
tions conducted on DC motor system using PID and MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions with step input 
and step disturbance. 

Figure 3: Block scheme used for simulation of process with MPC controller based on Legendre orthonormal functions

Figure 5: Position control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step input 

and step disturbance were treated

Figure 7: Position control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step input 

was treated

Figure 4: Speed control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step input 

and step disturbance were treated

Figure 6: Speed control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step input 

was treated
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Figure 9: Position control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step distur-

bance was treated

Figure 8: Speed control of a DC motor controlled with MPC 
based on Legendre orthonormal functions and PID, step distur-

bance was treated

In speed control, MPC based on Legendre orthonormal 
functions gave faster response than in the PID case with 
overshoot less than 2% as stated in the criteria. It also 
behaved better concerning step disturbance which had 
smaller impact than in the PID case, precisely had smaller 
amplitude and faster disturbance rejection.

In the case of position control, the results were some-
what different. PID had better initial rise of the signal but 
took longer time for the steady state error to disappear. 
Disturbance amplitude was smaller in the PID case, but 
MPC based on Legandre orthonormal functions rejected 
disturbance faster.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents results obtained in the set of simula-
tions, in the control of DC motor. The performance of the 
MPC controller based on Legendre orthonormal functions 
was compared to the performance of PID controller, with 
step input and step disturbance treated. Criterion was the 
fastest possible response with less than 2% of overshoot. It 
can be concluded that MPC outperformed PID in this trial.

MPC based on Legendre orthonormal functions was test-
ed on numerous other systems and compared with other 
types of MPCs. It was also tested on pH neutralization pro-
cess, process with static nonlinearity, with success [14].
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of the location of the SVC installation on the amount of power losses in the 
power system. The IEEE modified system with 3 wind turbines and 24 nodes was used as the test system. For the purpose of discovering 
the optimal location of the SVC device, GAMS programme was used. Comparing the results for losses before and after setting SVC to 
the optimum position in order to minimize losses, it was concluded that the position and power of the SVC device greatly influence the 
amount of losses in the system.

Keywords: SVC, optimal allocation, IEEE 24-test bus system 

Sažetak: Cilj ovoga rada je istraživanje utjecaja lokacije postavljanja SVC uređaja na iznos gubitaka snage u elektroenergetskom sistemu. 
Kao testni sistem korišten je IEEE modifikovani sistem sa 3 vjetroagregata i 24 čvora. U svrhu otkrivanja optimalne lokacije SVC uređaja, ko-
rišten je program GAMS. Upoređujući rezultate za gubitke prije i poslije postavljanja SVC-a na optimalno mjesto, u cilju minimizacije gubitaka, 
došlo se do zaključka da pozicija i snaga SVC uređaja umnogome utječu na iznos gubitaka u sistemu.

Ključne riječi: SVC, optimalna lokacija, IEEE testni sistem sa 24 čvora
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INTRODUCTION

Flexible AC transmission systems, so-called FACTS de-
vices, can help reduce power flow on overloaded lines. 
Therefore, it will result in a decreased loadability of the 
power system and in fewer transmission line losses. On 
the other hand, the use of FACTS devices will improve the 
system stability and security [1]. 

There are parallel, series and combined FACTS devices. 
Each of these types of FACTS has its own advantages. 
If main focus is on optimal power flow (OPF), it is best 
to use the series FACTS devices. Likewise, if the goal 
is to achieve the desired voltage levels in EES, then the 
preferred is the use of the parallel ones.  Devices with the 
best features are certainly combined FACTS devices al-
though they are the most expensive FACTS devices [1].
Static VAR Compensator (SVC) device consists of two 
components - TSC (Thyristor Switched Capacitor) and 
TCR (Thyristor Controlled Reactance). The TSC–TCR 
compensator usually comprises n TSC banks and a sin-
gle TCR connected in parallel. The rating of the TCR is 
chosen to be 1/ n of the total SVC rating. TCR provides 
continuous control within the reactive-power span of 
each step, and at the same time the capacitors in TSCs 
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can be switched in discrete steps. As the size of TCR 
is small, the harmonic generation is also substantially 
reduced. The main motivation in developing SVCs was 
to enhance the operational flexibility of the compensa-
tor during large disturbances and to reduce the steady-
state losses.

Many recent studies have focused on FACTS devices 
allocation considering voltage stability and power sys-
tem losses. In [2] a systematic method in finding optimal 
location of SVC is proposed to improve voltage profile 
of a power system under normal conditions and under 
contingency conditions with Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) 
Algorithm. In [3] the proposed methodology is based on 
the evolutionary algorithm known as Evolution Strate-
gies (ES). Simulations are carried out on a modified IEEE 
30-bus test system. In order to find suitable FACTS lo-
cations more easily and with more flexibility, paper [4] 
presents a graphical user interface (GUI) based on a ge-
netic algorithm (GA). It was proven able to find the opti-
mal locations and sizing parameters of multitype FACTS 
devices in large power systems. The paper [5] shows 
that voltage deviation is considered as a main objective 
function and it is minimized using different shunt con-
nected FACTS devices like SVC and STATCOM. The 
mentioned paper uses the Metaheuristic Grey Wolf Opti-
mization (GWO) Algorithm. This algorithm has been used 
for optimal setting of control variables to minimize the 
voltage deviation. In [6] a Particle Swarm optimization 
(PSO) method is presented to deal with reactive power 
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dispatch optimization problem. Simulation results on the 
IEEE 14-bus test system and IEEE 30-bus test system 
are presented and compared with those of the Genet-
ic Algorithm (GA) and Differential Evolution (DE). In [7], 
a new technique for the optimal location and design of 
two kinds of FACTS devices (SVC and TCSC) is pro-
posed handling the minimization of transmission losses 
in electrical network. Using the proposed scheme, the 
type, the location and the rating of FACTS devices are 
optimized simultaneously. On the other hand, in [8], an 
approach for optimal allocation of flexible AC transmis-
sion system (FACTS) devices under deregulated power 
systems is presented. That paper formulates the over-
all problem as a mixed integer nonlinear programming 
problem, solved by using hybrid Particle Swarm Opti-
mization. The effectiveness of the proposed approach 
is demonstrated on modified IEEE 14-bus test system. 
In [9] a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for allocation of FACTS 
devices is presented. Proposed algorithm is tested on 
IEEE 30-bus power system for optimal allocation of 
multi-type FACTS devices. In [10], a new multi-objective 
planning framework, namely the Non-dominated Sort-
ing Improved Harmony Search (NSIHS), is presented. 
It is able to evaluate the impact of FACTS placement 
for an enhancement of voltage stability. In [11], Differen-
tial Evolution (DE), a population based stochastic me-
ta-heuristic optimization algorithm is applied for optimal 
placement of static var compensator (SVC) aimed at the 
voltage security enhancement of a power system. The 
SVC placement is considered to be a planning problem 
and is formulated as a multi-criteria problem compris-
ing minimization of real power loss, voltage security and 
investment cost of SVC under single line outage contin-
gencies. In [12] optimal location of SVC using this hybrid 
PSO-GA algorithm is found. The optimal location of SVC 
using GA and PSO algorithm has also been found. In 
[13], a genetic algorithm attempting to identify the opti-
mal location and size of a SVC is proposed. In the said 
paper, a multi-criteria function is developed, comprising 
of both operational objectives and investment costs. The 
computer programme is run on a 13 nodes test system, 
assessing improvements in voltage profile and reducing 
power losses. 

In this paper the impact of SVC devices on power 
losses will be analyzed, observing modified IEEE 24-
test bus system. All testing will be performed by using 
CONOPT solver from GAMS, differently to the literature 
approaches dominantly based on the usage of heuristic 
methods. 

This paper will be organized in 5 sections. Description of 
SVC devices and their mathematical models will be giv-
en in the first section. The second Section will present 
the problem formulation. Section 3 is reserved for pro-
gramme GAMS and the IEEE 24-test network description. 

The fourth Section will present the results, obtained in the 
GAMS, for testing the impact of SVC devices on power 
losses. Final remarks and conclusion are given in Section 5.

1. SVC DEVICES

FACTS devices play a significant role in controlling the pow-
er flows of the power transmission network, the voltage 
fluctuations and the stability of the system. SVC is a vital 
member of FACTS family and it is used:
- to maintain the magnitude of bus voltage at the  

desired level, 
- to improve voltage security, 
- for damping power oscillations and 
- for reactive power compensation etc. of a power 
 system. 

The SVC device behaves like a variable reactance connect-
ed in shunt that can be regulated as an inductive or capac-
itive compensation device. The objective of SVC is to inject 
reactive power to a bus or absorb reactive power from the 
bus where it is connected in order to regulate voltage mag-
nitude of the bus at the point of connection.

SVC combines a series capacitor bank shunted by thyris-
tor-controlled reactor. Therefore, the SVC can be consid-
ered as a synchronous compensator modelled as PV bus, 
with Q limits designed by its rated size Qsvc. This charac-
teristic can be modelled by a shunt-connected variable 
susceptance Bsvc (Figure 1). As the size of the SVC is lim-
ited, a lower and an upper bound of susceptance, Bsvcmin 
and Bsvcmax, exist for the effective susceptance Bsvc [11]. 
Thus:

min maxSVC SVC SVCB B B≤ ≤ (1) 

Figure 1:  Model of SVC device

Range of shunt susceptance is according to the below:

0.5 0.5 . .SVCB p u− ≤ ≤ (2)

Moreover, the relationship between injected VAR and bus 
voltage may be described as follows:

2QSVC k SVCV B= − (3)
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Considering the SVC in transmission line, the active and 
reactive power flowing between buses i and j is as follow 
[12]:   

2P ( cos sin )ij i ij i j ij ij ij ijV G VV G B= − δ + δ

2 ( ) ( sin cos )ij i ij SVC i j ij ij ij ijQ V B B VV G B= − + − δ − δ

(4)

(5)

The total active and reactive losses are calculated as:

PLOSS ij jiP P= +∑ ∑

LOSS ij jiQ Q Q= +∑ ∑

(6)

(7)

The main objective of this paper is to find the optimal 
location of SVC in such a way that the total power losses 
of the system are minimized and, at the same time, for 
the system constraints to be met.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The goal of this paper is to show the influence of SVC 
devices on the total power loss depending on its loca-
tion. Simultaneously, solving of the optimal power flow 
(OPF) problem is handled. The goal of the OPF optimi-
zation is to find the most suitable power production of all 
generators and power flow through the power network. 
Function that is minimized represents the total power 
loss.

Optimal function or objective function (OF), is formulated 
as follows:

2 2

1
( 2 cos ) ,

n

ij i j i j ij
k

OF g V V VV θ
=

 = + − ∑ (8)

where n is the number of lines of the network; Vi and Vj 
are the nodal voltages of bus i and bus j respectively; gij is 
the conductance of the line ij, and Ɵij is the phase angle 
difference between the busses i and j.

The balance equations of active and reactive power in 
buses are formulated as follows:

, , , , , , ,g LS W L
bus t bus t bus t bus t bus node t

node
P P P P P+ + − = ∑

, , , , , , ,g LS W L
bus t bus t bus t bus t bus node t

node

Q Q Q Q Q+ + − = ∑

(9)

(10)

where Pbus,node,t and Qbus,node,t represent active and reactive 
power trough branches, respectively.          and              are 
active and reactive power generated by thermal unit g 
at time t, respectively.      and       are active and re-

active power generated by wind turbine connected to 
bus bus at time t.        and        are active and reactive 
load shedding in bus bus at time t.        and        are 
active and reactive load in bus bus, at time t. For the 
node in which we connect the SVC, (10) will be slight-
ly different. There will be another member on the left 
side of equation, which is the power of the SVC device 
QSVC.

In order to calculate power through branches, we can 
use the following equation:

, , , , ,
, , ,

, ,

.
2 2

bus t bus t node t node t bus t
bus node t bus t

bus node bus node

V V bV
I

Z

δ δ πδ
θ

−
= + + (11)

In (11), Ibus,node,t represents current trough the branches at 
time t, in [A]. Vbus,t and Vnode,t are the voltages, in [V], δbus,t 
and δnode,t are the voltage angels at time t, in [rad], Zbus,node 
is the impedance of the branch, in [Ω], Θbus,node is the 
impedance angle of the branch, in [rad] and b is variable 
cost in [$/MW].  

Now, the power is calculated by using the following 
equation:

*
, , , , , , .bus node t bus t bus t bus node tS V Iδ= ⋅ (12)
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Active and reactive power is calculated based on apparent 
power and they are formulated as follows:

(13)
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However, any optimization problem has certain limita-
tions. In this case, we need to pay attention to technical 
limitations like the maximum amount of power that can 
flow through the grid, minimal and maximal active and 
reactive power that can make generator units etc.

The thermal units and power lines have their limits. They 
are given as follows:

max max
, , , ,

min max min max
, ,

, , 1 , 1 ,

     

,  
,  .

bus node bus node t bus node

g g t g g g t g

g t g t g g t g t g
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In (15), Smaxbus,node is maximum apparent power which 
can flow through branch in [MVA]. Active and reactive 
powers are limited with minimum and maximum powers 
that generating units can produce. As every thermal unit 
has ramp rates, increasing and decreasing rates are limit-
ed with ramp-up (RUg) and ramp-down (RDg).

Limitations for load shedding are given as follows:

, ,0 .LS L
bus t bus tP P≤ ≤

The power of wind curtailment and the wind power are 
formulated in (17) and (18), respectively.

, , ,
wc w w

bus t bus t bus bus tP w Pλ= −

, ,0 w w
bus t bus t busP w λ≤ ≤

In (17) and (18), wbus,t is availability of wind turbine and λw
bus 

is capacity of wind.

3. PROGRAMME GAMS AND IEEE 24-TEST BUS SYSTEM

The results in this paper were obtained using the GAMS 
programme. The General Algebraic Modelling System 
(GAMS) is a modelling tool for mathematical programming 
and optimization purposes. It can be used to solve differ-
ent types of optimization problems [14]. 

In this paper, IEEE 24-test bus system is used for test 
network. Graphical view of this network is given in Figure 
2. On the other hand, we observed modified IEEE 24-
test bus system (in nodes 8, 19 and 21 we added wind 
turbines). Wind power availability production in [pu] during 
24h is given in Figure 3. Maximal power of generators in 
nodes is seen at 100 MW, 150 MW and 200 MW in nodes 
21, 19 and 8, respectively. Assumed consumption dia-
gram of this network in [pu] during 24h is given in Figure 4.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The calculation was made on a modified IEEE 24-bus test 
network with 10 generators and 3 wind turbines in the 
nodes 8, 19 and 21. The calculation was performed for 
12 non-generator nodes.

The operation of the SVC device in both inductive and 
capacitive mode was observed. The range of values for 
the SVC susceptance was taken from -0.09 [S] to 0.09 [S], 
according to (2) [11]. 

Values of susceptance depend on which node the device 
is plugged into. From Table I it is clear that different values 
of susceptance give different values of loss. In order to 
see the impact of SVC devices on the network, an investi-
gation of optimal aggregate engagement was conducted 
to minimize network losses. In this way, the SVC device 
was found to be optimally located in the sixth node. In 
this case the total losses would equal to 0.909 [pu], and 
would be lower than in the case without SVC device for 
0.078 [pu]. All of this provided that the SVCs susceptance 
be 0.09 [S]. 

The production of reactive power for two generators, one 
in node 2, and one in node 18 is shown in Figure 5. Node 

(16)

(17)

(18)

Figure 2: IEEE 24-test bus system

Figure 3: Wind availability in [pu]

Figure 4: Consumption diagram   
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2 is the closest to node 6, in which the SVC is coupled, 
and node 18 is the furthest to node 6. From Figure 5 it 
can be concluded that the generation of reactive power 
in node 18 is identical before and after the insertion of the 
SVC, whereas for node 2 we have a certain difference. 
This is an expected situation as the voltage, and therefore 

Node
Susceptance

-0.09 S -0.06 S -0.03 S 0 S 0.03 S 0.06 S 0.09S

 20  0.985 0.986  0.986 0.987 0.987 0.988 0.988

 10 1.021 1.009 0.998 0.987 0.976 0.965 0.955

 6 1.1 1.053 1.017 0.987 0.96 0.934 0.909

 12 1.001 0.996 0.991 0.987 0.982 0.978 0.974

 11 1 0.995 0.991 0.987 0.983 0.979 0.975

 14 0.991 0.989 0.988 0.987 0.986 0.985 0.984

 24 0.983 0.984 0.985 0.987 0.988 0.99 0.993

 3 0.978 0.98 0.983 0.987 0.991 0.996 1.001

 4 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.987 0.988 0.99 0.993

 5 1.001 0.995 0.991 0.987 0.983 0.98 0.977

 9 0.992 0.99 0.988 0.987 0.985 0.984 0.984

 17 0.987 0.987   0.987 0.987 0.987 0.986 0.986

indirectly reactive power, is a local parameter. In presen-
tation of results, we also showed the reactive power in 
node 7, and node 16, where the impact of SVC devices 
can be seen (see Figure 6).  Also, we presented reactive 
power flow between nodes 6 and  10, and between 6 and 
2 (Figure 7).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, programme GAMS has been used to find the 
optimal placement and sizing of SVC to minimies power sys-
tem losses.  The proposed approach has been implemented 
on IEEE 24-bus system. The criteria for selection of optimal 
placement of SVC were to reduce the power losses in the 
power grid. The simulation results show that an optimal 
placement of SVC power can significantly reduce losses.

Future work will be focused on the Unified Power Flow Con-
troller (UPFC device), which is the latest combined FACTS 
device; according to researches, it has been proven to be 
the one with the best performance. The optimal location for 
UPFC will be sought in order to minimize power losses and 
voltage deviation.

Table I: Power losses with and without different SVCs

Figure 5: Reactive power in nodes 2 and 18 without SVC

Figure 6: Reactive power generation with and without SVC in 
nodes 7 and 16

Figure 7: Reactive power generation with and without SVC be-
tween nodes 6 and 10, as well as between nodes 6 and 2
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Abstract: Power systems around the world have undergone a number of important organizational, structural and technological changes 
over the past few decades; they are a direct consequence of the electricity market liberalization and transition from conventional energy 
conversion technologies towards renewable resources. These changes represent many advantages as well as challenges for the Distri-
bution System Operator (DSO). The aim of this paper is to review the most important principles, objectives and technical criteria used in 
planning the development of the electricity distribution network. Presented principles can be used as basic guidelines when developing 
short-term and long-term plans for the construction and reconstruction of power distribution facilities. This paper also presents a meth-
odological approach to the planning and ranking of proposed electricity facilities with an example from practice that is based on the real 
planning problem in ED Mostar. The basic conclusion of the paper is that the identification of objectives, criteria and the application of an 
appropriate and unique methodology is of the utmost importance for formulating the framework of the planning process.

Keywords: criterion, development, methodology, objective, planning, power distribution system

Sažetak: Elektroenergetski sistemi u svijetu prolaze kroz niz strukturalnih i tehnoloških  promjena koje su direktna posljedica procesa liber-
alizacija tržišta električne energije, te procesa tranzicije s konvencionalnih tehnologija konverzije prema obnovljivim izvorima. Ove promjene  
predstavljaju mnogobrojne prednosti ali i izazove  za ODS. Jedan od važnijih izazova jeste proces planiranja razvoja elektrodistributivnog 
sistema u uslovima nepotpunih i nepouzdanih podataka vezanih za poslovno okruženje, porast potrošnje i distribuirane proizvodnje, planovi i 
interesi privatnih investitora, kao i promjene regulatornog okruženja.  Cilj ovoga rada je pregled najvažnijih principa, ciljeva  i tehničkih kriterija 
koji se koriste kod planiranja razvoja elektrodistributivne mreže, a koji se mogu koristiti kao osnovne smjernice prilikom izrade kratkoročnih 
i dugoročnih planova izgradnje i rekonstrukcije elektrodistributivnih objekata. U ovome radu također je predstavljen metodološki pristup 
planiranju i rangiranju predloženih elektroenergetskih objekata s primjerom iz prakse koji je baziran na realnom problemu planiranja. Kao 
osnovni zaključak rada ističe se činjenica da su identifikacija ciljeva i kriterija, te primjena odgovarajuće metodologije, od najveće važnosti 
kod uspješne izrade planova razvoja elektrodistributivnog sistema.

Ključne riječi: kriterij, razvoj, metodologija, cilj, planiranje, elektrodistributivni sistem
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INTRODUCTION

Distribution system development and reconstruction 
planning is a complex process. It requires management 
of substantial amounts of data that need to be collected, 
maintained and as interpreted appropriately. The pro-
cess of electrical distribution system (EDS) planning can 
be defined as a complex optimization process, which re-
quires finding the appropriate balance between set goals 
and given system constraints caused by the network 
technical parameters to be achieved. In practice, the 
decision-making process, related to the EDS develop-

Review scientific paper/Pregledni naučni rad

ment planning, takes place under conditions of extreme 
inaccuracy, uncertainty, and incompleteness of the input 
parameters and the attribute of the system (which is a 
variable and non- linear). Also, it requires consideration 
of the future business and regulatory environment. The 
existence of a coherent and logical decision-making 
framework containing a clearly defined methodology, 
planning criteria and objectives represents a manda-
tory tool, which can assist during design and approval 
of a long-term EDS development plan. Using this type 
of tools, it is possible to perform project categorization, 
data interpretation and ranking of the alternatives. 

Historically, EDSs have not been the focus of reliability 
and long- term planning studies. Therefore, most mod-
ern analysis and models for power system planning are 
dedicated mainly to generation facilities and transmis-
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sion networks because of economies of scale, but also 
because of the belief that their failures have a greater 
financial and social impact. However, the new energy 
paradigm represents a whole new approach and under-
standing of the distribution network requirements, which 
primarily reflects on customer and regulatory pressures 
for the ever-increasing EDS reliability standards. Further-
more, the analysis of power outage statistics shows that 
EDS provides the largest individual contribution to un-
availability of customer supply. This is important informa-
tion, which indicates that more attention should be paid 
to the issue of EDS reliability. On the other hand, the cost 
of electricity distribution represents a significant portion 
of the total electricity cost [1]. Investments in the power 
system can be roughly divided into two groups: invest-
ments in construction of new facilities and investment 
in reconstruction of the existing facilities. It is estimated 
that 30 – 40% of total investments in the power sector 
have been allocated in investment of the distribution sys-
tem [2], which cannot be neglected. 

In addition to these problems and their specificity, the 
integration of distributed energy sources is of particular 
importance. The problem of their optimal allocation es-
sentially arises from three questions:
1) Does the interest of private investors (in distributed 

energy sources) coincide with the interests of the 
DSO?

2) Does the DG (distribution generation) owner’s opera-
tion strategy coincide with the interests of the DSO?

3) Is it possible to obtain complete information on plans 
of private investors in time?

Pursuant to the current laws and regulations, the re-
sponsibility of the DSO is to ensure the operation of the 
distribution system in accordance with the prescribed 
electricity quality and reliability parameters, to provide ac-
cess to the network to end customers and producers in 
a transparent and non-discriminatory manner as well as 
to create, adopt and publish short and long-term plans 
for development of the distribution system. The long-term 
EDS development plan must promote the economic de-
velopment of society and industry along with promotion 
and application of modern and advanced technologies. 
During this process, the appropriate consideration must 
be paid to trends in the electricity production and con-
sumption growth patterns, financial possibilities, external 
influences, the restructuring process as well as plans of 
local authorities and transmission system operators. The 
quality of a long-term plan largely depends on definition 
and application of an appropriate planning methodology 
as well as definition of solid planning objectives and crite-
ria. This approach ensures the application of uniform rules 
and procedures throughout the DSO area of responsibili-
ty. In essence, the process of developing and adopting an 
investment plan is a decision-making process that can be 
divided into the following main stages: 

1) Defining goals,
2) Consideration of alternatives,
3) Development of alternatives,
4) The direction of choices (decision-making).

This paper explains some of the most important EDS 
planning stages, highlighting the objectives, criteria and 
methodology. Further, this paper presents an application 
example of EDS planning, using a realistic case study. Fi-
nally, a number of future researches are proposed, togeth-
er with the most important conclusions of this paper.  

The purpose of this paper is to review the most important 
principles, objectives and technical criteria used in plan-
ning the development of the electricity distribution net-
work. Additionally, the paper will present a methodolog-
ical approach to the planning and ranking of proposed 
electricity facilities with an example from practice, which is 
based on the real planning problem in ED Mostar. It is ex-
pected that this paper will contribute toward more effec-
tive management of power distribution network planning 
process by developing and testing a fuzzy logic based 
model for network planning. 
  
This paper can be divided in two parts. The first part is 
a review of the most important principles, objectives and 
technical criteria used in planning the development of the 
EDS. During this stage of the research, the most relevant 
scientific and practical literature was surveyed in order to 
identify and present the most important planning princi-
ples, criteria and methods. The second part presents a 
fuzzy system used for decision-making in the area of EDS 
reconstruction planning. The methodology used in this part 
is based on mixed method approach to address different 
issues appearing along the model design and testing. The 
most frequently used methods are modelling methods, an-
alytical methods and numerical calculation methods.

1. OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA USED IN EDS PLANNING

1.1. Planning objectives

During the development of short and long-term plans for 
EDS reconstruction and general development, a clear 
definition of planning objectives is of critical importance. 
Law regulation and strategic commitments of the DSO 
are just some of the factors affecting the type and number 
of objectives presented to the experts involved in the cre-
ation of the development plan. The definition of planning 
objectives is performed at the highest executive level of 
the DSO when designing a project assignment, and was 
entirely conducted in accordance with the existing laws 
and regulations. The fundamental objectives of EDS de-
velopment and reconstruction planning are:
1) Fulfilment of all legal obligations, and particularly in 

terms of electrical energy quality, reliability and security,
2) Provision of transparent and unhindered access to 

the EDS,
3) Maximization of reliability function and minimization of 

cost function of the power system,
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4) Increase the efficiency of the DSO operations,
5) Promotion and use of modern and advanced tech-

nologies.

In addition to these fundamental objectives, the particular 
importance is dedicated to the strategic commitment of 
individual companies. When it comes to the DSO from 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), the basic strategic com-
mitments include a transition towards a unique 110/20 
kV transformations, neutral point treatment, reduction of 
losses, responding to challenges of the electricity market, 
integration of renewable energy based distributed genera-
tors and finally, promotion and development of new tech-
nologies and methods in operation, management, and 
planning of the EDS.

1.2. Planning criteria

1.2.1. Voltage levels

Voltage level and quality are among the most important 
parameters in an electrical power system (EPS). Ade-
quate voltage quality in each node is of great importance 
for the safe and efficient operation of the EPS and is one 
of the main criteria in the process of development and 
reconstruction planning. A large part of the efforts and ac-
tivities of maintenance, management, and planning of the 
EPS are dedicated to ensuring that voltage levels remain 
within the prescribed limits. These limits are defined by the 
EN 50160 standard and are integrated in the domestic 
legislation (in BiH) [3]. This is a European standard that 
defines, describes and specifies the main voltage char-
acteristics at the points of connection of users of pub-
lic low-voltage, medium-voltage and high-voltage power 
grids under normal operating conditions. This standard 
also describes the permitted limits of voltage variations in 
distribution networks in Europe.

1.2.2. Current limits for components of the distribution  
          system

The acceptable load current for each of the system com-
ponents is one of the basic limitations to be considered 
when analyzing a system. Furthermore, the current limit 
is the most important and commonly used criterion for 
reconstruction project selection and investment plans de-
velopment. Based on these facts, the load increase of the 
power system (using the appropriate methodology) is of 
great importance for the proper assessment of the future 
power system state. Calculation the maximum current es-
pecially applies to the following components:
1) Power system lines - the maximum current flowing 

through the line must be less than or equal the rated 
current for each power line of the system,

2) Power transformers - the maximum current flowing 
through transformer must be less than or equal the 
rated current for each transformer,

3) Measuring devices - it is obligatory to regularly check 
and monitor the load of consumers who have certain 
types of measuring devices installed, as well as mea-
suring devices in DSO plants.

1.2.3. Reliability parameters

Generally, most of the power system reliability analyses 
have focused on generating plants due to economies of 
scale and due to the fact that their downtime had a great-
er financial and social impact. In the recent times, how-
ever, the increasing attention is dedicated to distribution 
system as the analysis of the customer failure statistics 
of most power utilities revealed that the power distribu-
tion system actually makes the single largest contribution 
to the interruption of electrical energy supply to the end 
customers. Therefore, reliability analysis, which is mainly 
represented by standard indicators (SAIDI, SAIFI, etc.) is 
an important criterion for project nominations and ranking. 
Particular attention is paid to the classification of reliability 
parameters according to the following categories:
1) Urban areas,
2) Rural environments,
3) Sensitive customers and areas of particular impor-

tance (e.g. hospitals),
4) Implementation of the n-1 criteria.

1.2.4. Connection of large end load customers and
   distributed generators

Creating technical conditions for connecting the new load 
and generation customers to the distribution network are 
among the main roles of a DSO. Proposing the pre-invest-
ment in the distribution network in collaboration with the 
local community is a key task for any planning engineer. 
Furthermore, information about individual major load and 
generation customers is an important criterion for making 
decisions related to distribution system development and 
reconstruction planning.

1.2.5. New technologies and power system components

New technologies and components of the power distri-
bution system and their inclusion in the investment plant 
present a significant challenge. It is also an important stra-
tegic direction for development of the future systems. This 
area of strategy development primarily refers to electric 
vehicles and electrical energy storage systems, smart-
grid technologies, operation and managements technol-
ogies, demand response and renewable energy based 
distributed generation.

1.2.6. The criterion of financial viability of an investment

Making a business decision based on the financial justifi-
cation of the investment should be preceded by financial 
analysis. Even though electricity distribution is a regulated 
area, financial parameters have recently been receiving 
an increased attention by managers and regulators. It is 
possible to invest in financial forms of assets and make 
an investment equal to their value. It is also possible to 
invest in real forms of assets that enable the realization 
of benefits through productive business activities. In the 
following paragraphs, some of the most important param-
eters that indicate the financial viability of investing in EDS 
are presented.
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1.2.6.1. Return on investment

Return on investment can be defined as a return on total 
capital, return on invested long-term capital and return on 
equity. From the standpoint of an individual investment, 
that is, an investment project in EDS, its profitability can 
be measured by the return on investment (ROI), which is 
defined as follows:

  -   cost

 cost

Investment profit investment
ROI

investment
=

1.2.6.2. The payback method

The payback method is one of the simplest methods and 
is often used to quickly calculate the payoff of an EDS 
investment. It is a method that determines the period of 
time required for the cash flow to recover the original in-
vestment, i.e. how much time it will actually take to get 
the money back. In order for the investment to be profit-
able, the return must be less than the project’s duration. 
Speed and simplicity are the main advantages and it is 
suitable for preliminary analysis. If the project does not 
pass the cost-effectiveness test, then no further analysis 
is required. However, its weakness is that it does not re-
veal much and does not tell us how much the total profit 
or (saving) would be.

1.2.6.3. Net present value (NPV) method 

This method is a more complete tool compared to the 
payoff method. Its key feature and advantage are that it 
takes into account the time value of money by discounting 
future cash flows and takes into consideration the present 
value of money. With this method, it is possible to obtain a 
realistic outlook of the fulfilment of the leap rate set by the 
investor. It is also possible to compare the present value 
of the initial expenditure with the present value of future 
returns. 

The NPV method is equal to the present value from which 
the initial cash outlay is to be deducted. It is also possi-
ble to use different values of the discount rate, which is 
inversely proportional to the NPV. The discount equation 
can be represented as follows:

 NPV PV Initial investment= −

where: PV present value, Cn cash flow for the observed 
period, NPV net present value and discount rate, n 
number of time periods (years) considered.

1.2.6.4. Internal rate of return method

The internal rate of return (or profitability) method is an-
other method for evaluating the viability of an investment. 
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1.2.6.5. Sensitivity analysis

Business decisions are often made in conditions of great 
uncertainty due to the unavailability of data at the required 
periods of time. Each investment project contains a certain 
degree of risk due to the inability to predict future events. 
Sensitivity analysis shows how sensitive a proposed solu-
tion is when the parameters of a problem change. A char-
acteristic of sensitivity analysis is that some parameters 
may vary within a given range and have a greater or less-
er impact on business results. In the case of important 
managerial decisions, sensitivity analysis can indicate the 
degree of risk and help avoid decisions that have negative 
consequences.

1.2.6.6. Benefit to cost analysis

The last criterion to be considered in evaluating the return 
on investment is the benefit/cost ratio (B/C), which is de-
fined as the ratio of the total present value of income to 
expenses, ie:

/  /  B C PV in PV out=

In addition to the cost of the investment itself, it is nec-
essary to take into account the cost of losses of power 
and electrical energy, the cost of undelivered energy, 
as well as the cost of operating and maintaining the 
system. Summing all the cost and benefits and allo-
cating them to a particular investment project can be a 
daunting task. It is sometimes very difficult to place a 
quantitative value on a project because of the complex 
interconnections between various technical, social and 
financial aspects of project. 

  

This method is similar to the calculation of the NPV with 
the only difference being the variable. The internal rate of 
return calculates the current level of return obtained with 
the projected cash flow. The value obtained in this way is 
compared with the leap rate to determine the return on 
investment. The practical way to look at the internal rate 
of return is as a discount rate that makes the net present 
value equal to zero, i.e.:
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1.2.7. Power and electrical energy losses

Reducing the power and electrical energy losses is one 
of the most important aims for the DSO. Taking measures 
and activities to achieve this is a continuous task. When 
designing a reconstruction and development plan of a 
power grid, projects that contribute to reducing losses 
always receive special attention. Even though, in BiH, the 
distribution activity is a certain type of regulated monopoly, 
the profit from investing in the electricity distribution activity 
is significant factor and most often comes from a reduction 
in the cost of electricity distribution. Examples of invest-
ment projects that potentially contribute to reducing the 
electrical energy losses include low-voltage grid recon-
struction, including power metering and billing systems, 
cabling of densely populated and urban areas, increasing 
cross-sections of power lines, reactive power compen-
sation, distributed generation and consumption manage-
ment, optimization of system operating state, etc.

1.2.8. Reactive power compensation

Reactive power compensation is one of the most effective 
measures for reducing electrical energy losses in a power 
distribution network, extending the life of the system com-
ponents and improving the general operating conditions 
of the system. Therefore, reactive power compensation 
is one of the significant measures in system development 
plans. The allocation (location and size) of the devices for 
reactive power compensation is determined based on the 
result of the power flow analysis. Based on practical ex-
perience, the best effects are achieved by compensation 
at the point of customer’s connection with low power fac-
tor and on the low-voltage side of distribution transform-
ers fed by long overhead power lines. Proper allocation 
of power compensation devices remains one of the main 
measures for the overall increase of energy efficiency of 
the power distribution system as well as its overall con-
trollability.

2. EDS PLANNING METHODOLOGY WITH PRACTICAL  
 APPLICATION

2.1. Methodology

The development of the distribution network is planned 
according to the criterion of optimal supply of electricity to 
the customers, which ensures the losses minimization, as 
well as reliability and continuity of power supply maximi-
zation. Generally, there are two approaches to distribution 
network planning, namely deterministic and probabilistic. 
The deterministic approach requires the continuous sup-
ply to all customers in the event of unavailability of a sin-
gle network element such as a transformer, transmission 
line, etc. In this case, known as the N-1 condition, failure 
of one element can be tolerated without significantly af-
fecting the security of the system. However, strict adher-
ence to this condition may lead to underinvestment as 
the cost of a possible interruption to customers or the 
cost of using alternative options is not taken into account. 

The probabilistic approach, on the other hand, is more 
relaxed compared to the N-1 condition and is based on 
the analyses of power load flows, which take into con-
sideration the amount of energy not supplied in the event 
of failure of one component of the system. In this way, 
there is a delay in investment projects that would have 
been implemented should a deterministic planning ap-
proach has been used. 

In the probabilistic approach, there are conditions under 
which energy cannot be distributed through components 
that are out of service and the amount of energy delivered 
is rather small given the likelihood that his event will ac-
tually occur. Using a probabilistic approach, the risk of a 
power loss under normal operating conditions (known as 
the „N” condition) is evaluated for when the load exceeds 
the total system capacity. To solve this situation, a number 
of options are explored, all used to keep the system under 
normal operating conditions until the completion of the 
projects related to the distribution system capacity exten-
sion. The probabilistic planning approach involves estima-
tion of the likelihood that a power outage will occur during 
the peak period and estimates the cost of such an event, 
in order to evaluate:
1) The expected cost to be incurred if no action is taken 

to address the resulting limitation,
2) Whether it is economically viable to increase the 

network capacity to reduce the unexpected costs 
caused by a power outage.

The amount of energy not delivered due to this type of fail-
ure is a critical parameter in assessing potential network 
investment or other measures such as power manage-
ment or distributed resources. The probabilistic approach 
to planning is essential to finding a compromise between:
1) Expansion of distribution capacity,
2) The cost of not being able to deliver electricity.

Considering the fact that the peak load occurs on aver-
age 3% of total time during the year [4], it may not be 
economically viable to invest in distribution system ca-
pacity extension expanding in order to eliminate the risks 
of power outages during the most sensitive periods. Fur-
thermore, the probabilistic approach requires justification 
for such investments that must be provided by estimating 
the present value of the proposed investment. Ultimately, 
investing in distribution system capacity expansion in or-
der to reduce risk is a matter of judgment. It is based on 
EDS analysis, potential failures, costs, and the ability to 
use distributed resource programs.

2.2. Example of the methodology applied in practice

The basic principle of the JP EP BiH-d.d Sarajevo, Po-
družnica „Elektrodistribucija” Mostar (ED Mostar) is to 
plan the development of the distribution system in an 
efficient manner minimising the total operational cost 
of the system. In line with this commitment, particu-
lar attention is paid to the overall energy consumption 
and maximum power demand (taking into consider-
ation the predicted growth trends), energy efficiency, 
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system reliability indicators, electrical energy quality, 
and emission reductions. 

The criteria and standards used in elaboration of devel-
opment plants significantly influence the level of invest-
ment required to meet the increase in energy consump-
tion but also the increasingly stringent requirements for 
quality and security of power supply. Modern power sys-
tem planning is an optimization problem needing to sat-
isfy a number of technical and economic criteria. The ex-
isting practical experience indicates that plan is primarily 
an optimal compromise between different planning cri-
teria. In addition to determining the optimal capacity of 
the distribution system, it is necessary to consider other 
criteria, primarily the financial and the power quality crite-
ria. The financial criteria for distribution system planning 
implies the optimal construction and operation of the 
system, while the quality criterion implies the appropriate 
power quality levels, security of supply and environmen-
tal protection. Additionally, and all these goals must be 
achieved with a clear definition and without any prefer-
ential treatment, towards all entities and stakeholders.

The development plan is based on a probabilistic plan-
ning method that considers a combination of maximum 
load demand, allowable power system capacity and reli-
ability parameters to identify risks in the distribution net-
work and to rank investment projects according to their 
capability to deliver long-term benefits to both DSO and 
customers. The basis of this methodological approach 
is the power flow analysis taking into consideration the 
appropriate methods for energy consumption forecast. 
The main features of the planning standards adopted by 
ED Mostar, in addition to the basic criteria set out in the 
previous chapter are:
1) Compliance with the regulatory and legal framework 

as well as relevant technical regulations and stan-
dards,

2) Observing modern trends and guidelines arising from 
the strategic commitments of JE EP BiH- d.d. Sara-
jevo, primarily in terms of loss reduction, switching 
to 20 kV, perspective of the 35kV voltage level and 
neutral point treatment,

3) Monitoring the load of the distribution network and 
identifying risks,

4) Monitoring of reliability indicators of the electricity dis-
tribution network,

5) Monitoring of power quality parameters and custom-
er complaints,

6) Planning of network configurations to allow optimum 
switching states (reconfiguration),

7) Optimization of the LV network in terms of interpola-
tion of new 10(20)/0,4kV transformer stations, with 
the following sub-criteria (being primarily considered 
and not limited to):
•	 Urban	plans,
•	 The	current	state	of	the	power	system,
•	 Overload	conditions,	
•	 Voltage	drop,
•	 Connecting	new	load	and	generation	custom-

ers to the network.

The development of a low-voltage network should also be 
based on the following principles:
1) Short low-voltage connections for the existing net-

works are achieved by interpolations of the distribu-
tion transformer,

2) In areas with low load density, 10(20)/0,4kV trans-
former stations with small rated power and short 
low-voltage gird should be built.

The long-term goal in developing a low-voltage network 
can be defined as:
1) 2.5 km of low-voltage network per distribution trans-

former area (average per year: +100 TS throughout 
the system, network length -8.5%),

2) Rehabilitation of the low-voltage network so that the 
technical limitations (norms and standards) are ful-
filled by 2030, including implementation of the AMI 
systems.

Further in this section, a fuzzy logic based approach for 
EDS project selection is shortly presented. This approach 
is widely recognised and has been extensively used in dis-
tribution system planning [5], reconfiguration [6] and DG 
allocation problems [7]. Fuzzy models for decision making 
are implemented as control algorithms even when their be-
haviour resembles expert systems more than fuzzy control 
algorithms. The main reason for this is them being mod-
elled by human expert knowledge and it can only be ver-
ified by testing their outcomes. Using single valued quan-
tities as inputs and outputs of fuzzy rule-based models in 
decision-making, significantly limits their ability to support 
decision-making [8]. Fuzzy control algorithms are partic-
ularly useful in EDS planning because they can represent 
qualitative information and are very useful in addressing the 
uncertainty and incompleteness of input information (cri-
teria). The following example represents a results of fuzzy 
system application on a simple EDS model (Table I), based 
on [9]. The details of the model are presented in [9]. The 
additional examples of the actual practical application of 
advanced algorithms in the field of power system develop-
ment are given in previous papers [9]-[12].

Figure 1 shows a single line diagram of a simple power dis-
tribution system. In the proposed model, customer number 
values are normalized into 0-1 range, where 1 is maximum, 
corresponding to 1000 customers and 0 is minimum, cor-
responding to 0 customers. This attribute is combined 
with rate of failure value, in order to obtain C1 according 
to the Mamdani type inference as shown in [8]. Similarly, 
the second criteria is output value of the inference model 
of two input attributes: age of distribution power line and 
its respective failure rates.  It can be concluded that crisp 
values are obtained for representation of criteria for ranking 
distribution system reconstruction project. 

The results can be used as a business analysis/intelligence 
tools and a decision making support tool. The list of pos-
sible criteria is not exhausted by the attributes proposed 
in this model. It is possible to extend the existing model 
to include any other criteria to appropriately represent the 
complexity of EDS planning problem. The final results are 
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obtained based on the best compromise of the proposed 
criteria.  One possible way to resolve the conflict between 
criteria is the use of fuzzy multi criteria decision making 
method, as described in more details in [12].

Feeder 1 Feeder 2

Number of customers 481 111

Failure rate (times/year) 1.2 0.8

Age of the line (years) 18 48

Criteria 1 0.71 0.28

Criteria 2 0.55 0.75

Table I: Results of the fuzzy model application

Feeder 1 Feeder 2

35 kV

Tx 2  10(20)/0.4kVTx 1 10(20)/0.4kV

Tx 35/10 kV 

Customer load 

Figure 1: Single line diagram of the test system

2.3. Future direction for planning the development of  
 the distribution system

Given the significant technical, economic, social and reg-
ulatory changes affecting the trend and philosophy of the 
development of the distribution system, it can be con-
cluded with great certainty that this area will continue to 
attract the attention of both experts and informed audi-
ence learned public. The development of new algorithms 
and methods in this field and their practical application to 
real systems is one of the future research directions. The 
applications and integration of new technologies, espe-
cially in the fields of smart-grids, remote control, distribu-
tion resources, and electro mobility, and their inclusion in 
the plans for the development of the EDS, is one of the 
future challenges in this area. Finally, the application of 
similar computation methods and comparison of the re-
sults remains an important future research direction.

3. CONCLUSION

Planning for the development of power systems has re-
cently received increasing attention due to new technical, 
economic, environmental and regulatory requirements. 
Therefore, BiH electricity distribution companies are in-
creasingly committed to making long-term projections for 
system development. This paper presents an overview of 
the most important principles, goals and technical criteria 
used in planning the development of a power distribu-
tion network and it can be used as basic guidance in the 
preparation of short and long-term plans for the construc-
tion and reconstruction of power distribution facilities. In 
addition, this paper presents a possible methodological 
approach to planning and ranking proposed investment 
projects. Finally, it can be concluded that system planning 
is becoming a very important process within the business 
structure of electricity distribution companies in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. It was also concluded that the identifi-
cation of goals and criteria and the application of an ap-
propriated methodology are of great importance for the 
successful development of plans for the development of 
the distribution system. In the future, it can be expected 
that more attention will be paid to the planning processes, 
especially in the field of new technologies, integration of 
distributed resources and electro mobility. Therefore, this 
topic deserves further attention and elaborations on the 
new examples, as well as additions to existing planning 
methods and approaches
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Abstract: This paper will present an approach for reconstruction of street lighting system regarding energy efficiency. Today, most street 
lighting systems are based on gas discharge lamps. LED lighting is energy efficiency lighting, which consumes less energy than lighting 
based on gas discharge lamps but, initial investment is still high. Methodology described in this paper includes analysis of the existing 
street lighting and gives guidelines for selection of equivalent LED lighting instead of the non-efficient existing one. Methodology includes 
economic evaluation of investment and saving ratio. This approach shortens calculation time, especially luminance calculations, due to 
lighting classification (on streets and areas) in clusters. This approach is especially appropriate for great systems of street lighting (city 
areas, cities and so on.).     

Keywords: public street lighting, energy efficiency, LED system, clustering

Sažetak: U referatu će biti predstavljen jedan pristup (metodologija) za rekonstruiranje sustava ulične rasvjete s obzirom na energetsku 
učinkovitost. Naime, današnji sustavi ulične rasvjete bazirani su na svjetiljkama s izbojem u plinu. LED rasvjeta je energetski učinkovita 
rasvjeta koja troši manje električne energije, ali je početno ulaganje znatno. Metodologija opisana u referatu uzima u obzir analizu posto-
jećeg stanja ulične rasvjete i daje smjernice za izbor ekvivalentne LED rasvjete umjesto postojeće neefikasne rasvjete. Metodologija uzima 
u obzir ekonomske parametre odnosa ulaganja u LED rasvjetu i potencijalne uštede. Ovakav pristup skraćuje vrijeme proračuna, posebno 
svjetlotehničkih, jer je rasvjeta po ulicama i naseljima svrstana u klastere. Ovaj pristup je posebno prikladan u prvom redu za velike sustave 
ulične rasvjete (gradska naselja, gradovi i sl.).

Ključne riječi: javna rasvjeta, energetska učinkovitost, LED sustav, klasteriranje
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INTRODUCTION

First loads were lamps (bulbs). The first power plants fed 
the street lighting systems back in 19th century. Street 
lighting systems today have a major influence on [1]: 
traffic safety, protection from robbery, normal movement 
of people and vehicles and more. All roads with a large 
number of vehicles, pedestrians and intersections should 
be illuminated at night. It is because of lower visibility 
during the night and lower concentration of all partici-
pants in traffic. At these occasions, the positive impact 
of street lighting is obvious. Deactivation of street lighting 
contributes to [1]: 13% increase in vehicle stealing, 25% 
more forays and 65% more burglaries. Street lighting is 

Review scientific paper/Pregledni naučni rad

a developed area of business today. Back in 2005, in 
EU, 2.1 million of luminaires and 18.3 million of lamps 
were sold. These expends increased with maintenance 
expends contributing to billions of cash flow in the street 
lighting business [2]. Luminaire is the most important pa-
rameter of street lighting system due to its expensive-
ness. Quality luminaire has a long life span. The degree 
of luminaire protection from solids and liquids is a very 
important parameter that directly affects the life span of a 
luminaire. The degree of luminaire protection from solids 
varies from IP1 to IP6. IP6 is full protection - protection 
against dust entry in luminaire. The degree of luminaire 
protection from liquids varies from IP0 to IP8 where IP8 
presents waterproof luminaire for permanent immersion 
up to 5 meters. IK parameter presents protection from 
mechanical damage of luminaire. It varies from IK00 – no 
protection at all, to IK10 – protection from 5 kg body im-
pact when falling from 400 mm in height. A very import-
ant parameter for luminaires is luminaire optic, too. Optic 
is important for utilization of light without unnecessary 
loss and for reduction of light pollution. Light pollution 
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is every unnecessary light emission out of the zone of 
luminance (streets, squares etc.). Additionally, luminaires 
contain ballasts for proper function.

1. LED LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY

LED lighting technology presents future in lighting tech-
nology. LED lights have a long life span, high degree of 
utilization and lower light pollution. The only problem, al-
though non-technical, is a high price of this system. LED 
lighting started being developed in the 1960s, but its full 
development started only 10-20 years ago. LED lighting 
consists of a LED diode assisted by the chip (CREE, EPIS-
TAR etc.). LED is a solid physical body that, as a semi-
conductor element, converts electrical energy directly into 
light, unlike the types of bulbs known so far, which must 
produce heat that gives light emission. LED converts elec-
trical energy into photons which are visible as light. Semi-
conductor is fed by DC current and whole LED system is 
closed in special plastic. It gives luminaire a strength and 
manipulative usability. Basic parts of LED system are giv-
en in Figure 1 [1]. All materials used to make LEDs have 
a very high refractive index. This means that most of the 
light will be reflected back to the material. This fracture oc-
curs at the transition of material and air. Efficiency of LED 
system increases with time. In 2002 Philips manufactures 
5W LED. Utilization of this system was between 18-22 
lm/W. For illustration, classic incandescent bulbs of 60-
100W power range have an efficiency of 15 lm/W. For fluo 
lights, utilization increases up to 100 lm/W. In 2010, com-
pany Cree Inc. manufactured 208 lm/W chip prototype 
(at a room temperature). In practice, LED chips of higher 
power are used. For those chips, current values are 350 
mA or 700 mA. The declared life span of an LED ranges 
between 25000 and 100000 operating hours, depending 
on LED power and manufacturer. Ambient temperature 
and quality of supply have a great influence on an LED’s 
life span. Additionally, LED life span is in correlation with 
the rated luminous flux. When luminous flux decreases 
under 50% of rated value, LED life span is over [2].              

Figure 1: Main elements of LED light [1]

Advantage of LED lighting is an almost instantaneous 
response to a voltage change. Figure 2 presents rela-
tion between efficiency of LED and sodium lighting. LED 
lighting luminous flux is more directional than with sodi-
um lamps [1].

Figure 2: Relation between efficiency of LED 
and sodium lighting [1]

2. BASICS OF STREET LIGHTING DESIGN

CEN 13201-(1-5):2004 [3] is a referent norm in street lighting 
design. In street lighting design, there are several important 
parameters. The main term is luminance. The light from the 
luminaire falls on the road and reflects from its surface into 
the eye of the viewer, who perceives it as light. This is called 
luminance - L (cd/m2). Overall uniformity (of road surface 
luminance, illuminance on a road area or hemispherical il-
luminance) (U0) is ratio of the lowest to the average value. 
Longitudinal uniformity (UL) is the lowest of the longitudinal 
uniformities of the driving lanes of the carriageway. Threshold 
increment (TI) is measure of the loss of visibility caused by 
the disability glare of the luminaires of a road lighting installa-
tion. Surround ratio (SR) is average illuminance on strips just 
outside the edges of the carriageway in proportion to the 
average illuminance on strips just inside the edges [3]. 

Criteria for street lighting design must fit set conditions: L, 
U0, UL, TI and SR [3]. Optimal luminance for street lighting is 
2.0 cd/m2. This value is justified for highways, so luminance 
of 0.5 cd/m2 to 2 cd/m2 is recommended, depending on the 
type of road [3]. Luminance depends on: photometric char-
acteristics of the lamp, the position of the lamps in relation to 
the road, the reflective properties of the carriageway and the 
position of the observer. For street lighting systems lighting 
classes from M1 (local roads) to M6 (highways) are defined. 
Values of U0 are divided in four categories: 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 
0.7 [3]. Requirements for U0 are increasing with maximum 
permitted speed, traffic density and possible dangerous sit-
uations. The UL should not be less than 0.4, thus avoiding 
dark areas and ensuring that the driver can see pedestrians 
entering in his line of driving [3]. Today, lighting design calcu-
lations are mostly performed in one of the available software 
solutions (RELUX, DIALUX etc).

   
3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents methodology for street lighting 
system reconstruction in view of energy efficiency. Meth-
odology consists of more steps, described below.

Legend:

1. LED chip

2. Plastic housing with optic

3. Reflector

4. Cathode

5. Anode
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3.1. Step 1 – System inspecting and data base creation

This step consists of inspection of street lighting system. 
Each pole with luminaire and additional equipment gets its 
own ID number. Properties for each pole are as follows:
- Pole properties: material type (concrete, wood or 

metal), height (in meters), pole distance from edge 
of carriageway (in meters) and pole orientation (left 
or right);

- Luminaire properties: type, number of luminaires 
per pole, boom length (in meters) and luminaire or 
boom rotation (in degrees);

- Lamp properties: type of light source, number of 
lamps per luminaire, power (in watts);

- Road: carriageway coating (asphalt, concrete, 
ground etc.), carriageway width (in meters);

- Route: distance between poles (in meters).   

Using the above presented inspection, data base of 
lighting system can be created. 

3.2. Step 2 – Data analysis

Generally, luminance calculation for great street lighting 
systems (e.g. towns) is quite a long-term job if it is done 
street by street. An idea is to divide calculation area in 
clusters based on their similarities. This means that in 
one area (e.g. town) all the same street light scenes 
would be one cluster. The condition to carry out clus-
tering is a completed inspection of street light system 
as described in 3.1. Since there are numerous different 
street light scenes in great street lighting systems, clus-
tering is an appropriate method for data analysis. Ad-
ditionally, this method decreases luminance calculation 
time (unlike doing luminance calculation street by street). 
Simplified, the idea is to find the same streets in target-
ed area after inspection and classify them in appropriate 
clusters. Then, calculations must be performed for clus-
ters. In practice, one town can have numerous streets 
but only a few clusters.    
Clusters are created on basis of:
- Width of carriageway (in meters),
- Height of street light pole (in meters),
- Distance between two poles (in meters). 

These parameters are the most responsible for lumi-
nance results. Additionally, other parameters must be 
met: distance of pole from carriageway edge (in meters), 
carriageway coating etc. 

3.3. Step 3 – Luminance calculation

In this part, methodology of luminance calculation for de-
fined clusters will be described. Calculation methodology is 
composed of a series of sub-steps. Current state of lumi-
nance (mercury, fluo and sodium luminaires) has not been 
analysed. Referent Norm is CEN 13201-1(5):2004 [3].      

3.3.1. Sub-step 1 – Grouping of lighting situations

A lighting situation can be classified within a group in 
terms of the base parameters given in [3], which identify 
the appropriate set of lighting situations for each group. 
Lighting situations are divided in term of: typical speed of 
main user (in km/h) and user types in the same relevant 
area (main user, other allowed user and excluded user). 
Selected lighting situations contribute to selection of set 
of lighting situation (A1-A3, B1-B2, C1, D1-D4 or E1-E2).   

3.3.2. Sub-step 2 – External influence

For each lighting situation there are external influences 
which must be taken into consideration. Main external in-
fluences, which can impact the luminance, are: conflict 
area, complexity of visual field, parked vehicles, ambient 
luminance and cyclists flow. 

3.3.3. Sub-step 3 – Recommended lighting class

Lighting class can be determined on the basis of external 
influence. Lighting classes are generally: ME1, ME2, ME3, 
ME4, ME5 and ME6. In practice, ME1 presents highways 
and ME6 local roads. For each lighting class, boundary 
values are required for: L (cd/m2), U0 (min.), UI (min.), SR 
(min.) and TI (max.). The most difficult fulfilment of condi-
tions is for ME1. 

3.3.4. Sub-step 4 – Carriageway coating and   
          maintenance factor
   
Maintenance factor can be defined based on experience. 
Carriageway coating is usually, but not necessary, asphalt.  

Luminance calculations can be performed based on the 
proposed steps and sub-steps. It is the first step of re-
construction. It is a condition for optimal selection of LED 
luminaire. 

Luminance calculation, after inclusion of all needed in-
puts, can be optimally performed. Constrains in optimi-
zation can be defined on different manners. For example, 
boom can be included/excluded, boom rotation can be 
allowed/not allowed etc.   

4. ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Methods for economic evaluations of project profitability 
can be divided as [4, 5]:
- Methods ignoring time value of money (simply and 

easy to understand),
- Methods including time value of money.

Ignoring time value of money is not appropriate for project 
evaluation. There are several methods regarding time value 
of money in techno-economic analysis. Time value of mon-
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ey describes the relation between the value of money today 
and in the future. Discounting (calculation of present value 
of future sum of money) and compounding (calculation of 
future value of present sum of money) are generally two 
methods for computing time value of money [6]. The usual 
methods for economic profitability determination are: NPV, 
IRR, PI and DPB [7], [8]. If these methods do not give the 
same result, investor must choose to which they will give 
preference.  

NPV is a discounted difference between the net present 
value of project benefits and project expends (costs). NPV 
requires discounting to the initial year of the project [7]. 
NPV equation is given by:    

where I0 is initial investment in year 0 (cash flow in t=0), 
GTt is expected net cash flow in period t, k is capital cost 
and n is time of project analysis. The goal is to obtain as 
great as possible NPV value. If NPV, a project must be 
rejected.
               
Simply, IRR is a discount rate for which NPV=0. So, IRR 
must be greater or equal to the project’s discount rate. If 
that is so, the project should be accepted. Otherwise it 
should be rejected [9]. The value of IRR is in percentage 
value. Greater IRR means better project. IRR is defined 
with:

where r presents IRR. 
  
PI or benefit-cost ratio of a project is the ratio of the 
present value of future net cash flows and initial cash 
outflow. NPV equation defines these parameters. If PI≥1, 
the project should be accepted. PI is given with equa-
tion: 

DPB is a time period (in years) required for payback of 
initial cash outflow. This parameter gives the number of 
years for investment return. Shareholders must define 
number of years acceptable for the project’s payback pe-
riod. If project’s discounted payback period is less than 
that number of years, project should be accepted [9]. 
DPB can be presented by:

where Np presents number of periods before full expends 
have been covered, UEs uncovered expends at the start 
of the year and CFy cash flow in the year of expends 
being covered. Calculations consider the interest rate. 
This rate is difficult to determine and it can be differently 
interpreted.

4.1. Application in street lighting

Expends in street lighting can be divided as: 
- Investment in new street lighting system,
- Expends due to electricity costs,
- Maintenance of installed street lighting system. 

Investment in a new street lighting system understands 
investments for luminaires and additional equipment, if 
necessary. Those expends are obtained by luminance 
calculation and appropriate bill of costs. 

Expends for the cost of electricity for the street lighting 
system on yearly basis can be obtained as:

where i presents the number of seasons on yearly ba-
sis, j number of seasons with different cost of electricity 
per season on yearly basis. EC is money consumption 
of street lighting system in monetary value (EUR), Ti is 
working hours of street lighting in a season period, di is 
number of days in one season and cj is electrical energy 
price in EUR/kWh.  

For maintenance cost of the installed street lighting 
system, factor deterioration (FS) of luminaire should be 
introduced as:

FS= 1 / l                                                                         (6)

where l is lifespan of light source in years.
Number of replaced luminaires annual (n):

n = FS·N               (7)

where N presents total number of luminaires in exploitation. 
Total exploitation cost of street lighting system is sum of 
investment costs, electricity costs and maintenance costs. 

5. EXAMPLE – CASE STUDY

In this part, example case study will be presented. It is a 
case study of urban area of the Široki Brijeg City in Bos-
nia and Herzegovina. Luminaires in urban area for this 
case study are divided in street lights and other lights. 
Other lights are lights for parking places, parks, etc. 
Those are the places without intense vehicle traffic. They 
are excluded from this analysis. 

There are 949 luminaires in this urban area. These lumi-
naires are divided according to source as follows:
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Cluster no.

Carriageway 

width 

(in meters)

Pole height 

(in meters)

Distance 

between poles

 (in meters)

1 5 7,5 30

2 6 10 20

3 4 7,4 30

4 6 6 20

5 6 10 35

6 4 7,5 25

7 4 6 20

8 7 6 20

9 4 5 20

10 7 7,4 27

11 4 7 30

12 6 6 25

13 8 10 25

14 4 6 28

15 7 8 30

16 8 12 30

17 6 7,5 35

18 5 8 40

19 5 8 20

20 6 8 39

21 7 6 25

22 7,5 7 30

23 7,5 10 30

Area/Street light system Cluster no.

Burića Brig 1

Sveta obitelj 2

Lištica 3 – Kino 3

Ovčiji Brod - Škola Trn 4

Obilaznica 5

Bivši ZAP – Policija 6

Kosa 7, 8, 9, 10

Stadion 3, 8, 11

Zorićevina 1 4, 9

Dječiji Vrtić Puringaj 4

Hotel Park 8, 12, 13

Brijeg kod SŠ Gimnazija 14

Bakamuša 8, 15

Pribinovići Brijeg 2 3

Škola Klanac 7

Trn Ovčiji Brod 16

Trn Stipelić 16

Vagan 17

Jelići 18

Njivice 2 Puringaj 7

Njivice 1 3, 19

Oklaji 1 20

JR Jošotić 3

LR Lištica 1 3, 13, 21

JR Lise 1 12, 18, 21, 22, 23

- Mercury source of following rated power: 125 W, 
250 W and 400 W;

- Sodium source of following rated power: 70 W, 
100 W, 150 W and 250 W.

Source division is presented in Figure 3. High share of 
mercury sources is visible. 

Figure 3: Percent ratio of mercury sources (1) 
and sodium sources (2) 

Table I: Clusters overview

Table II: Overview of clusters for street light systems

Urban area is divided in more areas (settlements) ac-
cording to the street light systems (metering points). Set-
tlements are divided into streets going through the given 
settlement. Each settlement has its own cluster or more 
clusters depending on different street light scenes. It is 
presented in Table II.

Now, luminance calculation can be performed for each 
cluster.

A lighting situation can be classified according to 3.3.1. as 
B2. B2 is obtained on basis of:
- Typical speed of main user (km/h): >30 and ≤60;
- Main user: motorised traffic, slow moving vehicles, 

cyclists;
- Other allowed users: pedestrians.

Main external influences which can have influence on lu-
minance are:
- Conflict area: no;
- Complexity of visual field: normal;
- Parked vehicles: not present;
- Ambient luminance: low (suburban area), high (urban 

area);
- Traffic flow cyclists: normal.

The results presented above have been obtained by 
system inspection according to 3.1. Using the collected 
data, data analysis is performed. As described in 3.2., 
clusters are created. Cluster overview is presented in Ta-
ble I. There are 23 different clusters.

1,34 %

2,66 %
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Now, recommended lighting classes can be obtained as 
follows:
- Main weather type: dry;
- Geometric measures for traffic calming: no;
- Intersection density (intersections/km): ≥3;
- Difficulty of navigational task: normal;
- Traffic flow vehicles: <7000 (suburban area), ≥7000 

(urban area).

Additionally, obtained lighting classes are:
- ME4b – suburban area,
- ME3c – urban area.
 
Luminous needs for the obtained lighting classes are 
presented in Table III [3].

Table III: Luminous level for obtained lighting classes [3]

Class

Parameters

L

 [cd/m2]

U
0

min.

U
l

min.

TI

max.
SR min.

ME3c 1 0,4 0,5 15 0,5

ME4b 0,75 0,4 0,5 15 0,5

Table IV: Quantities of LED light luminaires

Carriageway coating is asphalt. Maintenance factor is 0.8.

On the basis of the performed sub-steps, luminance cal-
culations are made.  Those calculations are performed 
for each cluster. Later, clusters are attributed to streets 
and settlements. Calculations are performed with DIAL-
UX software. Its optimization toolbox is used. 

Constraints are set (project task):
- Boom length: max. 1.5 meter (preferred no boom if 

it is possible);
- Angle of luminaire rotation: <15 ͦ (preferred 0 ͦ if it is 

possible).

Rated power of LED light luminaires is obtained as 
follows: 41 W, 57 W, 65 W, 77W, 88 W and 106 W. 
Luminaires had different optic, on basis of ratio pole 
height/carriageway width. Optimal optic for each cluster 
is set by DIALUX software optimization tool.

Quantities of LED light luminaires for installing are pre-
sented in Table IV.

Rated power (W) Quantities(pcs.)

41 124

57 529

65 26

77 123

88 50

106 97

Figure 4 shows rated power of installed street light system 
before replacement, after replacement and savings. 

It is visible that decrease in the rated power is more than 
50% after the replacement of conventional light system 
with LED system. 

Input data necessary for economic evaluation:
- Seasons with different time work of street lighting sys-

tem: summer - 9 hours (122 days), winter – 15 hours 
(120 days) and autumn/spring - 11 hours (123 days);  

- Analysed time period: 12 years;
- Investment in new LED street light system: 270000 EUR.
- Discount rate: 4%;
- Equity: 100%;
- Expend of replacement of luminaire: 30 EUR/pcs 

(conventional) and 130 EUR/pcs (LED);
- Price of electric energy: winter: 0.1097 EUR/kWh, 

rest of year: 0.0843 EUR/kWh;
- Luminaire lifetime: LED: 50000 h, mercury: 18000 h 

and sodium: 25000 h.

After implementation of economic evaluation described 
in section 4, results are obtained. Those results are pre-
sented in Table V. 

Figure 4: Rated power of street light system: 1- new system, 
2-system before replacement and 3-savings

Economic 

parameter

Evaluation 

results

NPV (EUR) 164051.39 

IRR (%) 12.33

IP 1.61

DPB (in year) 8

Table V: Economic evaluation results

According to [4]-[8], obtained results are very satisfying. 
There is obvious benefit of replacing existing lighting sys-
tem with new LED lighting system.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents one approach for a large street 
lighting system reconstruction. Reconstruction means 
replacement of the existing conventional luminaires with 
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the new ones. Those new are appropriate LED lumi-
naires. Methodology of this replacement is described 
in this paper. This methodology consists of system in-
spection, creation of data base, clustering, calculations 
and economic evaluation. This methodology is especially 
applicable for large street lighting systems. Contribution 
of paper is in shortening of luminance calculations us-
ing clustering. Methodology is applicable for every street 
lighting system. Economic evaluation can be conducted 
using modern dynamic economic methods. This all is 
accompanied with one case study. Economic evaluation 
conducted for case study showed great benefits of in-
stalling new LED lighting system.
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Abstract: The magnitude-based Fourier descriptors (FD) are frequently used in shape-based image retrieval, due to their efficiency and 
effectiveness. Unlike the phase-preserving Fourier descriptors, the magnitude-based Fourier descriptors are inherently invariant under 
rotation and starting point change, but they discard all valuable information contained in the phase of the Fourier coefficients (FCs). In 
order to preserve the coefficients’ phase, the orientation and starting point of the shape must be determined. In this paper, we conducted 
a comprehensive evaluation of different state-of-the-art methods for determining nominal shape orientation, which can be used to extract 
phase-preserving Fourier descriptors: the point of maximal radius, the axis of least inertia (moments), the phase of the first harmonic, the 
cross-correlation, the Procrustes distance and the pseudomirror points. The methods were compared in terms of sensitivity to non-rigid 
transformations, retrieval performance, computational complexity and computational time. The experimental results give insight into the 
pros and cons of all analyzed methods.   

Keywords: Fourier descriptors, image retrieval, shape description, nominal shape orientation, reference points

Sažetak: Amplitudno-bazirani Fourierovi deskriptori često se koriste u pretraživanju i dohvatu slika na osnovu oblika, zahvaljujući njihovoj efi-
kasnosti i efektivnosti. Za razliku od fazno-zadržavajućih Fourierovih deskriptora (FD), amplitudno-bazirani Fourierovi deskriptori su inherent-
no invarijantni na rotaciju i izbor početne tačke, ali odbacuju sve vrijedne informacije sadržane u fazi Fourierovih koeficijenata (FCs). Kako bi 
se zadržale informacije sadržane u fazi Fourierovih koeficijenata, nominalna orijentacija i početna tačka konture oblika moraju biti jedinstveno 
određene. U ovome radu obavljena je sveobuhvatna analiza različitih state-of-the-art metoda za određivanje nominalne orijentacije oblika, 
koje mogu biti iskorištene za ekstrakciju fazno-zadržavajućih Fourierovih deskriptora: tačka maksimalnog radijusa, osa najmanje inercije 
(momenti), faza osnovnog harmonika, kros-korelacija, Procrustes rastojanje i pseudo-ogledalne tačke. Metode su uspoređivane u smislu 
osjetljivosti na ne-rigidne transformacije, performanse dohvata, računske složenosti i vremena izračunavanja. Eksperimentalni rezultati daju 
uvid u prednosti i nedostatke svih analiziranih metoda.

Ključne riječi: Fourierovi deskriptori, pretraživanje i dohvat slika, opisivanje oblika, nominalna orijentacija oblika, referentne tačke
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INTRODUCTION

One of the challenging tasks in the field of image process-
ing is to effectively and efficiently describe a shape, as the 
most important discriminative element in content-based 
image retrieval. In contrast to colour and even texture, 
shape is very sensitive to many transformations such as 
scaling, translation, rotation, projective transformation, 

Review scientific paper/Pregledni naučni rad

deformation, indentation, occlusion etc., thus it is often 
more difficult for description and analysis. 

Shape description methods may be classified into two 
groups: contour based, and region based [1], [2]. The 
contour based techniques analyse only the contour of 
the shape, while the region based methods use the inte-
rior of the shape as well. The contour based techniques 
are more compact and often more efficient and effective, 
but fail in tasks where the shape interior is important for 
classification (e.g. logo recognition, traffic signs etc.). The 
region based methods perform well in tasks where the 
contour of the shape is not continuous, or where protru-
sion, indentation or occlusion of the shape are present. 
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However, the region based descriptors are rarely compact, 
and often use more computational resources. 

The FDs are established as compact shape descriptors, 
with low computational complexity and high retrieval per-
formance. Although FDs may be used as region based [3], 
they are quite more often used as a global contour-based 
shape description technique. The derivation of the contour 
based FDs consists of two main steps. The first step is 
to compute the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) over the 
shape signature function such as: Complex coordinates, 
Centroid/Radial distance, Perimeter area function, just to 
name a few [4]-[10]. The second step is to apply different 
normalization procedures over the FCs to obtain FDs that 
are invariant under translation, rotation, change of scale 
and starting point. Invariance of the FDs under translation 
is usually obtained by discarding the DC component (ze-
roth coefficient), since this is the only coefficient affected 
by translation. The scale invariance is achieved by dividing 
the FCs with the magnitude of the first harmonic [7], [8], 
[11], [12], or the sum of magnitudes of all harmonics [13], 
[14]. In order to obtain an invariance under rotation and 
starting point change, many authors discard the phase 
of the FCs and use only the magnitude of the FCs [7]–[9], 
[11], [13]. Due to this simplistic approach, valuable infor-
mation about the shape is inevitably lost. Thus, two com-
pletely different shapes can have the same magnitude of 
FCs [14]. The phase of the FCs can be preserved and 
used for shape description only if the resulting descriptors 
are invariant to rotation and starting point change. This is 
possible if the nominal orientation of the shape is known. 
According to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there 
are only few papers that addressed different methods for 
determining nominal orientation(s), suitable for usage with 
the phase-preserving FDs. 

In this paper, we will compare and discuss the follow-
ing state-of-the-art methods: the cross-correlation [15], 
the point of maximal radius [16], the axis of least iner-
tia (moments) [17], the phase of the first harmonic [18], 
the Procrustes distance [19], [20] and the pseudomirror 
points [14], [21]. All mentioned methods are based either 
on aligning shapes during the matching, or determining a 
nominal shape orientation prior to the matching. We have 
conducted a detailed comparison of the aforementioned 
methods in terms of their sensitivity to non-rigid shape 
transformations (spurious peaks, indentation and missing 
parts) and their influence on the shape retrieval perfor-
mance, computational time and complexity. The pros and 
cons of all methods are identified and discussed using 
suitable experimental setups. 

The paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction on 
the FDs is presented in Section 2. Different methods for 
shape alignment are described in Section 3. The experi-
mental results are discussed in Section 4. The concluding 
remarks are presented in the last section.

1. FOURIER DESCRIPTORS

For the subsequent analysis, it will be assumed that a 
shape contour is given with N boundary points Pn=(xn, yn), 
represented in the form of complex numbers

n n nZ x jy= +

where n=0,1,… , N-1. The Discrete Fourier Transform is 
computed over (1) by:
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where k=0,1, …, N-1. The FCs ak are used to derive the 
FDs. Translation of the shape affects only the coefficient 
a0 (depending on shape signature), thus translation in-
variance is achieved by disregarding the DC component 
a0 [13]. In order to introduce scale invariance, many FD 
implementations [4], [7]-[9], [18] use SC=|a1| as the nor-

malization coefficient, or         in [13] which yields a 

better retrieval performance. If a shape is rotated for 
an angle ϕ round its centroid and the point Pmis used as 
a shape contour starting point instead of P0, the FCs 
are expressed as: 
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where k=0,1, …, N-1. Hence, the rotation affects the 
phase of all harmonics equally with a constant value, while 
the change of the starting point manifests as de-rotating 
the k-th harmonic for an angle of 2πkm/N. The most sim-
plistic workaround to obtain the rotation and starting point 
invariance is to simply disregard the phase and obtain the 
magnitude-based FDs |ak|, hence discarding important in-
formation contained in phase description. 

However, invariance under rotation may be achieved by 
de-rotating the shape for angle e.g.-arg{Zm} if starting 
point Pm is known. The starting point may be determined 
using two approaches: based on nominal orientation of 
the shape, or determining a common starting point of two 
shapes during their matching. Once the shapes are per-
fectly aligned, sharing the same starting point and having 
a zero rotation, an invariant FD may be formulated as 
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where ai are computed using (2), and Mi s the number 
of FCs needed for representation, which denotes a small 
empirically chosen number (M ≤ 30 < N/2) independent of 
the number of points N. Note that the DFT is a periodic 
sequence with period N, since a-m = aN-m holds.
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2. SHAPE ALIGNMENT AND METHODS FOR   
 DETERMINING NOMINAL SHAPE ORIENTATIONS

Point with the maximal radius. This is the simplest 
and the most intuitive method for shape alignment. It is 
proposed by Kuhl et al. [16]. The point with the maximal 
distance (PS) from the centroid (ZC) is used as shape ori-
entation reference. The point with the maximal radius is 
computationally efficient because it is simple to compute. 
Moreover, the point which determines the nominal orien-
tation is derived during descriptor extraction, therefore 
shape matching is very fast. 

Axis of least inertia (moments). Moments are widely 
used for shape description and analysis [17], [22]–[25]. 
Moments are used to determine the Axis of least inertia 
(ALI), which is defined as the line for which the integral of 
the square of the distances to points on the shape bound-
ary is minimal [26], [27]. It is important to note that the ALI 
passes through the centroid of the shape. 

Orientation using the phase of the first harmonic. 
Many authors tried to normalize phase preserving de-
scriptors using the phase of the first or higher harmonics 
[16], [18], [28]–[30]. These approaches use the phase of 
known harmonics to extract (or eliminate) the effects of 
rotation and starting point. Bartolini et al. [18] proposed to 
use the following FCs normalization:
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where ak=Rke
jθk and            are the original and trans-

lation, rotation, scale and starting point change invariant 
descriptor, respectively. 

Cross-correlation method. Larsson et al. [15] proposed 
to use cross-correlation between shape signatures to de-
termine the best match. Instead of using cross-correla-
tion in spatial domain, they used multiplication of scaled 
FCs in frequency domain. Unlike the previously described 
methods, cross-correlation does not explicitly search for 
the nominal orientation of the shape, but rather finds the 
optimal matching between two shapes during matching 
stage. This approach reduces the descriptor extraction 
time, but increases the computational complexity of the 
descriptor matching procedure. 

Procrustes distance. The Procrustes distance is used to 
find the optimal similarity between shapes by minimizing 
the Procrustes distance [19], [20].The procedure is based 
on using one of the shapes as a reference. The reference 
shape is fixed, and the other is rotated around the origin, 
until an angle of rotation ϕ is found such that the sum of 
the squared distances between the corresponding points 
Zn

(1) and Zn
(2) is minimized. If the starting point is important 

(for FDs, Wavelet descriptors etc.) then every point must 
be used considered as starting point, the shape needs 
to be de-rotated, and the Procrustes distance has to be 

computed. The minimal value of Procrustes distance de-
termines the starting point and rotation. 

Pseudomirror points. This method is based on finding 
specific points on the shape contour that are used as the 
orientation reference [14], [21]. These points represent the 
points for which the phase-preserving FDs of the shape 
and the mirrored version of the shape are the most similar. 
Since many pseudomirror points may be found, usually 
a smaller number (Q   [8,16], where Q   N) of points are 
chosen to be the starting points for the FDs. In matching 
stage, the FDs computed in these points are compared 
point-wise using City-block distance, and the minimal val-
ue is chosen as similarity value. This method combines the 
best of all above - it uses the phase of all harmonics and 
a subset of contour points for cross-correlation, preserves 
a lower computational complexity, and improves shape 
discriminability. In contrast to other proposed methods, 
the descriptor size is increased from M to Q×M.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three important parameters are analyzed for all methods 
described in the previous section: 1) sensitivity to non-rig-
id transformations (spurious peaks, indentation, missing 
parts), 2) retrieval performance (Bulls-eye Score, Precision 
and recall diagrams), and 3) computational cost (compu-
tational time and complexity).

3.1. Sensitivity to non-rigid transformations

In order to investigate and properly illustrate the sensi-
tivity of different methods to non-rigid transformations, 
the following experiments were conducted. Two different 
shapes (representing a bone and a beetle) were com-
pared respectively to five corresponding shapes: shape 
with spurious peaks, shape with indentation, shape with a 
large missing part, a very similar shape and a non-similar 
shape. The shapes used in the experiments are given in 
Figure 1.a). The resulting shape orientations and similarity 
measure scores (in terms of phase-preserving FDs) are 
depicted in Table I and Table II. For illustration purpos-
es, the centroids of the shapes are marked with a square 
symbol, starting points of the contour are marked with 
the circle symbol, and one corresponding point on each 
shape is marked with a filled square symbol. It is import-
ant to note that non-rigid transformations dislocate the 
centroid of the shape. Thus, same points on the shapes 
may form different angles with the centroid due to scale 
change, and serve only as illustrations. As it can be ob-
served in Table I and Table II, the method that uses the 
point with maximal radius fails in determining nominal ori-
entation in case of spurious peaks (illustrated in Table I-1a 
and Table II-1a), especially when these peaks affect the 
position of the point with the maximal radius. In contrast, 
moderate indentations which do not alter the location of 
the point with maximal radius also do not significantly af-
fect the nominal orientation (Table II-2a). Missing parts or 
large indentation may change the nominal orientation for a 
significant amount (Table I-2a, Table I-3a and Table II-3a). 

(5)
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The maximal radius point method is extremely sensitive to 
centroid dislocation, and consequently very sensitive to 
non-rigid transformations. Thus, similar shapes may be 
oriented differently when using the point with the maximal 
radius, as shown in Table II-4a. 

Moments (or ALI) performs moderately as shape orien-
tation reference. The displacement between the shapes 
is relatively small as shown in Table I-1b, Table I-3b, and 
Table II-2b, Table II-3b. It is important to note that mo-
ment based orientation determines the reference axis and 
not a single reference point, there could be two possible 
starting points - a fact that the authors in [17] have not 
taken into consideration. This is illustrated in Table II-1b. 
Another weakness of moment based orientation is that 
in case of the shapes with holes and protrusions, they 
may determine wrong orientation, which is pointed out in 
Figure 1.b). 

The phase of the first, or the most dominant harmonic, 
is frequently used as a shape orientation reference. It ex-
hibits average performance, and it is relatively simple to 
derive. However, since the phase of the first harmonic is 
used to determine nominal orientation, in cases of circular 
harmonic locus, or first harmonic with negligible magni-
tude, this method may fail. This is additionally illustrated 
with the example given in Figure 1.c), where this method 
fails to align shapes properly. 

The cross-correlation and Procrustes methods cope well 
with non-rigid transformations. This is illustrated in Tables 
I and II (1d-3d, 1e-3e). It is interesting that the cross-cor-
relation based method may create arbitrary orientations 
for complex shapes, as shown in Table II-5d. To addition-
ally evaluate this, the cross-correlation function for shape 
matching given in Table II-5d is presented in Figure 1.d). 

Figure 1: a) Representative shapes used for testing sensitivity under non-rigid transformations, b)-d)Illustration of drawbacks of dif-
ferent methods: b) alignment of shapes using moments, c) aligning shapes using first-harmonic in case of circular harmonic locus, 

d) cross-correlation similarity measure for different starting point.

a) b)

c) d)

The point for which the cross-correlation achieves the 
maximum (marked with ○), does not correspond to the in-
tuitive orientation (which is marked with ●). Thus, FDs are 
not computed from the corresponding starting points, and 
the similarity is reduced. In addition, the cross-correlation 
method may find better matching (score) for non-similar 
shapes, which does not correspond to the intuitive shape 
alignment. Hence, this method may reduce the discrimin-
ability among shapes.

Unlike other methods, the Procrustes distance based 
method manages to align shapes almost perfectly. This 
does not come without a price, since the Procrustes dis-
tance based method requires significant computational 
effort. Moreover, the process of finding the starting point 
is more complicated. If the starting points are not chosen 
correctly, the accuracy of the similarity measure using the 
FDs may suffer (Table I-2e and Table 3e, and Table II-2e). 

The pseudomirror point based orientation method uses a 
wider set of starting points as orientation references. They 
also suffer from similar weaknesses as the cross-correla-
tion method, since for a larger number of pseudomirror 
points (Q) shapes may be aligned to their non-nominal 
orientation. However, if less than 8-16 points are cho-
sen as orientation reference, the miss-alignment of the 
shapes is less probable than for cross-correlation based 
method (which uses all contour points).

If values of shape similarity are analyzed (Table I and 
Table II), values in columns denoted as spurious peak 
(Sp), indentation (Ind), missing part (MP) and similar 
shape (Sim) should have similarity score values as low as 
possible, ideally zero, while the non-similar shape (Non-
Sim) column should have values as large as possible, 
which indicate that shapes are not similar. It is clear that 
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Table I: Nominal orientations and shape similarity measures for different shape orientation methods, for “Bone” shape. The centroids 
of the shapes are marked with a □ symbol, starting points of the contour are marked with the ○ symbol, and one corresponding 
point on each shape is marked with a ■ symbol.

the Cross-correlation and the Pseudomirror points per-
form best when dealing with non-rigid transformations, 
but they decrease the discrimination ability between 
non-similar shapes at the same time.

The method based on maximal radius point is clearly the 
most sensitive under non-rigid transformations. The rest 
of the methods exhibited average performance under 
non-rigid transformations.
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Table II: Nominal orientations and shape similarity measures for different shape orientation methods, for “Beetle” shape. The cen-
troids of the shapes are marked with a □ symbol, starting points of the contour are marked with the ○ symbol, and one correspond-
ing point on each shape is marked with a ■ symbol.

3.2. Retrieval performance

The retrieval performance of phase preserving FD that 
use different shape orientation (alignment) methods is an-
alyzed on the prominent MPEG7 CE-1 Set B [31] which 
consists of 1400 shapes representing real life objects, 
classified into 70 classes with 20 similar shapes for each 
class (Figure 2.a)). This database is convenient for shape-
based image retrieval testing since it includes rotation, 
scaling, skew, stretching, defection, indentation and ar-
ticulation of shapes. 

Two commonly adopted measures of retrieval perfor-
mance are computed: precision and recall (PR) diagrams, 
and the Bulls-Eye score [15].The PR diagrams obtained 
on MPEG-7 CE-1 Set B are given in Figure 2.b), while the 
achieved Bulls-eye scores are given in Table III. 

As it may be seen from the experimental results, the 
pseudomirror point based orientation method achieves 
the best performance. Unlike the cross-correlation and 
the Procrustes distance, this method uses only few points 
for shape orientation reference, hence it reduces the 
cross-class similarity and improves retrieval performance. 
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Method
Comput. complexity 

(descriptor extract.)

Computat. complexity 

(matching)
Bulls Eye score

Max. rad. O(n log n) O(n) 60.74

Moments O(n log n) O(n) 71.50

1st harm. O(n log n) O(n log n) 58.50

Cross-correlation O(n log n) O(n log n) 72.57

Procrustes O(n) O(n2) 76.38

Pseudomirror O(n log n) O(n) 82.03

Table III: Computational complexity and Bulls-Eye scores achieved by Fourier descriptors based on different shape alignment meth-
ods on MPEG-7 dataset

Figure 2: a) MPEG7 CE-1 Set B dataset representative shapes (70 classes with 20 variations per class), b) Precision and recall dia-
grams of phase-preserving Fourier descriptors based on different alignment methods, on MPEG-7 dataset.

a) b)

The maximal radius method is very sensitive to non-rigid 
transformations, which justifies the lower performance. 
Mostly due to inadequate scale normalization, which is 
elaborated in [13], the first-order harmonic based method 
exhibited the lowest performance. 

3.3. Computational Cost

We have investigated two computational cost measures: 
the computational complexity and the computational time.

Computational complexity. The computational complexi-
ty for each of the proposed methods is given in Table III. All 
methods, except the Procrustes distance, require at least 
O(nlogn) operations in descriptor extraction stage, due to the 
computation of the Fast Fourier transform. The alignment us-
ing the Procrustes distance requires a computation of the FDs 
in the matching stage. The cross-correlation and the first-har-
monic based alignment require the same complexity for in-
verse Fourier transform. Moreover, the Procrustes distance 
is not a compact descriptor, since all contour points of the 
shape need to be stored. Usually, the methods that provide 
simpler matching are more desirable (e.g. point with maximal 
radius, moments, pseudomirror points), because they may be 
applied in the real-time. This means that increased descrip-
tor extraction time and complexity may sometimes be over-
looked, for the sake of improving retrieval performance, since 
descriptor extraction may be conducted offline.

Computational time. Two different computational 
times were analyzed: the average time needed to extract 
the descriptor from N points (descriptor extraction), and 
the average time needed to match two descriptors using 
N points, or M descriptor coefficients - depending on the 
method of descriptor matching. For each experiment, 
time was computed as the average of 1.000.000 iter-
ations. The experiments were conducted on a PC with 
Intel Core i3 processor, 4MB of RAM and Ubuntu 16.04 
operating system.

First, the computational time for the extraction of the de-
scriptors using different number of contour points N was 
analyzed. The results are presented in Table IV. It is clear 
that the Procrustes distance based method is the fast-
est one, since it only requires scale normalization. The 
pseudomirror points method is the most computationally 
expensive, since it involves searching and sorting pseu-
domirror points using the Fourier transform coefficients. 
The rest of the methods perform similarly, with acceptable 
descriptor extraction times. 

The descriptor matching times for different shape orien-
tation methods are given in Table V. The methods based 
on these points with the maximal radius and moments 
only require computation of the City-Block distance, 
therefore they are extremely fast. The pseudomirror 
points based descriptor requires computation of Q2 City-
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block distances and finding their minimum, thus it needs 
more computational time. Nevertheless, methods such 
as the Procrustes distance or the first harmonic method 
based on the Dynamic Time Warping distance require 
significantly more computational time than the pseu-
domirror points method, which considerably increases 
the computational time proportionally to the number of 
shape contour points. 

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an evaluation of the most prom-
inent methods for determining a nominal shape orientation 
and a shape alignment used to extract phase-preserving 
FDs. The results confirmed that it is difficult to propose a sin-
gle method which is versatile, simple to implement, fast, and 
achieves promising shape retrieval performance. The exper-
imental results showed that the method based on the point 
with the maximal radius is extremely fast, relatively simple, 
but may perform adequately only on a limited set of prob-
lems. The pseudomirror point based method achieved the 
best retrieval performance, at the cost of a longer descrip-
tor extraction time and larger descriptor size. The moment 
based and cross-correlation based methods may be de-
scribed as fast and compact, but they have slightly reduced 
retrieval performance. The Procrustes method is the best 
choice when it comes to pure shape alignment. However, its 
conjunction with phase-preserving FDs is questionable, es-
pecially since other more computationally expensive meth-
ods, such as the structural Hierarchical Procrustes method 
[20], exploit the Procrustes distance in a more efficient man-
ner and obtain considerably better retrieval performance. 
In the end, the choice of the method is dependable on 
the shape dataset, demands for descriptor compactness, 
the application demands and the real-time requirements. 
Methods based on the moments or the cross-correlation 
may be suitable when the computational time is import-
ant, while the pseudomirror point based shape orientation 
may be convenient if a higher retrieval performance or 
mirror-invariance is needed.
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Abstract: This research paper in its first part focuses on the theoretical concepts of “innovation”, “innovation Management”, and “ICT in-
novation management”. The second part of the paper aims to follow results of the survey (research methodology) in determining whether 
the innovation is of interest to the participants of the survey. It questions whether ICT innovations are the key for economic development 
of the country, or if the interviewees own their (patented) ICT innovative product. It questions where the interviewees find motivation for 
creation of ICT innovation and if the managers consider opening vacancies for ICT innovation development. It questions whether they are 
familiar with the Strategy of Innovation Incentives in the Republic of Croatia, in the period 2014-2020, or whether the interviewees believe 
it was real and achieved. Did the interviewees know that the Republic of Croatia was behind Slovenia, Hungary and Bulgaria according to 
the Index of Innovation, and if they agree with the statement that innovations are the source of real competitive advantage of individual 
business, and one of the most efficient ways for sustainable prosperity. Are the SMEs (small and medium enterprises) the cornerstones 
for development of modern economy? 

Keywords: management, ICT, innovation, innovation promotion strategy, innovation SMEs

Sažetak: U ovome istraživačkom radu u prvom dijelu su se nastojali opisati teorijski pojmovi „inovacija“, „upravljanje inovacijama“ te „up-
ravljanje ICT inovacijama“ dok se u drugom dijelu rada nastojalo utvrditi temeljem rezultata ankete (istraživačkom metodom anketiranja): 
zanimaju li ispitanike ICT inovacije, jesu li ICT inovacije ključne za gospodarski razvoj zemlje, posjeduju li ispitanici svoj (patentirani) ICT ino-
vativni proizvod, gdje ispitanici nalaze motivaciju za kreativnu izradu ICT inovacija, razmišljaju li ispitanici (zaposlenici na rukovodećim radnim 
mjestima u tvrtkama) o radnom mjestu za razvoj ICT inovacija, jesu li ispitanici upoznati sa strategijom poticanja inovacija u Republici Hr-
vatskoj od 2014.-2020. godine, je li prema mišljenju ispitanika strategija poticanja inovacija Republike Hrvatske za razdoblje od 2014.-2020. 
godine realna i ostvarena, jesu li ispitanici znali da je Republika Hrvatska prema globalnom indeksu inovativnosti iza Slovenije, Mađarske i 
Bugarske, slažu li se ispitanici s tvrdnjom da su inovacije izvor realne konkurentske prednosti individualnog poslovanja te jedan od efikasnijih 
načina za održiv prosperitet, jesu li za ispitanike inovativne MST tvrtke (male i srednje tvrtke) okosnica za razvoj suvremenog gospodarstva.

Ključne riječi: upravljanje, ICT, inovacije, strategija poticanja inovacija, inovativne MST
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INTRODUCTION

It is extremely important that there is a global awareness 
about the need to support innovation and its application in 
entrepreneurship, as it contributes to increasing competi-
tiveness. Therefore, it is necessary for the state to allocate 
sufficient funds for scientific research and the introduction 
of new technologies, which has always been a prerequi-
site for development. This is the reason why the imple-
mentation of the research and preparation of this article 
were initiated. The survey contains (1) a description of the-
oretical concepts: “innovation”, “innovation management” 

Review scientific paper/Pregledni naučni rad

and “ICT innovation management”, as well as examples of 
innovation described by the content analysis method on 
the “ICT and innovation” topic, and (2) a survey in another 
part of the paper conducted in the Republic of Croatia 
on the basis of a survey entitled “Innovation and ICT”. 
The results of the survey provide answers to the following 
questions: are respondents interested in ICT innovation, 
are ICT innovations crucial for the economic development 
of the country, do respondents have their own (patented) 
ICT innovation product, where respondents find motiva-
tion for creative ICT innovation, do respondents think (em-
ployees in management positions in companies) about 
the ICT innovation development workplace, are the re-
spondents familiar with the Innovation Promotion Strategy 
in the Republic of Croatia from 2014-2020, whether, in the 
opinion of the respondents, is the strategy for stimulating 
innovation of the Republic of Croatia for the period 2014-
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2020, realistic and accomplished, whether the respon-
dents knew that according to the Global Innovation Index, 
Republic of Croatia is behind Slovenia, Hungary and Bul-
garia, did the respondents agree that the innovations are 
a source of real competitive advantage of individual busi-
ness and one of the more efficient ways for sustainable 
prosperity, do the respondents believe that the innovative 
SMEs are the backbone of the modern economy devel-
opment. Also, in the survey, respondents were asked to 
give their opinion as to who was the greatest innovator in 
the history, i.e. who was the most famous, effective and 
successful innovator in the history (in the world). In this 
study, the basic hypotheses were set: H0 that reads: ICT 
innovations are not essential for the economic develop-
ment of a country and hypothesis H1 that reads: ICT inno-
vations are a key driver for the economic development of 
each country. Sub-hypotheses H01 and H11 were also set. 
The hypothesis H01 assumes that most companies do not 
consider opening workplaces responsible for the ICT in-
novation, while the H11 hypothesis is that most companies 
do consider opening the workplaces responsible for the 
ICT innovation. Sub-hypothesis H02 assumes that inno-
vative SMEs are not the backbone of modern economy 
development, whereas sub-hypothesis H12 assumes that 
innovative SMEs are. Sub-hypothesis H03 assumes that 
innovations are not the source of real competitive advan-
tage for individual business and are not one of the more 
efficient ways of sustainable prosperity whereas sub-hy-
pothesis H13 assumes the opposite.

1. MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATIONS

Innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly 
improved product (goods or services), a process, a new 
marketing method or a new organizational model into a 
business practice, work organization, or external relation-
ship [1]. Like most general concepts, innovation and in-
novation quality are difficult to describe unequivocally and 
there is no universally accepted definition of it. What is 
considered as innovation differs significantly from one au-
thor to another, as well as certain more or less narrow or 
broad points of view; in other words, the definitions vary. 
Managers are aware that innovation is a key factor if they 
want to be more efficient and successful in the market, 
i.e. if they want to survive in the market. Managers and 
entrepreneurs are known to need models that are intuitive 
and easily applicable to save time and be effective in their 
decisions.

ICT management as a term is the management of infor-
mation and communication technology that will make it 
easier to manage innovative technology as a support for 
the efficient flow of processes within the organization. The 
processes of creating ICT management include managing 
business services, managing ICT services, and managing 
existing applications. The task is also the biggest chal-
lenge that managers within ICTs face because the deci-
sions made by management depend on the survival of 

the company [2]. The most known types of managerial in-
novations are: TQM (Total Quality Management) and BPR 
(Business Process Re-engineering) [3].

The quantity and quality of innovation bring the long-term 
success of the company, individuals, countries and even 
the entire human race. Inventiveness is the embodiment 
of a creative idea. Encyclopaedically speaking, innovation 
is the transformation of an idea into an improved process, 
product, or service to achieve organizational goals. The 
idea on which innovation is based is the result of creativity. 
Innovation turns a creative idea into something that can 
benefit everyone [4].

2. INNOVATIONS AND ICT

In the context of business in the electronic environment, 
constant development and introduction of innovations 
and innovations in business, a company in such an envi-
ronment builds better relations with clients and success-
fully works to increase their loyalty. In the long run, it leads 
to improvement of profitability of the company and better 
standing on the market compared to competition [5]. Ex-
amples of ICT innovation:

(1) Amodo is a Croatian start-up (www.amodo.eu) which, 
with the permission of users, monitors their driving 
habits (loT sensors), collects and aggregates driving 
style information (data is stored in a computer cloud 
and analyzed) and sends the aggregated information 
to insurance companies that offer the user a cheap-
er and personalized insurance policy [6]. The car is 
equipped with sensors and loT devices that collect 
all driving, compliance or breach data and store it in 
the computer cloud, analyze all that data in turn and 
send the aggregated driving habits to an insurance 
company that provides a user who drives carefully 
and does not violate traffic rules some discounts and 
a personalized insurance policy. In addition to col-
lecting data on driving habits, this digital platform en-
ables connectivity to home devices and makes col-
lecting, analyzing and monitoring such data home or 
household “smart”. Similarly, it is possible to collect 
information about your health, lifestyle, diet, exercise, 
etc. and make your life ‘smarter’ or at least ‘more 
informed’. Forwarding such analytics to insurance 
companies can make it easier for businesses, bring 
them closer to customers (‘customer intimacy’), and 
in addition to providing a great foundation for digital 
business transformation, create new products and 
services (personalized policies, customer care) and 
ultimately better business results [7].

(2) Computers and ubiquitous computer chips (loT envi-
ronments) will be equipped with increasingly sophis-
ticated algorithms (especially “big data” and “data 
mining” algorithms) that will be able to learn and pro-
cess huge amounts of diverse data very quickly. Due 
to the limited capacity of the human brain and the 
reduced storage capacity, artificial intelligence-based 
devices will gradually become increasingly involved in 
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business decision-making and become equal mem-
bers of the board.

(3) The IBM supercomputer Watson is already provid-
ing legal advice and recommendations (currently in 
routine areas) with 90% accuracy, compared to the 
70% reliable and accurate advice provided by legal 
professionals. Will lawyers in the future focus only on 
specialty areas and leave routine decisions to tech-
nology? Will we also rely on reliable and “infallible” 
artificial intelligence in other areas? IBM Watson is 
already four times more accurate and reliable in di-
agnosing cancer than humans, and is widely used in 
numerous clinics around the world [8].

Facebook has a built-in software that recognizes 
human faces better than humans [9]. Based on this 
fact, the proposal is to enable logging into Facebook 
through facial recognition (a social network based 
on innovative technology for recognizing the human 
face, i.e. users of the network).

(4) By  means of integrating the technologies described 
so far, it is possible to produce devices equipped with 
sensors that, for the time being, read health data and 
add value to it through a particular service (wearable 
technologies allow health data to be read, examples 
of similar devices and start-ups are BellaBeat, Teddy 
the Guardian and similar.) These devices are capa-
ble of loading key health information, monitoring the 
course of the disease, and alerting users to symp-
toms or health problems. Future ‘digital’ medical de-
vices will be fully personalized, connected to mobile 
phones, and their advanced technology will be able 
to screen us (‘retina scan’ on advanced medical de-
vices) and provide a diagnosis based on a blood test, 
simple data analysis of more than 50 biomarkers. 
Such, above all, diagnostic devices will be ubiquitous 
(like mobile phones today), inexpensive, and will give 
everyone access to superior diagnostics and health-
care [7].

In the last ten years, the prices to 3D printers have 
dropped from about $ 18,000 to about $ 400 while 
becoming 100x faster and more efficient at the same 
time. Many companies are considering major changes 
to the production model with the intensive use of 3D 
printing (Adidas 3D Future Craft, Adidas Speedfactory). 
Sportswear manufacturers have in the past innovated 
or digitized their business models by attracting custom-
ers to mobile applications that have created a commu-
nity of users. Nike started digitizing the business model 
in 2006 with the Nike+ application and product line, 
and NikeID product personalization. At www.nike.com, 
the user selects shoes that they can personalize and 
fully customize to suit their needs, choosing materials, 
looks, labels and everything else they need to design 
unique shoes on their own, to order them, pay via dig-
ital platform (about 15% more expensive) rather than a 
massive product that can be purchased at any sports 
store shelf, with delivery to your chosen address. In 
addition to NikeID, Nike has long since digitized its 

business model with its Nike+ app and footwear and 
apparel line. Nike+ products can incorporate a sports 
chip that tracks sports scores, which, after training, are 
simply switched to a Nike+ digital platform for shar-
ing experiences, comments, user communication and 
creating a loyal community of ‘fans’ of the brand and 
its users. These two business digitization projects con-
tributed to the Nike’s excellent business results ought 
to a different and innovative business model [9]. The 
competition soon understood the possibilities of dig-
itizing the business, so they started not only creating 
but buying and downloading fitness apps with a large 
number of users [6].

3. RESEARCH INTO ICT AND INNOVATION TOPIC AND  
 THE RESULTS

In the survey, the sample referred to well-established com-
panies, some of which have patented innovations and are 
engaged in ICT development  among other activities. The 
sample includes a total of 14 (N = 14) companies sur-
veyed. The results of the survey also sought to determine 
which underlying hypothesis is being accepted and which 
is being rejected.

Figure 1: Presentation of the answer to the question of whether 
respondents (company management) are interested in ICT 

innovation

Figure 1 shows the answers to the question whether re-
spondents (or company management) are interested in 
ICT innovation. Based on the results, 100% of respon-
dents indicated that they were interested in ICT innovation 
as a whole.

Figure 2 shows the answer to the question of whether 
respondents believe ICT innovations are crucial for the 
country’s economic development. 84.6% of respondents 
consider ICT innovations as crucial to the economic de-
velopment of each country. At the same time, this result 
also confirms hypothesis H1 assuming the ICT innovations 
to be a key driver for each country’s economic develop-
ment; the answers at the same time reject hypothesis H0 
assuming ICT innovations not to be crucial to a country’s 
economic development. It is also interesting that 15.4% of 
the respondents think that ICT innovations are not crucial 
for the economic development of the country.
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Figure 2: Outline of the answer to the question of whether 
respondents think ICT innovations are crucial for the country’s 

economic development

Figure 4: Overview of the answers to the question where the 
respondents find the motivation for creative ICT innovation        

Figure 4 shows the answers to the question where the 
respondents find the motivation to creatively develop ICT 
innovations. Based on the survey, 57.1% of the respon-
dents (companies) find the motivation for creative devel-
opment of ICT innovations in the needs and desire of de-
mand in the ICT market, while 42.9% of the respondents 
find the motivation in another area and / or other way.

Figure 5: Answer to the question whether respondents think 
about ICT innovation workplace in their company

Figure 5 shows the answer to the question of the respon-
dents’ thinking about the workplace for ICT innovation 
development within their company. Based on the results 
obtained, 71.4% of respondents stated that they were 
thinking about a workplace for ICT innovation develop-
ment in their company, while 28.6% of respondents did 
not think about a workplace for ICT innovation develop-
ment in their company. Based on the results obtained 
(Figure 5), it is found that sub-hypothesis H01 assuming 

Figure 6: Presentation of the answer to the question whether 
the respondents are familiar with the 2014 to 2020 Innovation 

Promotion Strategy of the Republic of Croatia

Also (based on the survey), in the opinion of the respon-
dents, the strategy of stimulating innovation of the Re-
public of Croatia for the period 2014-2020 is not realistic 
and fully implemented (opinions of six (6) respondents 
from six (6) different companies), while one (1) respondent 
thinks that it is neither completely real nor completely im-
plemented, and three (3) respondents (from three different 
companies) declare themselves unfamiliar with it (Figure 
6). Four (4) respondents (out of a total sample of N = 14 
companies) did not respond.

Figure 7: Presentation of the answer to the question whether the 
respondents know that according to the Global Innovation Index, 
the Republic of Croatia is behind Slovenia, Hungary and Bulgaria

Figure 7 shows the answer to the question of whether the 
respondents know that according to the Global Innovation 
Index, the Republic of Croatia is behind Slovenia, Hungary 
and Bulgaria. 42.9% of respondents who are employees 
and/or business owners responded that they were aware 
of such information, while 57.1% of respondents said they 
were unfamiliar with such information.

Figure 3: Representing the answer to the question of whether 
the respondents own their patented ICT innovative product

Figure 3 shows the answer to the question of whether the 
respondents own their patented ICT innovative product. 
Based on the survey, 76.9% of respondents stated that 
the company in which they are registered does not own 
their patented ICT innovative product, while 23.1% (of the 
employees surveyed) of the 14 companies surveyed own 
their patented ICT innovative product.

that most companies do not think about the ICT inno-
vation workplace is not accepted, while sub-hypothesis 
x11 assuming that most companies think about the ICT 
innovation workplace is accepted.
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Figure 8 illustrates the answer to the question whether 
respondents agree that innovation is a source of real com-
petitive advantage for individual business and one of the 
more effective ways to sustain prosperity. 85.7% of re-
spondents agree that innovation is a source of real com-
petitive advantage for individual businesses and one of 
the more effective ways to sustain prosperity, while 14.3% 
disagree. Based on the respondents’ answers from Figure 
8, there is evidence that sub-hypothesis H03, assuming 
that innovation is not a source of real competitive advan-
tage for individual business and is not one of the most 
effective ways of sustainable prosperity is rejected, while 
sub-hypothesis H13, which reassumes that innovation is a 
source of real competitive advantage for individual busi-
ness, and one of the more effective ways to sustain pros-
perity is accepted.

Figure 9: Presentation of the answer to the question of whether 
innovative small and medium enterprises (SME) are the back-
bone of the modern economy development for the respon-

dents

Figure 9 shows the answer to the question of whether the 
innovative SMEs are the backbone of modern economy 
development for the respondents. 92.9% of the respon-
dents answered that the innovative small and medium en-
terprises (SME) are the backbone of the modern economy 
development for the respondents, while 7.1% of the re-
spondents answered that the innovative small and medi-
um enterprises (SME) are not the backbone of the modern 
economy development. Based on the results from Figure 
9, it can also be concluded that the H02 sub-hypothesis 
assuming that innovative small and medium enterprises 
(SME) are not the backbone of modern economy devel-
opment is rejected while the H12 sub-hypothesis assuming 
that innovative small and medium enterprises (SME) are 
the backbone of modern economy is accepted.

Figure 10: Presentation of answers to the question of who 
for the respondents (which person) is the most famous, most 

effective and successful innovator in history in the world

For the respondents, the most famous, most effective and 
successful innovator in the world’s history is Nikola Tesla as 
seen in Figure 10 (www.google.com, 7/19/2019). The larg-
est number of respondents (38.5% plus 7.7% of respon-
dents) stated that Nikola Tesla was the most famous, effi-
cient and successful innovator in history of the world [11].

4. CONCLUSION

First of all, it can be concluded that 100% of the respon-
dents stated that they are interested in ICT innovations as a 
whole. Therefore, it can be said that the topic of the paper 
is definitely innovative and arouses public interest. It can 
as well be concluded that managing the development of 
ICT innovations greatly influences the improvement of the 
economic situation within each country. The basic hypoth-
esis H1 (which assumes that ICT innovations are a key drive 
for each country’s economic development) is upheld, i.e. 
it is fully accepted while the alternative basic hypothesis 
H0 (assuming that ICT innovations are not crucial for the 
country’s economic development) is rejected. The following 
sub-hypotheses were accepted in this paper in line with 
the examples of successfully managed innovation: H11 as-
suming that most of the companies surveyed are thinking 
about the ICT innovation workplace; sub-hypothesis H13, 
assuming that innovation is a source of real competitive 
advantage for individual businesses and one of the more 
efficient ways to sustain prosperity. The survey showed that 
76.9% of respondents stated that the companies in which 
they are employed do not own their patented ICT innova-
tive product while 23.1% (of the employees surveyed) of 
the 14 companies surveyed own their patented ICT innova-
tive product. According to the survey, in the opinion of the 
respondents, the strategy of stimulating innovation of the 
Republic of Croatia for the period 2014-2020 has not been 
implemented (in opinion of six (6) respondents from six (6) 
different companies) while one (1) respondent thinks that it 
is not either completely realistic or implemented, and three 
(3) respondents (from three different companies) stated that 
they were not familiar with it. Four (4) respondents (out of 
a total sample of N = 14 made up of ICT companies) did 
not respond. The survey found that 42.9% of respondents 
who are employees and/or business owners responded 
that they were aware of such information, while 57.1% of 
respondents stated that they were not aware of such in-
formation that according to the Global Innovation Index, 
The Republic of Croatia is behind Slovenia, Hungary and 
Bulgaria. Also, it should be noted that for the majority of re-
spondents, the most famous, most effective and success-
ful innovator in history in the world was Nikola Tesla.

Figure 8: Presentation of the answer to the question whether 
the respondents agree with the statement that innovations are 
a source of real competitive advantage of individual business 
and one of the more efficient ways for sustainable prosperity
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Abstract: Resonant grounding of the medium voltage (MV) network’s neutral point improves the power quality and creates conditions for 
development of more reliable network. By changing the way of the MV network grounding, conditions for relay protection of single phase 
fault (earth fault) are changed due to reduced value of zero sequence current during earth fault and demands on the relay protection are 
increased. Protection system is not able to selectively detect earth fault with high transient resistance and repetitive current earth faults 
in cable network, so it requires more sensible approach. In case of fault detection, technically more demanding fault indicators must be 
used. This article will show experiences in detecting earth faults in resonant grounded MV network of Elektra Zagreb.

Keywords: resonant grounding, MV network, earth fault, relay protection, fault indicators

Sažetak: Rezonantnim uzemljenjem neutralne točke srednjenaponske (SN) mreže poboljšava se kvaliteta električne energije, te se stvaraju 
uvjeti za izgradnju pouzdanije mreže. Promjenom načina uzemljenja SN mreže mijenjaju se uvjeti za rad zaštite od jednopolnog kvara sa zem-
ljom (zemljospoja), ali su zbog male struje kvara otežani uvjeti selektivnog otkrivanja voda sa zemljospojem. Zbog smanjenja struje kvara kod 
zemljospoja postojeći sustav relejne zaštite ne može selektivno otkriti zemljospoj s visokim prijelaznim otporom te ponavljajući zemljospoj 
u kabelskoj mreži, pa se stoga mora pristupiti osjetljivijem podešavanju funkcija zemljospojne zaštite. U slučaju indikacije kvara po dubini 
mreže moraju se koristiti tehnički zahtjevniji indikatori kvara. U članku će biti prikazana iskustva u otkrivanju zemljospoja na rezonantno 
uzemljenoj SN mreži u Elektri Zagreb.

Ključne riječi: rezonantno uzemljenje, SN mreža, zemljospoj, relejna zaštita, indikatori kvara
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INTRODUCTION

In the early 1990s, the topic of the neutral grounding of 
medium voltage network became an important issue in 
Europe. The Italian distribution giant ENEL began intro-
ducing resonant earthing into its MV network in 1992 [1]. 
It was a consequence of the increase of capacitive cur-
rents in MV networks and of the increased demand on the 
power supply quality [2], due to large number of outages 
in rural, mainly overhead networks caused by transient 
faults. In mixed overhead line and cable MV networks, the 
length of cable networks increases due to replacement of 
overhead lines or new cable networks built for customer 
connections. It results in a rapid increase of the capacitive 
component of zero sequence current, leading to irregular 
conditions during single phase faults i.e. earth faults. In 
our case, network management was further complicated 

Professional paper/Stručni rad

by transition of MV network from 10 kV to 20 kV voltage 
systems, because the capacitive components of zero se-
quence current were doubled. The imposed solution was 
to reduce the earth fault current by separating the MV net-
works in a way of constructing new substations or com-
pensating capacitive component of zero sequence cur-
rent by resonant grounding of the MV network. Since the 
preconditions for separation of the MV network were not 
fulfilled, it was necessary to switch to the operation of the 
MV network with resonant grounding. Resonant ground-
ing is achieved by connecting a compensation coil to the 
neutral point of the MV transformer, which fully or partially 
compensates the capacitive current of the grid. The sat-
isfactory condition is achieved by partial compensation, 
while the optimal solution is complete compensation of 
capacitive current, which allows optimum power quality. 
Since the transformers had Y-connection winding on the 
MV side, a direct connection of the Petersen coil to the 
transformer neutral point could be performed. If the MV 
winding of the transformer is in the D-connection, ground-
ing must be achieved via an additional transformer in zig-
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zag connection, which increases the cost of switching to 
resonant grounding.

In the case of MV networks with resonant grounding, con-
sidering very low single phase fault current, conditions re-
lated to the people safety in the vicinity of the grounding, 
through which the earth fault current flows, are improved, 
as a result of decrease in step voltage and touch voltage.

Difficulties in resonant grounded networks are caused by 
requirements that are placed on relay protection with re-
spect to the selective earth fault detection. Existing relay 
protection, due to the reduced value of active and re-
active components and variable zero sequence current 
angle during earth fault, is unlikely to selectively detect 
faults in all earth fault cases. The zero sequence current 
measured by the protective device of the feeder on which 
the line section is faulted depends on the resistance and 
inductance of the coil and the line to neutral capacitance 
of the network at earth fault events. Because of the un-
stable value and direction of the reactive component of 
zero sequence current, the main protective function for 
detecting line in earth fault in a resonant grounded net-
work is the wattmetric protection, since the active com-
ponent of the zero sequence current of the coil and of the 
power line network, although small, add up in the same 
direction. However, as a result of the relatively low active 
current component, the wattmetric protection has limited 
sensitivity in high impedance and restriking earth faults. 
Nowadays, new methods, such as transient and harmon-
ic component based methods, are being explored to im-
prove the sensitivity of earth fault protection.

1. EARTH FAULT IN THREE-PHASE POWER SYSTEM

An earth fault is a breach in one phase of a three-phase 
symmetric system towards the grounded part of the 
network. Considering the type of grounding of the MV 
network through the neutral point of power transform-
ers MV winding, commonly three types are used. First 
is the isolated neutral point, second is the neutral point 
earthed over low resistance and third is the resonant 
grounded neutral point. 

Voltage conditions during earth fault for all types of 
grounding of the transformer neutral point are similar. 
Figure 1.a) shows voltages of a three-phase symmet-
ric system. The phase at which the direct connection 
occurs erupts towards the ground and its voltage 
drops to zero (Figure 1.b)). High voltage (HV) part of the 
power transformer is still a source of symmetric three-
phase voltage, so the neutral point of the transform-
er is charged from phase to neutral voltage and the 
remaining two healthy phases are charged to the line 
voltage. In this way, we obtain an asymmetric three-
phase voltage system on the MV network (Figure 1.c)). 
However, such a voltage distribution will not affect the 

quality of the consumer voltage on the low voltage 
(LV) network, because through the distribution MV/LV 
Dy group transformers the voltages on the LV side are 
transformed into a normal symmetrical voltage system 
of the LV network. In Figure 1.c) line voltages on the MV 
side of the distribution transformer 10(20)/0.4 kV are 
marked dashed, while the voltages on the LV side are 
equal to the voltages in Figure 1.a).

Figure 1: Voltage oscillations during the earth fault

Figure 2 which shows a three-phase system, will be 
used to explain current and voltage conditions when an 
earth fault occurs at phase 1 of feeder A. The network 
consists of three radial feeders A, B and C with serial 
impedance ZLXX and line to neutral capacitance Cxx. Due 
to the asymmetric voltages on the MV network during 
earth fault, two healthy phases of all the feeders will be 
the source of residual current through the fault location. 
The magnitude of this current depends on line to neu-
tral capacitance Cxx of the network lines.

In case of an isolated MV network operation, the ca-
pacitive current from healthy phases of all feeders (A, 
B, C) flows through the fault location of line and the 
transformer windings. In all healthy feeders, by a ring 
type transformer in the feeder field, a zero sequence 
current with a capacitive angle between U0 and 3I0 can 
be measured, while at the same time a zero sequence 
reactive current with the inductive angle between U0 
and 3I0 (opposite direction) is measured in faulty feeder. 
The measured inductive zero sequence current in faulty 
feeder is equal to the sum of the capacitive currents of 
two other healthy lines (B, C) with an angle opposite to 
the zero sequence current of the healthy feeders.

When the neutral point is earthed over low resistance, 
the total capacitive current of the network flowing 
through the fault location is superimposed to the active 
part of the current flowing through the earth resistance 
to the fault location. The total zero sequence fault cur-
rent is the sum of the reactive component that would 
flow in an isolated network with added active compo-
nent which depends on the size of the resistor. Ground-
ing a neutral point through the resistor increases the 
total earth fault current and changes the zero sequence 
current angle depending on the size of the grounding 
resistor.
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Figure 2: Current and voltage conditions during the earth fault [3]

In resonant grounded networks, the inductive current 
of the Petersen coil is superimposed to the capacitive 
current of the network flowing through the fault loca-
tion. In well-tuned networks, the capacitive current of 
the network does not flow through the fault location 
but is fully compensated by the inductive current of the 
Peterson coil, i.e. it closes over the resonantly tuned 
coil. In Figure 2, measurements of zero sequence cur-
rent can be observed with a ring type transformer in 
the feeder. The faulted feeder measures the predom-
inantly zero sequence capacitive current, flowing from 
the healthy phases of fault feeder. This current is in the 
same direction as in healthy feeders, and therefore the 
reactive zero sequence current component cannot be 
used for fault detection. By grounding through the Pe-
tersen coil, residual current through the fault location 
is reduced to a small active current component. The 
active component of zero sequence current is the sum 
of the active current components flowing through the 
resistance of the coil and the active currents flowing 
through the natural resistance of the healthy phases’ 
line to ground capacitors. By summing all this active 
current components in the same direction through the 
fault location, we measure the total active zero se-
quence current, which value is approximately 2% to 3% 
of the total capacitive current of the entire MV network 
in operation [3]. In the case of a very small active cur-
rent component it can be increased for the purpose of 
the fault detection.

2. EXPERIENCES IN DETECTING EARTH FAULT IN   
 RESONANT GROUNDED NETWORKS

2.1. Earth fault protection system in MV networks

Earth fault protection in MV network is based on zero 
sequence current and voltage measurement of pro-
tected object, i.e. feeder. At the beginning, MV net-
works were ungrounded and consisted mostly of 
overhead lines with low capacitive current so that re-
quirements for detecting line under earth fault selec-
tively were not fulfilled. Earth fault analysis was based 
on zero sequence network voltage U0 measurement. 
Network development and higher use of cables led 
to increased capacitive current in lines and increased 
earth fault currents. Zero sequence current value be-
came high enough for earth fault detection. Further 
increase of cable length in network led to low imped-
ance grounding of MV network (150 A or 300 A), which 
is now enough for earth fault detection in systems us-
ing zero sequence current measurement. First earth 
fault protections were non-directional and measured 
only RMS value of zero sequence current (operation 
based on exceeding configured value). They could 
not recognize earth faults with higher impedance on 
fault location selectively because of contribution of ca-
pacitive currents in healthy phases. These faults were 
not dangerous for network but were potential danger 
for safety of people near phase to ground contact. 
Faults that were not selectively recognized were sig-
nalized by zero sequence current in grounding resistor 
(high-impedance protection signal) and fault location 
was investigated by disconnecting lines one by one. 
Relay protection development brought directional 
methods which measure angle between vectors of 
zero sequence current and voltage. Faulty phases are 
now detected much more sensitively and selectively.

Angle directional method (Figure 3a)) is defined with 
operating characteristic zone by use of zero sequence 
voltage and current values, depending on angle be-
tween voltage and current. In all types of grounding it 
is necessary to detach healthy phase capacitive zero 
sequence current from that characteristic. In resonant 
grounded network both reactive current components 
must be detached. Directional method can be used 
in resonant grounded MV network because reactive 
component of zero sequence current in faulty line is 
moved to forward tripping zone depending on coil 
impedance, while in healthy line it is being moved to 
backward tripping zone because of healthy line resis-
tive current direction (Figure 3.b)). Moving angle can 
be very small if the fault is on cable line with high ca-
pacitive current and overall low active current value. In 
that case we need to have very accurate transducers 
for effective use of this method because the angle dif-
ference is very small.
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a)

Figure 3: a) Directional angle method [4], b): Zero sequence 
currents and voltages during earth fault [4]

Sensitive directional methods are based on active 
(I0cosφ) or reactive (I0sinφ) component of zero se-
quence current depending on type of network ground-
ing. All directional methods are triggered by zero se-
quence voltage appearance which represents ground 
fault, and after that we analyse whether zero sequence 
current is in operating protection zone. Sensitivity of 
this method is determined by zero sequence voltage 
and current threshold value settings.

Directional methods are crucial for earth fault detect-
ing in resonant grounded networks. Main method for 
earth fault detection is wattmetric method, i.e. earth 
fault recognition using active component of zero se-
quence current.

Operating protection zone for this method with char-
acteristic limit angle ±5⁰ (from reactive component) 
is presented on Figure 4. It is possible to use this 
method with active power P> trigger or active current 
I0cosφ and zero sequence voltage U0> threshold con-
figuration. Wattmetric method which uses active pow-
er measurement is more reliable but I0cosφ method 
(measures active current) is more sensitive because of 
low adjustment of U0> threshold ability. Classic admit-
tance method can also be used but without sensitivity 
enhancement. 

Figure 4: Wattmetric directional method [4]

2.2. Experiences with earth fault protection in resonant  
 grounded 20 kV network

First implementation of resonant grounding in our MV net-
work was in 110/20 kV 4TS23 Botinec station consisting 
of 24 outgoing feeders towards MV network which was 
previously grounded via low impedance resistor 150 A. 
Grounding method was changed because of large num-
ber of line interruptions caused by earth fault protection 
with successful fast automatic re-closure (ARC). Fault sta-
tistics data were very poor in 4TS23 Botinec and there 
were many complaints on voltage interruptions by con-
sumers. As shown in Table I, in this substation number of 
transient earth faults which were solved by fast automatic 
re-closure with a short power outage was very large (over 
80 %).

Table I: Fault statistics in 4TS23 Botinec in 2002

Our suburban networks had enormous increment in ca-
ble length during last 15 years, during which capacitive 
current of MV network in 4TS23 Botinec was increased 
from 300 A to 850 A. That demanded capacitive current 
compensation using coils. Resonant grounding coil is 
built in parallel with existing resistor which is connect-
ed to neutral point only when whole network is supplied 
by only one transformer. Relay protection in 4TS23 Bot-
inec was reconstructed before transferring to resonant 
grounding. Numerical relays with angle and sensitive di-
rectional earth fault protection methods are now imple-
mented. In first year of using Petersen coil big number of 
transient earth faults was solved without interruptions of 
current flow in feeder. That number was similar to num-
ber of fast automatic re-closures caused by earth faults. 

New earth fault protection system is based on two direc-
tional and one non-directional earth protection functions. 
Zero sequence current value is received from very accurate 
ring type transformers and zero sequence voltage is calcu-
lated from three phase voltages. Main earth fault protection 
is wattmetric protection which measures active power P. It 
is configured very sensitively so at rated U0 voltage it reacts 
on primary active current less than 1 A. Second protection 

b)

Total faults
Successful ARC 

(Earth Faults)
Other faults

576 422 154
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level is angle directional protection, which reacts according 
to active torque angle (RCA) 0⁰ (forward direction of faulty 
line). Limit value of angle offset is ±8-10⁰ from reactive zero 
sequence current component, depending on length and 
type of line. Zero sequence current of threshold value con-
figuration is 2.5 A, which is above maximal zero sequence 
currents in power system normal operation. Zero sequence 
voltage threshold is very important for earth fault detecting 
with higher fault impedances. Regard to resonant ground-
ing, because of unbalance in power system normal opera-
tion, zero sequence voltage value is increased nearly to 0.1 
x Uon higher than maximal value that happened in normal 
operation because of selectivity. Zero sequence voltage 
value is liable to changes so it needs to be monitored oc-
casionally. In our resonant grounded networks, registered 
zero sequence voltage values, in normal use, are maximally 
7-8% Uon. Threshold U0 is set on value 15-20% Uon. Earth 
fault tripping time with directional methods is 3-5 s, which is 
enough for arc suppression in transient earth faults.

During first year after Petersen coil was implemented in 
system we have been collecting data because of selec-
tivity check of earth fault protections. We had doubts 
in effectiveness of sensitive earth fault protections. Be-
cause of very low faulty current, earth faults were solved 
by Petersen coil configured near resonant point and trip-
ping with earth fault protection were rare. Protection re-
lay did not register only one earth fault because of high 
fault impedance, but zero sequence voltage increment 
was enough for triggering alarm in dispatch centre. Few 
earth faults were selectively registered also by backup 
directional protection. Non-directional earth fault protec-
tion element is configured because of time decrement 
in case of operation with one transformer and adding 
existing resistor in parallel with coil. 20 kV cable length 
increment caused increased active current component 
from starting 5 A to values exceeding 10 A today. This is 
the reason why we have not recently noted problems in 
detecting earth faults.

Besides, we had similar experiences in other subur-
ban 110/20 kV stations in MV networks that have res-
onant grounding implemented. In these substations we 
use I0cosφ directional characteristic as main earth fault 
protection. Zero sequence current is brought to relay 
mostly from three phase current transformers (2x100/5; 
2x200/5), and zero sequence voltage from open delta 
voltage transformer. Directional protection characteristic 
is configured on active current 1.6 – 4 A primary, and lim-
it angle value is ±4⁰ from reactive zero sequence current 
in forward direction. Zero sequence voltage is configured 
in range of 15-20% Uon. In these stations unselective 
trippings by directional protection were not registered. 

This year tripping of earth fault protection was registered 
in 4TS26 V.Gorica on 20 kV cable feeder 2KV 7008 in 
operation without any load. On this cable spikes were 
registered in capacitive current (Figure 5) during earth 
fault on nearby feeder. This spikes shifted current vector 
to 5-6⁰ from reactive zero sequence current, out of limit 
angle (±4⁰). Earth fault protection was set on 1.6 A of 

active current and protection was tripped with wattmet-
ric I0cosφ method because active component of residual 
current was 1.7 A (I0=20 A with cosφ=0.087). This slightly 
increased active residual current on cable indicates po-
tential problem on the cable insulation.

Figure 5:  Distortion of the capacitive current

a)

If total active faulty current in resonant grounding network 
is too low for earth fault detection, we can use resistor 
for increasing active component of I0. It is usually added 
in secondary winding of Petersen coil. This resistor auto-
matically switches on during an earth fault.

Figure 6.a) shows real MV network earth fault over 
fault resistance in of TS 110/10 kV Ploče (feeder J29 
Šarić Struga). Measured zero sequence current during 
earth fault was 5.5 A with angle 56⁰ (cosφ =0.56) and 
U0=0.8Uon. During earth fault resistor which gives 20 
A of active current in primary circuit was switched on. 
With added resistor which gives 20 A of active current in 
primary circuit at Uon, zero sequence current increased 
to 15.5 A with angle 5⁰ (cosφ=0.99), but zero sequence 
voltage decreased to U0=0.6 Uon (Figure 6.b)).
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While calculating sensitivity of wattmetric method using 
added resistor we should consider active current incre-
ment and zero sequence voltage decrement effect [5]. 
The active component of the current increased from 3 A 
to 15 A, but the zero voltage dropped from 0.8 Un to 0.6 
Un. Increasing the active current component with the re-
sistor in the event of higher fault resistance, can cause 
zero voltage to drop below the trip threshold.

2.3. High impedance and repetitive ground fault

Complicated circumstance in resonant grounded cable 
networks is case of repetitive earth fault which can’t be 
detected selectively by classic protection methods. Re-
petitive or restriking earth fault is series of self-extinguished 
faults which happen when faulty phase voltage value ex-
ceeds insulation breakdown value. They are typical for 
resonant grounded cable network. High impedance faults, 
typical for overhead lines, also can cause problems when 
zero sequence current and voltage decrease below the 
threshold value. Then protection sensitivity is not enough 
for safe fault detection. These faults happen mostly in for-
ested areas or areas where grounding resistance is bad. 
Practical experience shows that such faults are rare in our 
networks, and can be recognized by increased zero se-
quence voltage in system. High impedance faults happen 
mostly in overhead lines on wooden poles, and rarely on 
steel poles on concrete foundations, in case of break in 
connection between foundation and grounding system. In 
case of no detecting correct fault location with protection 
equipment and fault indicators, dispatchers can detect a 
zero-voltage signal and order fault detection.

Figure 6: a) 3I0 and U0 during earth fault, b) Adding active 
component in fault current

3. NEW METHODS IN EARTH FAULT DETECTION

Today’s market offers protection relays with transient 
methods, which are able to detect intermittent, restriking 
and high impedance faults with greater sensitivity than 
classic methods. These digital relays use signal proces-
sors with big memory and period sampling of 10 kHz and 
more and they operate using recorded transient events 
at earth fault appearance moment when healthy phases 
line to neutral capacitances are charging. Record tripping 
starts with zero sequence voltage increment and after that 
zero sequence voltage and current samples are stored 
in device memory. Transient methods use zero current 
and voltage transients which are divided to discharging 
faulty line component and charging healthy line compo-
nent. At first component, traveling wave through faulty line 
causes discharge and gets to ground potential. Reflection 
and damp degree depend on line tail impedance. Other 
factors that have influence on first transient component 
are attached transformer’s consumption and cable’s and 
line’s skin effect. Charging healthy lines comes through 
transformer’s inductance so this transient component’s 
frequency is much lower than discharge component of 
faulty line [6]. 

The classical transient method is using the transient peak 
current which is not compensated during the first 500 μs 
of earth fault. It is essential to correctly record the sign of 
U0 and compare it with the sign of 3I0 at the trigger of U0. 
The sign for U0 and 3I0 is equal for the first 500 μs for the 
capacitive character of any healthy feeder. The faulty feed-
er shows a different sign for U0 and the angle information 
between faulty and healthy feeder is 180° opposite [7]. 

Transient methods are less sensitive to accuracy in mea-
suring zero voltage and current than conventional direc-
tional methods. The sensitivity depends on trigger set-
tings for the zero sequence voltage.

In transformer substation at 4TS101 Zaprešić we have a 
built-in numerical relay that uses an added module for the 
classical transient method to detect earth fault. Non-se-
lective tripping with transient method is not recorded, but 
the wattmetric method usually works before transient 
method. Figure 7 shows zero sequence current and volt-
age full of higher harmonics from earth fault that occurred 
on 20 kV cable feeder 2KV28. The earth fault was on 
the cable section due to a break in cable insulation and 
the classical transient method in this case tripped before 
wattmetric method. Experience shows that the transient 
method works mostly on a cable insulation failure with in-
termittent residual current and that helps in finding fault 
location in mixed networks.

An advanced application of the transient method is 
adaptive algorithms that integrate time-recorded zero 
sequence currents and describe line charging diagrams. 
In the case of a faulty line, the sum of the charging cur-
rents of all healthy lines flows out of the faulty line and the 
result of the integration of the zero-sequence current io 
is no longer proportional to the zero-sequence voltage. 

b)
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The new transient method is part of the earth fault relay. 
In this relay are also implemented other methods that 
use FFT to calculate the components of the fundamental 
frequency (i.e. harmonics, wattmetric etc.) but the new 
transient method is leading for the trip decision during 
an earth fault. The effectiveness of such relays has been 
tested in earth faults detection in networks with a small 
active component of the current where the watmet-
ric method is difficult to apply without methods for in-
creasing the active current. The new transient method 
enables the increase of sensitivity in detecting restriking 
and high-ohmic earth faults [3]. 

In transformer substation at 4TS26 V.Gorica we have a 
built-in earth fault relay that combines advanced tran-
sient and wattmetric method, and device draws a con-
clusion about the faulted line based on the U0 and 3I0 
measurements from all lines with very high selectivity [8]. 
The fault detection time is not adjustable and is slightly 
longer than with the classical wattmetric method. This 
device is used as a backup for classical methods and 
selective tripping of outages feeder has been noted 
mainly due to faults on the MV cable network. Figure 
8 shows record of zero current I0 and voltage U0 for a 
typical repetitive earth fault on a cable network in 4TS26 
V.Gorica that is disconnected with advanced transient 
and wattmetric method in combination.

Figure 7: Re-igniting earth fault on cable line

Figure 8: Repetitive earth fault on cable line

Currently, a unique method for reliable earth fault pro-
tection with only one protective function is available on 
the market - the Multi-frequency Admittance protection 
method. The novel function is based on the patented 
concept of Cumulative Phasor Summing (CPS) in combi-
nation with the multi-frequency neutral admittance mea-
surement [9]. Petersen Coil does not compensate higher 
harmonic frequency components. The method requires 
an adequate filter to extract higher harmonic frequencies 
component and utilize harmonics in I0 and U0 to evalu-
ate phasors at higher frequencies. This method provides 

reliable earth fault protection in both compensated and 
isolated (non-grounded) networks, regardless of the type 
of fault. Identical settings can be conveniently used for 
protection relays in all feeders. The sensitivity of the meth-
od is determined by adjusting the threshold U0 and limit 
angle. Setting of limit angle is determined by the accuracy 
in measuring I0 and U0. Practical testing of the method 
in the Scandinavian countries has yielded very good re-
sults in detection of restriking and high-ohmic earth faults. 
We expect to apply new relays with the MFA method in 
the next year and gather experience after the upgrade of 
the 4TS27 Rakitje 110/20 kV substation with resonant 
grounding.

Active methods that detect faulty feeder by injection of an 
external signal into the zero system may be applied in the 
case of problems in earth faults detection. Application of 
such methods is somewhat more complicated and ex-
pensive than the methods described earlier.

4. FAULT INDICATORS IN RESONANT GROUNDED 20 KV  
 NETWORK

Within isolated MV networks and those grounded through 
low resistances, fault indication could be realised by in-
dicators which measure only magnetic field under over-
head lines. Though in resonant grounded networks this 
is generally not possible due to the low zero sequence 
current. Indicators implemented in our resonant ground-
ed networks measure current and voltage on all phases 
constantly and detect and locate earth fault based on 
comparison of current and voltage transients (Figure 
9). Current and voltage values are measured indirect-
ly through measurement of electric and magnetic fields 
around lines considering effect of neighbouring phases. 
Zero sequence current is gained from horizontal magnetic 
field component, and zero sequence voltage from vertical 
electric field component. Waveforms and effective val-
ues of measured variables are being sent in binary form 
to main unit connected to SCADA. User is able to set 
tripping level to certain value respecting calculated short 
circuit current values and geometrical formation and di-
mensions of lines [10].

Figure 9: Fault direction detection principle by comparing current 
and voltage transients [10]

Fault indicators are installed in carefully selected loca-
tions along overhead lines such as positions behind line 
branches and circuit breakers. Line is then divided to sec-
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tions thus enabling relatively easy fault location detection 
and isolation of faulty line section. It is important to check 
all operations of indicators implemented in a line discon-
nected by earth fault protection. After fault current passes 
through we can conclude that fault happened between 
last indicator that recorded fault and next one that did 
not record fault. Fault indicator tripping is manifested by 
certain light or electronic signal.

There are two ways to establish communication be-
tween fault indicator unit and Network Manager: using 
GPRS and SMS protocols. First way of connecting indi-
cator and SCADA system is through GSM network using 
GPRS protocol. GPRS is a packet data transport system 
and has a higher data transmission speed. Communi-
cation can be initiated on main unit request because 
of common indicator status check in certain time inter-
vals or on GPRS unit request in case of indicator sta-
tus change. IEC60870-5-104 standard is implemented 
in connection between fault indicator unit and SCADA. 
Also the same standard is used in connection further to 
Network Manager via LAN. 

System security also needs to be considered carefully. 
Best solution is to put firewalls at various network’s edges.

Biggest problem in indicator’s operation is caused by 
weak communications signal strength in indicator imple-
menting point. Therefore it is important to measure com-
munication signal strength in area before indicator is im-
plemented. In the places where the signal is bad, SMS 
communication is recommended because of lower signal 
strength requirements of this method. In this case when 
indicator registers fault, GSM module is powered and 
sends SMS to the SCADA gateway which sends informa-
tion to Network Manager via LAN respecting IEC60870-
5-104 standard [11].

In the case the conclusion about a faulty section with the 
help of remotely received signals in the SCADA system 
can’t be reached, the indicators should be read locally. 
It is possible that no information from the indicators was 
send to the SCADA system.

Another considerable problem can be unreliable auxiliary 
power supply in system using GPRS protocol. Commu-
nication initiation can happen very often which causes in-
creased consumption of that system.

5. CONCLUSION

Considering that measured zero sequence current 
during earth fault consists of very low active value and 
very volatile capacitive and inductive values, sensitiv-
ity of earth fault protection in resonant grounded net-
works should be better than in isolated and resistance 
grounded networks. Our experiences in applying earth 
fault detecting methods in resonant grounded networks 
show that modern numerical relays with sensitive earth 
fault protections based on wattmetric principle satis-

fy needs for selective fault detection. If the total active 
component of residual current through the fault loca-
tion (Iw) is too small for the sensitivity of wattmetric 
protection, a resistor in Petersen coil may be installed 
to increase the active current. Problems in sensitivity 
can occur with high-ohmic and cable restriking earth 
faults. Sensitivity enhancement is therefore sought to 
be achieved by methods based on transient and har-
monic components.  In case of applying new earth fault 
detection methods it is necessary to approach very 
thoroughly and cautiously when deciding about their 
usage.

Fault indicators along the MV network are simply appli-
cable in isolated and resistant grounded network.  In res-
onant grounded network the problem of fault indication 
along the MV network should be carefully considered 
because the capacitive current at the installation site is 
usually bigger than the current through the fault loca-
tion and advanced earth fault detection method must 
be used.
 
Due to increasing competition in protection relays pro-
duction it can be expected that manufacturers will try to 
perfect existing earth fault methods and find new algo-
rithms for more sensitive and selective earth fault detec-
tion in MV networks.
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radove. Dostavljeni materijali podliježu najmanje dvostrukoj “slijepoj” recenziji. Prihvaćeni radovi su oslobođeni 
naknade za publikovanje.

Uredništvo časopisa sačinjavaju eksperti iz oblasti obuhvaćenih časopisom.

Časopis Bosanskohercegovačka elektrotehnika je indeksiran u međunarodnim bazama podataka IET Inspec i EBSCO. 
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TYPE OF THE PAPER

Original scientific paper is an original scientific work presenting new results of fundamental or applied researches. 
By a rule, it is organised following the IMRAD scheme (Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion). The paper is 
consisted in the way to provide the following, based on the given information: a) reproduce methodological and com-
puting process and receive results of equal precision, or within the limits of free grading, as given by the author, or b) 
repeat the author’s observations and judge his analysis, or c) check the correctness of the analysis and deductions on 
which the author’s findings are based. 

Review scientific paper is a review of the newest works on a given topic, a work of individual researcher or a group 
of researchers with the aim to summarise, analyse, evaluate or synthesise already published information. It brings new 
synthesis which also involves results of the author’s own research. 

Conference paper - It can be published only as a holistic paper which was earlier referred to in a scientific gathering, 
and was not published as a whole article in the proceedings from the gathering. 

Professional paper - Contains useful contribution from the field and for the field of profession.

VRSTA RADA
Izvorni naučni rad je originalno naučno djelo u kojem su izneseni novi rezultati fundamentalnih ili primijenjenih is-
traživanja. Po pravilu je organizovan po šemi IMRAD (Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion). Rad je sastavljen 
tako da se može na temelju datih informacija: a) reproducirati metodološki i računski postupak i dobiti rezultate s jed-
nakom točnošcu ili unutar granice stepena slobode, kako to navodi autor; ili b) ponoviti autorova opažanja i prosuditi 
njegove analize; ili c) provjeriti točnost analiza i dedukcija na kojima se temelje autorovi nalazi.

Pregledni naučni rad je pregled najnovijih djela o određenom predmetnom području, djela pojedinog istraživača ili 
skupine istraživača s ciljem da se već publikovane informacije sažmu, analiziraju, eveluiraju ili sintetiziraju. Donosi nove 
sinteze koje takodje uključuju rezultate sopstvenog istražvanja autora.

Izlaganje sa znanstvenog skupa - Može biti objavljeno samo kao cjeloviti članak koji je prethodno referiran na znan-
stvenom skupu, a u obliku cjelovitog članka nije objavljeno u zborniku skupa.

Stručni rad - Sadrži korisne priloge iz struke i za struku.
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IZJAVA O AUTORSTVU 

Pod punom moralnom i materijalnom odgovornošću, izjavljujem/o da članak pod naslovom:

„______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________“, 
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broj____, godina _________:
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PAPER WRITING GUIDELINES
(TITLE IN ENGLISH - Times New Roman, Bold, 12pt)

UPUTE ZA PISANJE RADA (IN ONE OF THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGES
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA – Times New Roman, Bold, 12pt)

Author 1 Name and Surname 
Company - Institution 

State
Email

Author 2 Name and Surname 
Company - Institution 

State

Abstract (in English): The paper describes principles, regimes, operational characteristics and methods of work. It is written 
under the title, as one column.

Keywords (in English): word 1, word 2, word 3, ...

Sažetak (na jednom od zvaničnih jezika Bosne i Hercegovine): Rad opisuje principe, režime, radne karakteristike i načine 
rada. Piše se ispod naslova u jednoj koloni.

Ključne riječi (na jednom od zvaničnih jezika Bosne i Hercegovine): riječ1, riječ2, riječ3...

INTRODUCTION
The author submits the manuscript to the Secretariat of the 
BH K CIGRE, in electronic format to the e-mail address (of-
fice@bhkcigre.ba) or to the editor of the Journal at email ad-
dress (tatjana.konjic@untz.ba). The start of the paper should 
introduce the title (in English and in one of the official lan-
guages of Bosnia and Herzegovina), names of authors, com-
pany/industry, state and e-mail address of one of the authors 
for contact.  Below that, abstract and key words in English 
and in one of the official languages of Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina are given in one column. The text of the paper is written 
in two columns, it contains introduction, chapters related to 
the described problems, conclusion, attachments, expression 
of gratitude and literature. A short biography for all authors is 
obligatory, and it is listed at the end of the paper.  

The author(s) are kindly requested to verify the allegations 
in the document titled Initial Journal Check List for Authors 
(https://bhee.ba/en/Instruction_for_autors).

The paper should be submitted in English.  The abstract and 
key words will also be written in one of the official languages 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina.  The editorial will provide the 
translation of the title, abstract and key words for the papers 
submitted in English by authors who are not native in any of 
the official languages of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Avoid abbreviations in the title of the paper. Each first intro-
duction of an abbreviation in the text requires its explanation 
given in parenthesis. The volume of the work should not be 
more than 10 pages, A4 format, including annexes. Minimum 
length is five (5) pages.

The papers are subjected to “blind” review (at least t wo review-
ers). If one of the reviewers states that the paper of same content 
has already been published, the paper will be refused. If one of 
the reviewers gives negative opinion, and the other gives positive 
opinion, an additional opinion of a third reviewer will be sought 
for. The final decision on publishing a paper is made by the edi-
torial. The authors are not informed on the names of reviewers. 
The authors will receive the conclusion of the review from the 
editorial, and they can respond to the editorial if they disagree 
with the review.

The publisher, BH K CIGRE keeps all rights for the papers 
published in the journal B&H Electrical Engineering, if not 
differently agreed. Responsibility for the authenticity of the 
papers lies with the authors themselves. The authors authorise 
publishing of abstracts and/or full papers on the web page of 
the Journal.

1. WRITING THE PAPER

Text should be written in Word, version 6.0 or higher. Times 
New Roman font is preferred. The text is typed with single 
spacing, in two columns. Size of font is 10 points.

1.1. The first page

The title of the paper should be written in capital letters, of 12 
points, bold. The title should be centred. Single spacing should 
be used to write the title in English. Names of authors should 
be written with single spacing, under the title in English, with 
standard capitalisation, centred. Names of authors should 
contain their titles. The name of company or institution in 
which the authors are employed should be written below the 
names of authors (without interval).
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Abstract (in English): (up to 100 words), in normal capital-
isation.

Keywords (in English): Author(s) should state up to 8 key-
words to be used to identify the most important topics of the 
paper.

Sažetak: (do 100 riječi) pisati malim slovima. 

Ključne riječi: Autor(i) treba da navedu do 8 ključnih riječi 
koje će pomoći pri identifikaciji najvažnijih tema rada.

INTRODUCTION is written on the first page, without previ-
ous numeration. The introduction presents the start of the text 
and it is written in two columns.

1.2. Second and following pages

TITLES OF CHAPTERS should be written in capital letters 
(bold), and subtitles in normal capitalisation (bold).
TITLES and subtitles need to be started along the left margin.
The ordinal numbers of pages should be written in the bottom 
margin, centred.

1.3. Interspaces in the text

Between the title of the paper and names of authors, there
should be one line left.
Abstract should be written after two lines left, after the 
authors’ addresses.
Keywords are written with one line left, after the Abstract.
Sažetak are written with one line left, after the Keywords.
Ključne riječi are written with one line left, after the 
Sažetak.
INTRODUCTION is written with three lines left after the 
Keywords.
New chapters and subchapters are separated from text 
with one line left.

Three empty lines are left between the last line of a 
chapter and the title of the next chapter. Two empty lines 
are left between the last line of one chapter and sub-title 
(level 1.1).

2. TITLES AND SUBTITLES

Titles of chapters should be graded in decimal classifica-
tion, e.g.:

1. TITLE OF CHAPTER
1.1. Title of the second level of the chapter
1.1.2. Title of the third level of the chapter

2.1. Equations

Equations should be written in Microsoft Equation Editor,
or MathType addition (www.mathtype.com). The equa-
tions are added to the paper only in the following way. 
Insert | Object | Create New | Microsoft Equation or Math-

Type Equation. On the right edge of the text, in the line in 
which the equation is written, its number should be stated 
in parenthesis, starting with number (1), where it would be 
useful to use the right tabular.
In both equations and text, one should use the following:
–   variables marked with Latin alphabet italic (a, x, P1, ...),
–  variables marked with Greek alphabet regular writing
 (α, β, γ, ...),
–  functions and figures in regular letters,
–  complex numbers should be written with underlined
 Z, or Z bold,
–  marking of matrixes should use bold.

2.2. Figures, diagrams, photos and tables

Images, diagrams, photos and tables are positioned along
the corresponding text, cantered, without frames. Figures, 
diagrams, photos are numerated from 1 (Arabic numbers, 
Figure 1:), and tables are numbered from I (Roman num-
bers, Table I:). Numbers and titles of images, diagrams and 
photos are written under them (centred), and numbers and 
titles of tables are given above them (left justification). An 
image, diagrams, photo or tables needs to be divided from 
text with one empty line. 
If figures, diagrams, photos and tables cannot fit in one col-
umn, they are then positioned across the page (respecting 
left and right margins), at the beginning or at the end of 
the page. It is recommended to avoid formatting of figures, 
diagrams, photos and tables to less than one column width. 
Everything must be clear and sufficiently contrasted. All 
images, diagrams, photos and tables must be linked within 
the text, prior to positioning them in the text. 
If an figure has two parts, the title of the figure should 
contain parts (a) and (b) (Figure 2.a:, Figure 2.b:). Titles 
should not be a part of the figure. The title is not positioned 
within the frame linked to the figure. The figure should not 
have a frame. Abbreviations like Im., Fig. or Tab. are not 
used.

Figure 1: Example of image marking
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Figure 2.a: Example 1 Figure 2.b: Example 2

Table I: Example of table marking

GENERAL DATA
Dimensions 665/690/265 mm
Weight 64 kg
Operating tempature -250C to 600C
Own consumption overnight 1 W

Type Without a transformer
TECHNICAL DATA

Input power (cosφ=0) 15340 W
Max. input resistance 1000 V
Volume of resistance MPPT 360 V - 800 V/600 V
Maximal input power 33 A/11 A
Number of  MPPT 2

Efficiency
Maximum 98,2%
European 97,8%

A diagram (graph) must be clearly presented by visible 
markings on the coordinate axes. Coordinate axes should 
be marked with relevant size and unit, as shown in the 
Figure 3.

Figure 3:  I-U curve with the point of maximum power

3. UNITS
Units used in text should be SI or CGS (SI units are recom-
mended). British units can also be used, but in such case, they 
need to be placed in parenthesis, e.g.: 15 Gb/ cm2 (100 Gb/in2), 
except when used as indicators of marketing products, e.g. „3 
½-in disk drive”. Combining of SI and CGS units should be 
avoided.
A point (.) is use to indicate a decimal number (e.g. zero point 
three four 0.34). Thousands could be separated by commas 
(,) or without them (e.g. three thousand five hundred euro 
and fifty cents can be written as 3,500.50 € or 3500.50 €)

4. CONCLUSION
At the end of presenting the treated topic, a conclusion must 
be given, emphasizing the most important segments in the 
work, the importance of the work, and stating the possible 
directions for future research.

ANNEX
Title of the chapter is not numerated. Annex is text, equations, 
drawings, photographs, charts, graphs and their size should 
not be bigger than 17x24.7 cm. They need to be prepared in 
the same way as the previous part.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Title of the chapter is not numerated. In this part, the authors 
can than those who helped the presentation of the paper or 
conducted research, or those who supported it in any other 
way.

REFERENCES
Title of the chapter is not numerated. Reference is given in the 
order of appearance in text. The text refers to the reference 
using square bracket, just with a number, e.g.: [1]. For more 
than one reference, they are all given separated, bracket by 
bracket: [2], [3], [5]–[8]. List names of all authors based on 
the source and without the use of “et. al. “, except if there is 
more than 5 authors. An example is given below:

[1]  N1. (name, initial) Surname1, N2. Surname2: Title of
 the publication, where it was published / name of the  

journal, issue or volume of the journal, date, number  
of pages (from to)/ or conference where the paper  was

 published, date of the conference, number of pages  
(from-to) /or publisher of the book, year of publishing.

In addition to the given data, listing of e-sources requires
also stating of web page of the source with the date of
access.

BIOGRAPHY
Title of the chapter is not numerated. Short biography for each 
of the authors must be given. It starts with the name and sur-
name of the author. The biography of any author must not be 
longer than the allowed number of pages (10 in total).

I(A
)

U(V)
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PAPER WRITING GUIDELINES
(NASLOV NA ENGLESKOM JEZIKU - Times New Roman, Bold, 12pt)

UPUTE ZA PISANJE RADA (NASLOV NA JEDNOM OD ZVANIČNIH 
JEZIKA BOSNE I HERCEGOVINE  – Times New Roman, Bold, 12pt)

Autor 1 Ime i prezime 
Preduzeće - Institucija

Država
Email

Autor 2 Ime i prezime
Preduzeće - Institucija 

Država

Sažetak (na jednom od zvaničnih jezika Bosne i Hercegovine): Rad opisuje principe, režime, radne karakteristike
i načine rada. Piše se ispod naslova u jednoj koloni.

Ključne riječi (na jednom od zvaničnih jezika Bosne i Hercegovine): riječ1, riječ2, riječ3...

Abstract (in English): The paper describes principles, regimes, operational characteristics and methods of work.
It is written under the title, as one column.

Keywords (in English): word 1, word 2, word 3, ...

UVOD

Autor dostavlja rad Sekretarijatu BH K CIGRÉ u elektron-
skoj formi na e-mail adresu (cigre@bhkcigre.ba) ili ured-
niku časopisa na e-mail adresu (tatjana.konjic@untz.ba). 
Početak rada treba da obuhvati naslov rada (na jednom od 
zvaničnih jezika Bosne i Hercegovine i engleskom jeziku), 
imena autora, preduzeće/instituciju, državu i e-mail adresu 
jednog autora za kontakt. Ispod gore navedenog, u jednoj 
koloni piše se sažetak, ključne riječi, abstract i keywords. 
Tekst članka piše se u dvije kolone i sadrži uvod, poglavlja 
vezana za problematiku rada, zaključak, priloge, zahvalnicu 
i literaturu. Obavezna je i kratka biografija svih autora koja 
se navodi na kraju rada.

Mole se autori da prije dostavljana rukopisa prekontrolišu 
navode u dokumentu pod nazivom Inicijalni kontrolni spi-
sak za autore (https://bhee.ba/bhs/Instrukcije_za_autore) 

Rad se dostavlja na engleskom jeziku, s tim da sažetak i 
ključne riječi trebaju biti napisani i na jednom od zvaničnih 
jezika Bosne i Hercegovine. Autorima, koji dostave rad 
na engleskom jeziku, a jedan od zvaničnih jezika Bosne i 
Hercegovine nije im maternji jezik, uredništvo časopisa će 
obezbijediti prevod naslova, sažetka i ključnih riječi.

U naslovu rada izbjegavati skraćenice. Svako prvo uvođen-
je skraćenice u tekst zahtijeva i njezino objašnjenje koje se 
navodi u zagradi. Opseg rada ne smije preći 10 stranica, for-
mata A4, uključujući i priloge. Minimalna dužina rada je 5 
stranica.

Radovi podliježu “slijepoj” recenziji (najmanje dvaju recen-
zenata). Ako jedan od recenzenata konstatuje da je rad istog 
sadržaja već objavljen, rad se odbija. Ako se jedan od recen-
zenata izjasni negativno, a drugi recenzent pozitivno o radu, 
traži se dodatno mišljenje još jednog recenzenta. Konačnu 
odluku o objavljivanju rada donosi uredništvo. Autori nisu 
upoznati s imenima recenzenata. Od uredništva autori dobi-
jaju izvod iz recenzije, pa im preko njega mogu i odgovoriti 
ukoliko nisu saglasni s recenzentovim komentarima. 

Izdavač BH K CIGRÉ preuzima autorska prava za radove 
objavljene u časopisu Bosanskohercegovačka elektroteh-
nika, ako drugačije nije regulisano. Za autentičnost rado-
va odgovaraju sami autori. Autori odobravaju objavljivan-
je sažetaka svojih radova i/ili kompletnih radova na Web 
stranici časopisa. 

1. PISANJE RADA

Tekst pisati u Wordu 2003 ili novije. Preferira se pismo Times 
New Roman. Tekst se kuca jednostrukim prore-dom u dvije 
kolone. Veličina fonta je 10 pointa.

1.1. Prva stranica

Naslov referata napisati velikim slovima 12 pointa, podeblja-
no (bold). Naslov treba centrirati. Jednim redom proreda pi-
sati naslov na engleskom jeziku. Imena autora pisati jednim 
redom proreda ispod naslova na engleskom jeziku, malim 
slovima, centrirano. Uz ime-na autora ne stavljati titule. Ispod 
imena autora pisati naziv firme / institucije u kojoj su zapos-
leni (bez proreda).

Sažetak: (do 100 riječi) pisati malim slovima. 
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Ključne riječi: Autor(i) treba da navedu do 8 ključnih riječi 
koje će pomoći pri identifikaciji najvažnijih tema rada.

Abstract (in English): (up to 100 words), in normal capital-
isation.

Keywords (in English): Author(s) should state up to 8 key-
words to be used to identify the most important topics of the 
paper.

UVOD se piše na prvoj stranici bez naprijed navedene nu-
meracije. Uvod predstavlja početak teksta i piše se u dvije 
kolone. 

1.2. Druga i sljedeće stranice

NASLOVE POGLAVLJA pisati velikim slovima po-deblja-
no (bold), a podnaslove malim slovima, podeb-ljano (bold).
NASLOVE i podnaslove započeti pisati uz lijevu marginu.
Redni broj stranice pisati na donjoj margini, centrirano.

1.3. Razmaci u tekstu

Između naslova referata i imena autora ostaviti 1 slobodni red.
Sažetak se piše jednim redom proreda ispod ispod Ključne 
riječi.
Ključne riječi se pišu jednim redom proreda ispod Sažetka.
Abstract should be written after two lines left, after the au-
thors’ addresses.
Keywords se piše jednim redom proreda ispod ispod 
Abstract.

UVOD se piše s tri reda proreda ispod Keywords.
Naslovi poglavlja i potpoglavlja odvajaju se od teksta jed-
nim slobodnim retkom.

Između posljednjeg retka jednog poglavlja i naslova drugog 
poglavlja ostavljaju se 3 slobodna retka. Izme-đu posljednjeg 
retka jednog poglavlja i podnaslova (stupanj 1.1.) ostavljaju 
se 2 slobodna retka.

2. NASLOVI I PODNASLOVI

Naslove poglavlja treba stupnjevati u decimalnoj klasifikaciji, 
npr.

1. NASLOV POGLAVLJA
1.1. Naslov drugog stupnja poglavlja
1.1.2. Naslov trećeg stupnja poglavlja

2.1. Jednadžbe

Jednadžbe pisati u Microsoft Equation Editoru ili MathType 
dodatku (www.mathtype.com). Jednadžbe se u rad dodaju na 
sljedeći način: Insert | Object | Create New | Microsoft Equa-
tion ili MathType Equation. Na desnom rubu teksta, u redu na 
kojem pisana jednadžba, u zagradi treba naznačiti njen broj, 

počevši od broja (1), pri čemu je korisno koristiti desni (right) 
tabulator. 
I u jednadžbama i u tekstu koristiti za:
–  varijable označene latiničnim slovima italic pismo
 (a, x, P1, ...),
–  varijable označene grčkim slovima regular (normal)
 pismo (α, β, γ, ...),
–  funkcije i cifre regular (normal) pismo,
–  kompleksni broj pisati sa crticom Z ili podebljano Z,  

za oznake matrica podebljano (bold).

2.2. Slike, dijagrami, fotografije i tabele

Slike, dijagrami, fotografije i tabele smještaju se uz odgovara-
jući tekst, u koloni, centrirano i bez okvira. Slike, dijagrami, 
fotografije numerišu se od 1 (arapskim brojevima, Slika 1:), 
a tabele od I (rimskim brojevima, Tabela I:). Brojevi i nazivi 
slika, dijagrama i fotografija pišu se ispod (centrirano), a bro-
jevi i nazivi tabela iznad tabela (s lijevim poravnanjem). Sli-
ku, dijagram, fotografiju i tabelu potrebno je od teksta odvojiti 
za jedan prazan red. 

Ako slike, dijagrami, fotografije i tabele ne mogu stati u jednu 
kolonu tada se smještaju po čitavoj širini stranice
(poštujući lijevu i desnu marginu), na početku ili kraju 
stranice. Preporučuje se izbjegavanje formatiranja slika, di-
jagrama, fotografija i tabela na manje od širine jedne kolone. 
Sve mora biti jasno i dovoljno kontrasno. Sve slike, dijagrami, 
fotografije i tabele moraju biti pozvane u tekstu i to prije nego 
se postave u tekstu.

Ukoliko se slika sastoji od dva dijela, naslov slike treba da 
sadrži (a) i (b) dio (Slika 2.a:, Slika 2.b:). Naslovi ne treba da 
budu dio slike. Naslov se ne stavlja u okvir povezan za sliku. 
Slika ne treba imati okvir. Skraćenice tipa Sl., Fig. ili Tab. se 
ne koriste.

Dijagram mora biti jasno predstavljen vidljivim oznaka-
mana kordinatnim osama. Koordinatne ose treba dabudu 
označene pripadajućom veličinom i jedinicom kao što je 
prikazano na Slici 3.

Slika 1: Primjer označavanja slike
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3. JEDINICE
Jedinice koje se koriste u tekstu treba da budu SI ili CGS (SI 
jedinice se preporučuju). Britanske jedinice se također mogu 
koristiti, ali se u tom slučaju navode u zagradi, npr. 15 Gb/cm2 
(100 Gb/in2), osim u slučaju kada se koriste kao pokazatelji 
tržišnih proizvoda, npr. „3 ½-in disk drive”. Potrebno je izb-
jegavati kombinovanje SI i CGS jedinica.

Slika 2.a: Primjer 1 Slika 2.b: Primjer 2

Tabela I: Primjer označavanja tabele

OPŠTI PODACI
Dimenzije 665/690/265 mm
Težina 64 kg
Radna temperatura -250C to 600C
Vlastita potrošnja tokom noći 1 W

Tip Bez transformatora
TEHNIČKI PODACI

Ulazna snaga (cosφ=0) 15340 W
Max. ulazni napon 1000 V
Opseg napona MPPT 360 V - 800 V/600 V
Min. ulazni napon 150 V/188 V
Max. ulazna struja 33 A/11 A
Broj MPPT 2

Efikasnost
Maksimalna 98,2%
Europska 97,8%

Slika 3: I-U kriva sa tačkom maksimalne snage

I(A
)

U(V)

Tačka (.) se koristi za označavanje decimalnih brojeva (npr. 
nula tačka trideset i četiri 0.34). Hilade se mogu odvajati za-
rezom (,), ali može i bez njih (npr. tri hiljade pedsto eura i 
pedeset centi može biti napisano kao 3,500.50 € ili 3500.50 €)

4. ZAKLJUČAK
Na kraju prezentovanja tretirane teme obavezno se daje zakl-
jučak koji ističe najvažnije segmente u radu, važnost rada, te 
navodi moguće smjernice za dalja istraživanja.

PRILOG
Naslov poglavlja se ne numeriše. Prilozi su tekst, jednadžbe, 
crteži, fotografije, dijagrami, tablice, čije dimenzije ne prelaze 
17x24.7 cm, pripremljeni na isti način kao i prethodni dio.

ZAHVALNICA
Naslov ovog dijela se ne numeriše. U ovom dijelu autori se 
mogu zahvaliti onima koji su finansijski ili na neki drugi 
način podržali izradu rada ili prezentovanog istraživanja. 

LITERATURA
Naslov ovog dijela se ne numeriše. Literatura se piše redosli-
jedom kako se pominje u tekstu. U tekstu se na literaturu pozi-
va u uglastoj zagradi, samo brojem, npr. [1]. Više referenci se 
navodi svaka posebno u uglastoj zagradi, npr. [2], [3], [5]–[8]. 
Navesti imena svih autora prema redoslijedu na izvoru i ne 
koristiti ‘’et.al.’’, osim ako nije više od 5 autora. Primjer ispi-
sa literature slijedi:
[1]  I1. (ime inicijali) Prezime1, I2. Prezime2: Naslov pub-

likacije, gdje je publikacija objavljena /naziv časopisa, 
broj ili volumen časopisa, datum, broj stranice od-do,/ 
ili konferencija na kojoj je rad objavljen, datum održane 
konferencije, broj stranice od-do/ ili izdavač knjige, go-
dina izdanja. 

Za e-izvore pored navedenih podataka, potrebno je navesti i 
web stranicu izvora sa datumom pristupa.

BIOGRAFIJA
Naslov poglavlja se ne numeriše. Kratka biografija svakog od 
autora mora biti navedena. Potrebno je da počne sa imenom i 
prezimenom autora. Biografija svih autora ne smije da pređe 
maksimalno dozvoljen broj stranica za rad (10 stranica).
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INITIAL JOURNAL CHECK LIST FOR AUTHORS

As you prepare to submit your manuscript, please print out this list and check-off each item as it is completed. Failure 
to conform to the format requirements will result in your paper being sent back to you, and a delay in review.

The paper must be written in the English language.

The paper must contain the following sections: Title, Abstract, Keywords, Introduction, Body, Conclusion, 

References and Biography.

The title is in upper case letters and centered on the page.

Author’s name, company, country and e-mail address should be provided under the title.

“Abstract” and “Keywords” are flush left and set in boldface under the information about authors.

Headings and subheadings are flush left in the column and set in boldface. 

Headings are in upper case letters.

Numbering of sections begins after the section Introduction, which is given the number 1. (no Roman numer-

als) and it should be finished with the section Conclusion. A period appears after the number.

The sections Annex, Acknowledgment, References and Biography should not be numbering.

For subheadings, the numbers used are 1.1, 1.2, etc. If a subsection must be further divided, the numbers 

1.1.1, 1.1.2, etc. are used and the number and associated title are set in upper and lower case letters and 

in boldface.

Figure captions appear below the figure, are centered (no Roman numerals). When referring to a figure in the 

body of the text uses the entire word. For exemple, “Figure 1” (do not use abbreviations). 

Table captions are flush left and appear above the table in upper and lower case letters (no Arabic numer-

als). When referring to a table in the body of the text, use the entire word. For exemple, “Table I” (do not use 

abbreviations).

Equations are numbered (1), (2), etc. When referring to an equation in the body of the text, only the number 

enclosed in round brackets is used.

British spelling is adopted. Please pay particular attention to the spelling of “modeling” and “catalogue”.

Acronyms are spelled out at first mention, but not thereafter.

An acknowledgement section can be presented before the References, if desired.

References are numbered and listed in the reference section in the order that they appear in the text, NOT in 

alphabetical order by author’s names. Each listed reference has to appear in the body text. When referring 

to a source in the text, only the numeral enclosed in square brackets is used for identification (i.e., [1]). When 

referring to more sources in the text, each source is stated in square brackets (i.e. [2], [3], [5]–[8]).
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INICIJALNI KONTROLNI SPISAK ZA AUTORE

Prilikom pripreme rukopisa za slanje, molimo Vas da odštampate ovaj kontrolni slisak i označite svaku stavku kada 
je prekontrolišete. Ako Vaš rad ne bude u formatu koji je tražen, rad će Vam biti vraćen na doradu, što će dovesti do 
kašnjenja recenzije.

Rad mora biti napisan na engleskom jeziku.

Rad se mora sastojati od slijedećih dijelova: naslov, sažetak, ključne riječi, uvod, tekst, zaključak, literatura i 

kratka biografija autora.

Naslov je pisan velikim slovima i centriran na vrhu stranice.

Ime autora, kompanija, država i e-mail adresa trebaju biti napisani ispod naslova.

“Sažetak” i “Ključne riječi” su poravnate ulijevo i napisane podebljanim slovima ispod informacije o autorima.

Naslovi i podnaslovi poglavlja su poravnati lijevo u koloni i napisani podebljanim slovima.

Naslovi poglavlja su pisani velikim slovima.

Numerisanje poglavlja počinje nakon Uvoda. Poglavlje nakon Uvoda numeriše se brojem 1 (numerisanje bez 

rimskih brojeva), a numerisanje se završava s poglavljem Zaključak. Nakon cifre staviti tačku.

Prilog, Zahvalnica, Literatura i Biografija ne trebaju biti numerisani.ing.

Za naslove podpoglavlja koristiti brojeve 1.1., 1.2., itd. Ako se podpoglavlje mora dodatno podijeliti, koristi se

numeracija tipa: 1.1.1., 1.1.2., itd. Povezani naslovi se pišu normalnom kapitalizacijom i podebljano.

Numerisanje i naslov slike se unosi ispod slike, centrirano (bez rimskih brojeva). Nakon cifre staviti dvotačku. 

Prilikom pozivanja na sliku u samom tekstu, koristite cijelu riječ. Npr. “Slika 1” (ne koristiti skraćenice).

Numerisanje i naslov tabele se poravnava ulijevo i navode iznad tabele normalnom kapitalizacijom (bez ara-

pskih brojeva). Nakon cifre staviti dvotačku. Prilikom povezivanja na tabelu u samom tekstu, koristite cijelu 

riječ. Npr. “Tabela I” (ne koristiti skraćenice).

Jednačine se označavaju sa (1), (2), itd. Prilikom pozivanja na jednačinu u samom tekstu, koristite samo broj

koji se nalazi u maloj zagradi.

Ako je rad pisan na engleskom jeziku koristi se britanski standard engleskog jezika. Obratite posebnu pažnju

na pisanje riječi “modeling” i “catalogue”.

Skraćenice se ispisuju u cjelosti prilikom prvog pominjanja, ali ne i dalje u tekstu.

Dio o izrazima zahvalnosti se može staviti prije Literature, ako se to želi.

Literatura su numeriše i navodi u poglavlju Literatura, na način kako se pojavljuje u tekstu, a NE alfabetski 

po imenu autora. Svaki navedeni izvor se mora pojaviti u samom tekstu. Prilikom pozivanja na izvor u tekstu, 

upisati samo broj u srednjoj zagradi (npr. [1]). Prilikom pozivanja na više izvora u tekstu, svaki izvor se navodi 

u odvojenoj srednjoj zagradi (tj. [2], [3], [5]-[8]).
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CODE OF ETHICS

GENERAL INFORMATION

(1) The Code of Ethics of the journal B&H Electrical Engineering (‘’Bosanskohercegovacka elektrotehnika) con-
tains moral principles and principles of professional ethics to be observed by the authors who wish for their 
paper to be published in the journal, and for reviewers, editors and the editorial board. 

(2) The Code of Ethics contains a number of provisions related to plagiarism, fabrication of results, copying and 
scientific forgery. 

(3)  The purpose of the Code of Ethics is popularising of specific and direct values of electrical engineering in a 
wider sense, as well as support to promotion of ethical behaviour and moral values contained in this Code, 
being an obligation for all participants in the journal's production. 

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

(4) Submitted manuscripts should be the original works of the author(s). Authors must be honest in presenting 
their results and conclusions of their research. 

(5) Authors submitting manuscripts for publication warrant that the work is not an infringement of any existing 
copyright and will indemnify the publisher against any breach of such warranty. For ease of dissemination and 
to ensure proper policing of use, papers and contributions become the legal copyright of the publisher unless 
otherwise agreed.

(6) Research misconduct is a harmful for knowledge. It could mislead other researchers. 

(7) Research misconduct can appear in many forms:
•	 Fabrication	involves	making	up	results	and	recording	them	as	if	they	were	real.
•	 Falsification	involves	manipulating	research	processes	or	changing	or	omitting	data.
•	 Plagiarism	is	the	appropriation	of	other	people's	material	without	giving	proper	credit.
•	 Other	forms	of	misconduct	include	failure	to	meet	clear	ethical	and	legal	requirements	such	as	mis-

representation of interests, breach of confidentiality, lack of informed consent and abuse of research 
subjects or materials. Misconduct also includes improper dealing with infringements, such as attempts 
to cover up misconduct and reprisals on whistleblowers.

(8) All those who have made a significant contribution should be given chance to be cited as authors. Other in-
dividuals who have contributed to the work should be acknowledged. Papers should include a full list of the 
current institutional affiliations of all authors, both academic and corporate. 

(9) Reproducing text from other papers without properly crediting the source (plagiarism) or producing many 
papers with almost the same content by the same authors (self-plagiarism) is not acceptable. 

(10)      Each form of plagiarism of papers and ideas is considered as violation of the Code of Ethics.

(11) It is unethical for authors to submit a manuscript to more than one journal at the same time. This includes the 
submission of manuscripts derived from the same data in such a manner that there are no substantial differ-
ences in the manuscripts. Exceptions are the review papers. 
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(12) Fabrication, manipulation or falsification of data is a violation of this publication ethics.

(13)  Authors may not present results obtained by others as if they were their own. Authors should acknowledge 
the work of others used in their research and cite publications that have influenced the direction and course 
of their study.

(14) Authors should use only citations that are relevant to their manuscripts.  Addition of references which are not 
relevant to the work is strongly discouraged. Irrelevant self citation to increase one’s citation is unethical.

(15) The primary responsibility for handling research misconduct is in the hands of those who employ the research-
ers. If a possible misconduct is brought to a journal’s editor, the editor will seek advice from the referees and 
the Editorial Board. If there is the evidence, the matter will resolved by appropriate corrections in the printed 
and online journal; by refusing to consider an author's future work, for a given period, and by contacting af-
fected authors and editors of other journals.

(16) The author has the right to complain on the decision on his/her paper. The claim is submitted to the Editor. 

INFORMATION, RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES FOR EDITORS

(17) Editor in Chief ensure to:
•	 The	Editor	is	responsible	for	the	editorial	content	of	the	journal	–	themes	and	types	of	papers,	and	the	

content of the papers published in the journal. 
•	 Meet	the	needs	of	readers	and	authors,	improve	the	journal	continuously	and	maintain	the	quality	of	the	

material they publish.
•	 Enable	freedom	of	expression	and	keep	the	integrity	of	the	academic	record.
•	 Avoid	business	needs	from	compromising	intellectual	standards.	
•	 Publish	corrections,	clarifications,	retractions	and	apologies	when	needed.
•	 Inform	Readers	about	who	has	funded	research	and	on	the	role	of	the	donors	in	the	research.
•	 Publish	guidance	to	authors	on	everything	that	is	expected	of	them.
•	 Gives	instructions	to	reviewers	on	the	procedures	and	rules	of	revision	in	the	journal,	and	how	to	fulfil	

their two-fold obligation of giving constructive comments to the authors and advises to the editor
•	 Base	decisions	to	accept	or	reject	a	paper	for	publication	on	the	paper's	 importance,	originality,	and	

clarity, and the study's relevance to the remit of the journal.
•	 Publish	a	description	of	peer	review	processes	and	be	ready	to	justify	any	important	deviation	from	the	

described processes.
•	 Not	reversing	decisions	to	accept	submissions	unless	serious	problems	are	identified	with	the	submis-

sion.
•	 The	editor	passes	the	decision	on	the	paper	to	the	authors,	meaning	that	he/she	explains	the	decision	

independently from the remarks made by the reviewers, sent to the authors. 

•	 If	 the	reviewers	gave	converse	recommendations	on	 the	paper,	 the	editor	should	decide	and	tell	 the	
author which recommendations to follow. The editor can add his/her own recommendations and should 
make sure that the corrected paper complies with the rules of the journal on length and style. 

•	 The	decision	on	rejecting	a	paper	should	be	based	on	weakness	of	the	research	(unfit	setting	or	meth-
odology), lack of originality, importance or level of interest for the readers, and violation of the Code of 
Ethics.

•	 The	editor	should	clearly	explain	the	reasons	for	rejection.	
•	 The	editor	is	not	obliged	to	reconsider	each	claim	on	rejection,	regardless	of	the	persistence	of	the	au-

thor, but should do so if the authors give good reasons for possible modification of the decision and are 
ready to carry out modifications based on the reviewers’ recommendations. 

•	 The	editors	should	momentarily	 reject	a	paper	 if	 the	said	has	been	 resent	 to	 the	 journal	without	any	
modifications. 
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•	 If	the	editor	decides	to	reconsider	a	rejected	paper,	it	is	recommended	for	the	said	paper	to	be	reviewed	
by one of the original reviewers and one or two new reviewers. The editor can decide for such a paper 
to be seen as a new paper, and can send it for review by experts who had not seen the paper before. 

INFORMATION, RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES FOR REVIEWERS

(18) Reviewers ensure to:
•	 Judgments	should	be	objective.
•	 Reviewers	should	have	no	conflict	of	interest	with	respect	to	the	research,	the	authors	and/or	the	re-

search donors.
•	 Reviewers	should	point	out	relevant	published	work	which	is	not	yet	cited.
•	 Reviewed	papers	should	be	treated	confidentially.
•	 Reviewers	should	not	show	the	paper	to	anyone	without	the	explicit	authorisation	from	the	editor.	
•	 Reviewers	are	obliged;	if	they	accept	to	review	a	paper,	to	carry	it	out	in	time,	within		 the	 deadline	 of	

three weeks. 
•	 If	they	state	so,	the	reviewers	are	obliged	to	inform	the	editor	with	any	violation	of	the	Code	of	Ethics.			
•	 Reviewers	should	be	polite	in	their	remarks	on	the	paper,	when	sending	them	to	the	authors.	In	the	

event of inappropriate comments, the editors can refuse to pass such comments to the authors and 
even omit to show all comments by the reviewer to the author. 

•	 The	reviewers	can	not	use	any	data	described	in	the	paper	they	review	in	their	own	research.	
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ETIČKI KODEKS

OPĆE INFORMACIJE

(1) Etički kodeks časopisa Bosanskohercegovačka elektrotehnika (u daljnjem tekstu Etički kodeks) sadržava 
moralna načela i načela profesionalne etike kojih se trebaju pridržavati autori koji žele objaviti rad u časopisu, 
recenzenti, urednik i urednički odbor.

(2) Etički kodeks sadrži više odredbi koje se odnose na temu plagiranja, izmišljanja rezultata, prepisivanja, te 
znanstvenih falsifikata. 

(3)  Svrha Etičkog kodeksa je popularizacija vrijednosti specifičnih i direktno vezanih za djelatnost elektrotehnike u 
širem smislu. Njime se želi  promovirati  etičko ponašanje i moralne vrijednosti sadržane u ovom kodeksu a koji 
predstavljaju obavezu za sve učesnike u realizaciji časopisa.

INFORMACIJE ZA AUTORE

(4) Dostavljeni rukopisi trebaju biti originalni radovi autora. Autori moraju biti iskreni u predstavljanju svojih rezultata 
i zaključaka istraživanja. 

(5) Autori koji dostavljaju radove za objavu garantiraju da rad ne predstavlja kršenje postojećih autorskih prava i 
da će obavijestiti izdavača o kršenju ovlasti. U svrhu lakoće distribucije i osiguravanja odgovarajućeg prava ko-
rištenja, radovi i doprinosi postaju pravno autorsko pravo izdavača, osim ako ne bude drugačije dogovoreno.

(6) Istraživačka povreda šteti znanju i može odvesti druga istraživanja u pogrešnom pravcu.  

(7) Istraživačka povreda se može pojaviti u raznim oblicima:
•	 Krivotvorenje	obuhvata	izmišljanje	rezultata	i	njihovo	predstavljanje	stvarnima.	
•	 Krivotvorenje	obuhvata	manipulaciju	istraživačkim	procesom	ili	promjenu	ili	izostavljanje	podataka.
•	 Plagijat	je	prisvajanje	tuđeg	materijala	bez	navođenja	izvora.
•	 Ostali	oblici	povrede	obuhvataju	nemogućnost	ispunjavanja	jasnih	etičkih	i	pravnih	zahtjeva,	kao	što	je	

lažno predstavljanje interesa, kršenje povjerljivosti, nedostatak obaviještenog pristanka i zloupotreba 
predmeta ili materijala istraživanja. Povreda također obuhvata nepravilnu obradu kršenja, kao što je 
pokušaj zataškavanja povrede i represije spram osoba koje upozoravaju na povrede.

(8) Svi oni koji su ostvarili značajan doprinos, trebaju imati priliku da ih se navede kao autore. Ostali pojedinci koji 
su na neki način dali doprinos radu, trebaju biti spomenuti. Radovi trebaju imati cijelu listu trenutnih institucio-
nalnih pripadnosti svih autora, kako akademskih, tako i korporativnih. 

(9) Reprodukcija teksta iz drugih radova, bez odgovarajućeg navođenja izvora (plagijat) ili kreiranje radova sa gotovo 
istim sadržajem od strane istih autora (samo-plagijat) se ne prihvata. 

(10)     Svaki oblik plagiranja radova i ideja smatra se povredom Etičkoga kodeksa.

(11) Neetički je za autore dostavljati rad u više od jednog časopisa istovremeno. Ovo podrazumijeva dostavljanje 
radova koji nastaju iz istih podataka, bez značajne razlike u radovima. Izuzetke predstavljaju revidirani radovi.
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(12) Izmišljanje, manipulacija ili krivotvorenje podataka predstavljaju kršenje izdavačke etike.

(13)  Autori ne mogu predstaviti kao vlastite  rezultate do kojih su drugi došli. Autori trebaju priznati rad drugih koji 
je korišten u njihovom istraživanju i navesti publikacije koje su utjecale na smjer i tok njihovog istraživanja.

(14) Autori trebaju koristiti samo citate koji su relevantni za njihov rad. Dodatne se reference, koje nisu relevantne za 
rad, ne podržavaju. Nerelevantna citiranja samog sebe, u svrhu povećanja količine vlastitih citata, smatraju se 
neetičkim.

(15) Osnovna odgovornost za tretiranje istraživačke povrede je u rukama onih koji zapošljavaju istraživače. Ako 
je to moguće, povreda se iznosi uredniku časopisa, a urednik će tražiti savjet od sudija i uredničkog odbora. 
Ako postoji dokaz povrede, pitanje će biti riješeno odgovarajućom korektivnom mjerom u štampanom i online 
časopisu, odbijanjem razmatranja narednih radova autorana određeni period, ili kontaktiranjem autora i ured-
nika drugih časopisa na koje se povreda odnosi.

(16) Autor ima pravo prigovora na odluku o ocjeni rada koju upućuje Uredniku. 

INFORMACIJE, ODGOVORNOSTI I DUŽNOSTI UREDNIKA

(17) Glavni i odgovorni urednik treba osigurati slijedeće: 
•	 Urednik	odgovara	za	urednički	sadržaj	časopisa	–	teme	i	vrste	radova	i	sami	sadržaj	radova	objavljenih	

u časopisu. 
•	 Ispunjavanje	potreba	čitatelja	i	autora,	stalno	poboljšavanje	časopisa	i	održavanje	kvaliteta	materijala	koji	

se objavljuje. 
•	 Omogućavanje	slobode	izražavanja	i	zadržavanje	integriteta	akademskog	upisa.	
•	 Izbjegavanje	poslovnih	potreba	koje	mogu	kompromitirati	intelektualne	standarde.	
•	 Objavljivanje	ispravki,	pojašnjenja,	opoziva	i	izvinjenja,	kada	je	to	potrebno.	
•	 Informiranje	čitateljstva	o	tome	ko	finansira	istraživanje	i	o	ulozi	donatora	u	istraživanju.	
•	 Objavljivanje	uputa	autorima	o	svemu	što	se	od	njih	očekuje.	
•	 Davanje	upute	recenzentima	o	postupku	i	pravilima	recenzije	u	časopisu	te	kako	ispuniti	svoju	dvostruku	

obavezu davanja konstruktivnih primjedbi autorima i savjeta uredniku.
•	 Baziranje	odluka	o	prihvatanju	ili	odbijanju	rada	za	objavu	na	osnovu	važnosti	rada,	originalnosti,	jasnoći	

i relevantnosti rada u odnosu na oblasti časopisa. 
•	 Objavljivanje	opisa	procesa	revidiranja	rada	i	spremnost	na	pojašnjenje	svih	važnih	odstupanja	od	opisa-

nog procesa. 
•	 Izbjegavanje	promjene	odluke	o	prihvatanju	dostavljenih	radova,	osim	u	slučaju	 identificiranja	ozbiljnih	

problema. 
•	 Urednik	prenosi	autorima	odluku	o	radu,	što	znači	da	treba	objasniti	odluku	nezavisno	o	primjedbama	

recenzenata koje se šalju autorima.
•	 Ako	su	recenzenti	dali	suprotne	prijedloge	za	promjenama	rada,	urednik	treba	odlučiti	i	reći	autoru	koje	

preporuke treba slijediti. Urednik može dodati i svoje preporuke, te treba osigurati da popravljeni rad 
zadovoljava sva pravila časopisa o dužini i stilu.

•	 Odluka	o	odbijanju	rada	treba	biti	zasnovana	na	slabosti	 istraživanja	(neprikladan	ustroj	ili	metodologija),	
nedostatku originalnosti, važnosti ili zanimljivosti za čitatelje, te povrede etičkog kodeksa. 

•	 Urednik	treba	autorima	jasno	objasniti	razloge	odluke	o	odbijanju.
•	 Urednik	 nije	 obavezan	ponovno	 razmotriti	 svaki	 prigovor	o	odbijanju	bez	obzira	 na	upornost	 autora.	

Iznimka se može učiniti ako autori daju dobre razloge za moguću preinaku odluke i spremni su napraviti 
preinake prema primjedbama recenzenata.

•	 Urednici	trebaju	odmah	odbiti	rad	koji	je	jednom	vraćen	autoru		a	koji	je			ponovno	poslat	u	časopis	bez	
ikakvih preinaka. 
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INFORMACIJE, ODGOVORNOSTI I DUŽNOSTI RECENZENATA

(18) Recenzenti se brinu da:
•	 Procjene	budu	objektivne.	
•	 Recenzenti	ne	bi	trebali	ulaziti	ni	u	kakav	konflikt	interesa	u	smislu	istraživanja,	autora	i/ili	donatora	is-

traživanja. 
•	 Recenzenti	trebaju	navesti	relevantna,	objavljena	djela,	koja	nisu	citirana	u	radu.	
•	 Revidirani	radovi	se	trebaju	tretirati	kao	povjerljivi.	
•	 Recenzent	ne	bi	smio	nikome	pokazati	rad	bez	izričite	dozvole	urednika.
•	 Recenzenti	su	dužni,	ukoliko	prihvate	 recenziranje	 rada,	dostaviti	 recenziju	na	vrijeme,	u	 roku	od	 tri	

sedmice.
•	 Ukoliko	uoče	nepravilnosti,	recenzenti	su	dužni	upoznati	urednika	o	povredi	etičkog	kodeksa.	
•	 Recenzenti	trebaju	biti	pristojni	u	svojim	primjedbama	na	rad	upućenim	autorima.	U	slučaju	neprimjerenih	

komentara recenzenata, urednici takve u potpunosti ili djelimično ne moraju prenijeti autorima. 
•	 Recenzenti	ne	smiju	za	svoje	istraživanje	rabiti	podatke	opisane	u	radu	koji	su	dobili	na	recenziju.

•	 Ako	urednik	odluči	ponovno	razmotriti	odbijeni	rad,	preporuka	je	da	takav	rad	pregleda	jedan	od	njegovih	
izvornih recenzenata i jedan ili dva nova recenzenta. Urednik može odlučiti da takav rad smatra novim 
radom i pošalje ga na recenziju stručnjacima koji ga nisu prije ocjenjivali.
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